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Abstract

The physical characteristics of the cell microenvironment greatly affect cellular
processes such as survival, proliferation, migration, and differentiation. Biomaterials with
well-defined physical and chemical properties have been used to better understand the
cell microenvironment. Furthermore, the physicochemical properties of biomaterials can
be modulated to induce host body responses and therapeutic cell behaviour. Based on
these premises, the work presented in this thesis investigated the effect of soluble
polymers commonly used in cell therapies on the physical properties of the extracellular
microenvironment. It was found, that viscosity-enhancing polymers induce mesenchymal
migration in liver cancer cells, an effect derived from changes in integrin-dependent cell
– substrate adhesion dynamics and mechanosensing. Also, the role of extracellular
polymers on endothelial-derived cell alignment was explored indicating that molecular
soluble polymers enhance cell elongation and alignment in a molecular weight-dependent
manner. In addition, the effect of hydrogel density and crosslinking causing mechanical
confinement was found to affect cancer cell growth and cell cycle progression, leading to
an enhanced content in polyploid cells. Finally, the effect of mechanical confinement on
liver cancer cells was taken advantage of to improve the production of biomass for a
bioartificial liver device by modulating the degree of crosslinking of alginate hydrogel. In
conclusion, the work presented here indicates that physical properties of both the
extracellular fluid and matrix greatly affect cell behaviour and can be exploited to improve
biomaterial design for in vitro testing and clinical applications.
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Impact statement
Studying cells in vitro has historically involved plastic or glass flat surfaces on which
cells attach and grow, and fluids known as cell culture media bathing cells and providing
them with a constant supply of oxygen and nutrients. Although this simplistic approach
is effective to study a wide range of biological processes, those processes that involve the
cellular milieu (other cell types, the extracellular matrix, and dynamic mechanical factors
such as stretch, compression, and fluid flow) require more complex in vitro systems. These
complex systems have demonstrated to be essential to engineer tissue substitutes and
promote tissue regeneration, strategies that are currently being developed and are
increasingly being considered as alternatives to current therapies for diseases involving
malfunction, degeneration, or failure of organs or tissues [1]. Furthermore, the use of
adequate in vitro systems combined with patient-derived samples is pivotal for precision
medicine, in which more effective targeted molecular therapies are designed [2].
Understanding the different factors of the cellular milieu, also known as cell
microenvironment, including its physical and chemical characteristics is essential to
improve these cell culture systems and therapies. Most cell microenvironment studies
have focused on the physicochemical characteristics of the substrate cells are adhered to
or the role of molecules found in neighbouring cells or dissolved within the surrounding
fluid. This thesis focuses on the study of various physical factors of the microenvironment
including both the solid and the liquid compartments of the cellular milieu. The first
contribution, presented in chapter 4, shows the role of the viscous properties of the
extracellular fluid in processes such as cell adhesion to its substrate, cell morphology, and
migration, processes that are essential for normal development, physiology, and are
involved in various diseases including cancer. Cancer cells respond to their
microenvironment, which has been demonstrated to play a role in cancer progression,
invasion, and response to chemotherapy [3], [4]. For this reason, liver cancer cells were
chosen as model cells for the study presented in chapter 4. Thus, these findings not only
have an academic but also a clinical benefit, suggesting that viscosity-enhancing molecules
could be targeted for cancer therapy.
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Impact statement

The second contribution, presented in chapter 5, is relevant to cells derived from
blood vessels. This chapter shows that, contrary to previous studies, static fluids with a
determined viscosity-enhancing molecular content can affect the behaviour of these cells.
These findings have implications in processes such as the formation of the vasculature
during embryonic development or tumour growth, and thus the findings presented have
clinical relevance.
Finally, the third contribution of this thesis, presented in chapter 6, shows the effect
of mechanical confinement on tumour cells, demonstrating a role in processes such as
cell proliferation. These findings are not only used to understand tumour growth, but also
to improve the production of cells used for liver failure cell therapy. It is demonstrated
that the time and cost of production can be improved by modulating mechanical
confinement, and thus, these findings have both commercial and clinical benefits.
In conclusion, this thesis contributes to a better understanding of the field of cell
microenvironment, having not only academic, but also clear clinical and commercial
benefits.
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Chapter 1
Introduction to cell-biomaterial interactions

Cells are in constant communication with their surroundings. In multicellular
organisms, these cells are in direct contact with other cells, but also with molecules in the
extracellular space that provide a structural and biochemical support as well as the
interstitial fluid that bathes them. In recent years, the study of the cellular milieu, also
known as the cellular microenvironment, has gained increasing attention as it is involved
in both physiological and pathological processes and the use of adequate conditions in in
vitro models mimicking the natural microenvironment of cells has direct applications in
various fields including drug discovery [5], [6], tissue engineering1 [7], [8], personalised
medicine [9], and basic biomedical research [10] amongst others. This chapter gives an
overview of biomaterial-based strategies to improve our understanding of the cellular
microenvironment, with an emphasis on cancer cells and the physical characteristics of
the microenvironment affecting them, as well as on cell therapy and tissue engineering
applications.

1.1. Thesis outline
This thesis is divided into 7 chapters describing and discussing three main research
projects on the interaction between cells and biomaterials.
o

Chapter 1, entitled “Introduction to cell-biomaterial interactions”, describes the
theoretical concepts as well as the latest research that leads to the scientific
questions and hypotheses tested in the results chapters. This chapter reviews the
literature in the field of biomaterials and mechanobiology and it gives an overview

1

Tissue engineering uses cells, materials, and engineering techniques to develop functional tissues
generally in vitro to improve or replace biological tissues.
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of the physical concepts necessary to understand the properties of biomaterials
that have been demonstrated to affect cell behaviour.
o

Chapter 2 describes the aims and hypotheses derived from the gaps in the current
knowledge in the field of mechanobiology and the cellular microenvironment
described in Chapter 1.

o

Chapter 3 describes in detail the materials and methods used to obtain the results
explained in the following chapters. This chapter also introduces technical
concepts and discusses the methodology used and possible alternatives when
these are not explained within the introduction or results chapters.

o

Chapter 4, entitled “Effects of soluble polymers on cell migration and
mechanosensing”, starts by giving a theoretical overview on fluid mechanics and
the effect of soluble polymers on these properties. Then, this chapter presents a
series of results demonstrating the effect of soluble polymers on liver cancer cell
migration, morphology, substrate mechanosensing, and gene expression. Also,
this chapter analyses the role of cellular structures such as the actin cytoskeleton
and the nucleus on the cellular response to soluble polymers.

o

Chapter 5, entitled “Nano-viscosity determines cell alignment in endothelialderived cells” gives an introduction to the latest research regarding the role of the
physical microenvironment in the biology of the endothelium. Following this
introduction, a series of results on the effect of soluble polymers with varying
molecular weights on processes such as substrate mechanosensing, substrate
adhesion, cell morphology, and multicellular alignment are presented.

o

Chapter 6, entitled “Mechanical confinement reduces proliferation and affects
cell cycle progression”, introduces the concept of the bioartificial liver and the
effect of the mechanical characteristics of hydrogels on cells. Then, this chapter
presents results of the effect of hydrogel concentration and crosslinking degree
on cell proliferation and cell cycle progression. Finally, these results present an
improved method to rapidly obtain the biomass necessary for the clinical use of a
bioartificial liver device.

o

Chapter 7 presents a general discussion and specific discussions of each results
chapter and suggests improvements and potential future work that could be
followed to answer the unsolved questions raised from the results obtained
throughout the thesis.
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o

Appendix I and II contain published data regarding the effect of polyethylene
glycol solutions with equal osmolarity on internuclear distance and wound healing
and the publication containing these results and other results presented in Chapter
4.

1.2. Biomaterials

Biomaterials are substances that interact with biological systems and can enhance or
replace the function of body tissues and organs. Materials that do not interact or induce
responses when introduced in the body are termed inert and were the first ones used
clinically. For instance, materials used as dental implants or bone replacements need to be
biocompatible, eliciting low reactions from the body, in order to be functional for long
periods of time. There is archaeological evidence that materials for dental applications
have been used in ancient civilisations such as the Egyptian, Roman, Greek, and Etruscan.
A dental prosthesis using a cow tooth and a gold wire to fix it was found in an Etruscan
archaeological site dating ~2,600 years ago [11]. However, other more recently developed
materials know as bioactive, take advantage of the activation of specific responses from
biological components to enhance functions such as regeneration [12] or to activate the
immune system [13], [14]. The physical and chemical properties of a biomaterial will
determine its relationship with the biological systems it is in contact with. Therefore,
biomaterial design and selecting the adequate biomaterial type are pivotal steps in
biomaterial-based studies and therapies.

1.2.1. Classification of biomaterials

Besides the classification of biomaterials according to their bioactivity, biomaterials
can also be classified by their chemical and atomic structure giving four basic groups:
metals, ceramics, polymers, and composites. Metallic biomaterials are those materials
composed of one or more metallic elements such as iron, gold, titanium, nickel, and
cobalt, and have been largely used to provide internal support to biological tissues, mainly
in joint replacements, dental implants, stents, and orthopaedic fixations [15]. Ceramics are
inorganic non-metallic materials, most frequently nitrides, oxides, and carbides. These
17
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materials are typically rigid and used in surgical implants. Polymers are generally organic
compounds forming large molecules often with a chain-like structure with a backbone of
carbon. Polymers commonly present low stiffness, strength, and melting temperature.
Composites are materials that contain at least two different materials of the other
categories that are separated on a scale larger than the atomic. By combining different
materials, new properties that do not exist for a single material can be achieved. Examples
of composites include fibreglass, or natural materials such as bone, dentine, or wood [16].

1.2.2. Polymeric biomaterials

Since nearly the birth of the field of polymer science, these materials have been
applied in surgical studies. The use of polymers such as nylon, poly(methylmethacrylate)
(PMMA), and polyvinyl chloride started in the 1940s [17]. Since those early applications,
the use of polymers has experienced a rapid expansion being widely used in the fields of
tissue engineering and regenerative medicine as cellular scaffolds. Polymers can be
classified as synthetic or naturally occurring.
Synthetic polymers are widely used for their easily tuneable physicochemical and
mechanical properties conferring batch-to-batch consistency [18]. These materials can be
cheaply produced in large quantities and present a very low risk of containing pathogens.
Synthetic polymeric biomaterials include poly(glycolic acid) (PGA), poly(lactic acid)
(PLA) and their co-polymers such as poly(lactide-co-glycolide) (PLGA), polycaprolactone
(PCL), poly(propylene fumarate), polyethylene glycol (PEG), and polyurethane, amongst
others [19]. Poly(a-hydroxy ester)s such as PLA, PGA, and PLGA degrade via nonspecific hydrolysis of the ester bond producing glycolic acid. These materials present good
biocompatibility and their biodegradability can be controlled. PCL is also degraded
through hydrolytic scission and presents a slow degradation and has good
biocompatibility. PCL is a thermoplastic widely used in 3D bioprinting2 as a scaffold
component [20], [21]. Poly(propylene fumarate) are unsaturated linear polyesters generally
degraded via hydrolysis. Crosslinking vinyl monomers with the unsaturated bonds allows
the control of the mechanical and degradation properties of these polymers [22]. PEG is

2

3D bioprinting is the use of printing techniques to combine cells and biomaterials to produce 3D
constructs with a well-defined structure, usually imitating natural tissue characteristics.
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a hydrophilic polymer used to prevent cell and protein attachment to scaffolds due to its
hydrophilic properties. Modification of PEG with acrylate (e.g. PEG-diacrylate) enables
UV-crosslinkability which has been used to fabricate micropatterned structures [23].
Polyurethane is a biodegradable polymer that degrades via hydrolysis, oxidation, and
enzymatic degradation. This polymer is widely used in the biomedical field due to its
physical characteristics such as durability, fatigue resistance, elasticity, and compliance.
Naturally occurring polymers derived from animal/human sources normally present
high biocompatibility, with minimal inflammatory responses [24], present adhesion sites
for cells (bioactive), and are enzymatically degraded. However, these polymers are poorly
controlled in terms of physicochemical properties and are expensive. On the other hand,
plant-derived biopolymers are generally inexpensive, relatively biocompatible, and
degrade via non-proteolytic mechanisms [25]. However, chemical modifications have
been used to confer them with proteolytic, adhesive, mechanical, and structural
characteristics on polymers derived from natural sources. Naturally occurring polymers
include complex sugars such as hyaluronan, chitosan, agarose, and alginate, and proteins
such as collagens, gelatin, and fibrin [26]. Other classifications are based on their function
and structure, such as whether they form hydrogels, are injectable, capable of drug
delivery, or are surface modified.

1.2.3. Hydrogels

Hydrogels are hydrophilic crosslinked polymeric networks with a high content of
water. These have been largely used as substrates for cells to grow on two-dimensional
(2D) surfaces or embedded within the hydrogel. The process of encapsulating cells within
hydrogels relies on the chemical or physical crosslinking of the polymeric chains.
Hydrogels allow the diffusion of oxygen and nutrients to nourish the cells and the delivery
of products of the encapsulated cells outside of the hydrogel, depending on the size of
the product and the effective pores of the material [27]. Embedding cells within hydrogels
also provides protection from external damaging factors such as the host’s immune cells
in transplanted encapsulated cells or from mechanical stresses. Also, these scaffolds allow
cells to grow in a three-dimensional (3D) environment, which better mimics their natural
environment, facilitating the acquisition of a more in vivo-like phenotype [28], [29].
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Some of the most widely used hydrogel-forming polymers include alginate,
hyaluronan, agarose, chitosan, PEG, and polyvinyl alcohol amongst others [30]. The
natural polymer alginate, derived from algae, has passed most regulatory issues to be
considered safe for human application [31]. Alginate is composed of a-L-guluronic acid
(G) and its 5-C epimer b-D-mannuronic acid (M). Sodium alginate (Na-alginate) is soluble
in water, but upon addition of divalent cations, alginate forms a gel by the ionic bonding
between polyguluronic acid regions and the cations (Fig. 1). The most extensively used
divalent cations for alginate crosslinking are Ba2+ and Ca2+. The concentration of cations
used to crosslink the polymer and the proportion of G-blocks as well as the length of its
chains, strongly affects the mechanical properties of alginate hydrogels, and these
contribute to its biocompatibility [32]. For instance, the modulation of the properties of
alginate hydrogels has allowed the development of highly biocompatible encapsulated
pancreatic islands [33], [34]. Covalently-crosslinked alginate has also been used to
fabricate biodegradable hydrogels [35].

Figure 1. Calcium-alginate crosslinking. Egg-box model of alginate crosslinking by which the
electrostatic binding of one Ca2+ and two G residues of one chain and two G residues of another chain
causes the dimerization of alginate chains. Image from Bruchet M., 2015 [36].

Agarose is a galactose-based polysaccharide extracted from seaweed, its degradation
is slow and its mechanical properties can be tuned. The feature that allows agarose to be
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easily used to encapsulate cells is its temperature-sensitive solubility in water with a gel
transition temperature in the range of 32 – 47 ºC [37]. PEG is another attractive hydrogelforming polymer. Various methods of gelation have been used to form PEG-based
hydrogels, including physical, ionic, and covalent interactions to forming structures with
tuneable physicochemical properties [38]. Due to its controllable properties including the
modification with adhesion peptides and protease-cleavable linkers, PEG-based
hydrogels have been used to understand the development of complex structures such as
organoids3, and to successfully transplant them into animal models for regenerative
purposes [39], [40]. Also, PEG and other hydrogel-forming polymers have been used to
precisely control the physical properties of the cellular microenvironment, which has
allowed the study of the role of mechanics in biological systems, a field known as
mechanobiology4, both in 2D and 3D [41]–[43].

1.3. Physical properties of biomaterials
Traditionally, researchers have used chemistry to modify biomaterials to achieve
controlled biological responses. For instance, conjugating antibodies, peptides, or
aptamers, allows the modulation of biomaterial biodistribution. Also, coating biomaterials
with PEG reduces de adsorption of opsonin proteins5 enhancing their half-life [44].
Another example is the functionalisation of biomaterials with proteins or peptides derived
from extracellular matrix (ECM) proteins such as the Arg-Gly-Asp (RGD) peptide, found
in fibronectin, collagens, vitronectin, osteopontin, fibrinogen, and other proteins,
allowing cells to adhere to these materials [45]. A different strategy to control the
biological responses to biomaterials is the modification of their physical properties
including a controlled shape, mechanical properties, surface topology, and
compartmentalisation [46] which affect processes such as cell proliferation, stem cell
differentiation, and biomaterial biocompatibility.

3

Organoids are 3D in vitro structures that show a realistic micro-anatomy of a particular organ or
tissue. The formation of organoids generally requires the use of stem or progenitor cells and a hydrogel.
4
Mechanobiology is a field that combines biology and engineering to understand the role of physical
forces and changes in the mechanical characteristics of cells and tissues in development, physiology,
and disease.
5
Molecules that enhance the recognition of other molecules or cells by phagocytes and NK cells.
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1.3.1. Mechanical properties

The mechanical properties of different tissues in the human body differ greatly,
from soft tissues such as brain, to stiff tissues like bone. The softness or stiffness of a
tissue can be expressed quantitatively as the elastic modulus (E), which measures the
resistance of a material to being deformed by a stress. The elastic modulus of a material
is defined as the slope of its strain-stress curve in the elastic region, being stress the force
applied to the material divided by the area it is applied to, generally expressed in pascals
(Pa), and strain being the ratio of the change of a parameter caused by the deformation
of the material to the value of the parameter before applying the stress (Fig. 2). Brain
tissues have an E ~ 0.5 kPa, whilst precalcified bone has an E ~ 30 kPa [46].

Figure 2. Elastic modulus. The elastic modulus of a material can be derived from its stress-strain
curve. The elastic modulus is defined as the slope of a material’s stress-strain curve in the elastic
deformation region.

Hydrogels such as polyacrylamide (PAA) and polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) have
been extensively used to control the stiffness of a substrate. Varying the ratio of polymer
and crosslinker solutions and changing temperature or curing time allows the control of
hydrogel stiffness. These substrates can then be chemically modified to couple ECM
proteins or peptides to allow the adhesion of cells. Using this strategy, it was possible to
decouple biochemical and physical effects of the substrate, which demonstrated that
substrate stiffness greatly affects processes such as cell spreading area and proliferation
or mesenchymal stem cell (MSC) differentiation [47]–[49]. Most cells adhered to stiff
substrates exhibit a larger spreading area and increased proliferation compared to cells
adhered to soft substrates [49]. Also, Brain-like stiffness is neurogenic, whilst collagenous
bone-like stiffness is osteogenic on MSCs [50].
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These materials exhibit a linear elastic behaviour, so the bulk elastic modulus is
not affected by deformation or strain rate. The strain-independence of the elastic
properties of PAA and PDMS gels has allowed the measurement of traction forces
generated by cells. The method termed traction force microscopy (TFM) allows the
measurement of deformations of these materials by tracking beads embedded in PAA
substrates, micropatterned features on PDMS, or bending of micro- or nano-pillars [51].
For small deformations, Hooke’s law (Eq. 1) can be used to calculate discrete forces.
𝐹 = 𝑘𝑥
Equation 1. Hooke's law.

where 𝑘 is the spring constant, determined by the elastic properties of the material or
bending properties of pillars, and 𝑥 is the displacement. However, traction forces are not
discrete, and are distributed continuously throughout the substrate [52]. Thus, it is
convenient to represent traction forces as traction stress, traction force per unit area of
contact between the cell and the substrate. Assuming the substrate is linearly elastic,
traction stress (𝜎(𝑥)) is related to the displacement (𝑢(𝑥)) by the tensional version of
Hook’s law (Eq. 2).

𝜎=

𝐸 1
𝑣∇ ∙ 𝑢
( (∇𝑢 + ∇𝑢1 ) +
𝐼)
1−𝑣 2
1 − 2𝑣

Equation 2. Traction stress relationship to displacement by the tensional version of Hooke's
law.

where 𝐼 is the identity tensor, 𝑣 is the Poisson’s ratio6, and 𝐸 the elastic modulus. This
method requires boundary conditions at the top and bottom of the substrate, and the
assumption of mechanical equilibrium (∇ ∙ 𝜎 = 0) (net forces equal to 0). These
assumptions give the equation (Eq. 3):

(1 − 2𝑣)∇5 𝑢 + ∇(∇ ∙ 𝑢) = 0

6

The Possion’s ratio of a material is the ratio between the transverse contraction strain to the
longitudinal extension strain in the direction of stretching force.
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Equation 3.

This equation can be solved using mathematical manipulations such as Fourier transforms
and finite-element analysis [53]. Although these, in general, are conducted in 2D, new
methods have been developed to measure traction forces in 3D [54], [55].

Figure 3. Non-linear stress-strain curve.

Unlike PAA and PDMS, native ECMs exhibit non-linear (Fig. 3), more complex
mechanical properties due to their fibrous nature, and present time-dependent effects
such as plasticity and viscoelasticity [56]. Electrospinning7 has been used as a strategy to
produce fibrous matrices with controlled mechanical properties, defined architecture, and
dimensions. Also, novel strategies have been developed to measure traction forces in
fibrous networks [57]. Fibrous materials are non-linear, as these materials are strained,
their fibres align, causing an enhanced resistance to more strain, and are also anisotropic,
showing enhanced stiffness in the direction of aligned fibres (Fig. 4). These fibrous
materials present considerably different cellular responses, compared with non-fibrous
elastic materials, as fibres with low stiffness are recruited by cells increasing cell adhesion
ligand density at the cell surface which induces formation of adhesive structures and its
related intracellular signalling [58].

7

Electrospinning is a method used to produce fibres using electric force and charged polymer
solutions and polymer melts to form fibres with diameters in the order of hundreds of nanometers.
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Figure 4. Stress-strain curves of fibrous
materials. a, Applying a force in the x axis (Fx)
or a force in the y axis (Fy) results in two
different stress-strain curves. b, Stress-strain
curves resulting from applying Fx (Ex) or Fy (Ey).
Modified from Polacheck and Chen [51].

Ionically crosslinked alginate with defined molecular weight has been used to confer
with defined viscoelastic properties both in 2D and 3D cell cultures [42], [59]. These
materials show a decrease in stress over time under constant strain, a concept known as
stress-relaxation, an effect observed in native ECM. By decreasing the molecular weight
of the alginate used, the stress-relaxation properties of these gels are enhanced (Fig. 5).

Figure 5. Stress-relaxation of alginate hydrogels depending on the crosslinking type and
molecular weight. Adapted from Chaudhuri O, 2016 [42].

Upon physiologic stress, the ionic bonds of alginate can break, and new bonds can
be formed, which causes plastic deformation of the material. Thus, cells can remodel these
materials allowing them to spread on soft substrates and inducing osteogenesis in MSCs
encapsulated in hydrogels with fast stress-relaxation [42], [59].
Also, materials such as fully synthetic polyisocyanopeptide gels showing stressstiffening after a critical stress is applied have been created to mimic biopolymer gels
showing this behaviour [60]. The stress-stiffening properties of these gels can be enhanced
by increasing the molecular weight of the polymer. When very soft gels (0.2 – 0.4 kPa)
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with high stress-stiffening properties are used to encapsulate MSCs, these cells undergo
osteogenesis instead of the adipogenesis observed in non-stiffening gels with the same
initial elastic modulus [61].

1.3.2. Effect of surface microstructure
Pioneering studies from the 1950s and 1960s showed how cells respond to substrate
topography such as cells aligning along grooves [62], [63]. After these studies, new
techniques have been developed to control surface topography at the micro- and
nanoscale. Soft lithography8 techniques have been developed to create micropatterns of
ECM proteins in the size range of individual cells [64]. Using micropatterning to control
the size and shape of cells, demonstrated that MSC differentiation can be controlled by
their size and shape due to differences in cytoskeletal tension [65]. At the nanoscale,
topography can affect the size of focal adhesions, adhesion structures between cells and
their substrate, and the differentiation of MSCs [66]–[68]. Furthermore, topography can
cause a directed migration of cells, a process termed topotaxis [69]. In another study, to
mimic scars, fractal collagen fibre bundles were produced over a polyacrylamide gel,
inducing a scar-like phenotype on MSCs [70].

1.4. Mechanotransduction

The conversion of physical signals into chemical reactions and changes in gene
expression by cells is known as mechanotransduction. Various cellular structures,
complexes, and molecules are involved in mechanotransduction, occurring at the cell
membrane, the cytoplasm, and the nucleus.
1.4.1. Mechanotransduction at the cell membrane
Cells interact with the ECM mainly through a group of proteins named integrins.
To date 24 subtypes of integrins have been identified. These are heterodimers made of
8

Soft lithography is a technique used to fabricate or replicate structures on the micrometre or
nanometre scale using elastomeric materials such as PDMS as elastomeric stamps, moulds, and
photomasks.
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different combinations of a and b subunits. The clustering of integrins and other
cytoplasmic molecules forms a complex known as focal adhesions. Integrins and focal
adhesions have been shown to mediate force transmission to the cytoskeleton [71].
Interestingly, this process is bi-directional, so cells also induce forces to their substrate
through focal adhesions [72]. One mechanism that explains force transmission is the type
of association between integrins and their ligands. It has been demonstrated that integrins
form catch bonds9, which, in contrast to slip bonds10, show longer lifetimes in response
to force [73].
The molecular clutch model of mechanotransduction has been proposed to explain
the process of force transmission [74]. In this model, actin filaments are thought to flow
backwards towards the centre of the cell as a result of a combination of a pushing force
due to actin polymerisation at the edge of the cell and the pulling from central myosin
filaments. Linker proteins between actin filaments and integrins transmit force slowing
down the actin flow [75], [76]. This process is thought to be affected by ECM stiffness
[77]. To explain rigidity sensing, this model considers the differences in bond lifetime
between actin-linker proteins, linker proteins-integrins, and integrin-ECM, relative to the
applied force, which will depend on their slip or catch bond behaviour. At a sufficiently
high force the clutch complex destabilises. When the complex is engaged, myosin force
is transmitted to the substrate, which deforms if it is compliant, and exerts force
distributed throughout all the bonds of the clutch. This force builds up until it causes the
failure of these bonds, allowing the cycle to start again by the re-engaging of the complex.
The main factor giving clutch mechanosensitivity is the force loading rate (speed at
which the force builds once the clutch complex is engaged) [78]. In substrate
mechanosensing, the loading rate can be understood as the product of substrate rigidity
times the speed of retrograde actin flow. In molecular clutch models, a specific loading
rate causes a maximal force transmission. Above this loading rate (substrate rigidity), the
force builds up so fast that clutches destabilise before new clutches can bind (unbinding
rate > binding rate). On the other hand, when substrate rigidity is lower than optimal, the
loading rates are so low that the clutch disengages before high forces are reached. This
system has been observed in several systems [77], [79]. However, in other systems, instead
of a biphasic relationship between force and substrate rigidity, a monotonic increase is
9

Catch bonds are non-covalent bonds that experience enhanced lifetime when tensile forces are
applied to them up to a maximum force after which the lifetime of these bonds reduces.
10
Slip bonds are non-covalent bonds whose lifetime reduces with applied tensile forces.
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observed [80], [81]. In these systems, cells grow focal adhesions above a rigidity threshold
due to the unfolding of talin, causing integrin recruitment and clutch binding which
maintains high force transmission [82]. The time required for unfolding talin decreases
with force applied to unfold it. Thus, on soft substrates, force on ECM-integrin and
integrin-talin bonds is low so integrins unbind the ECM before talin can be unfolded.
However, on stiff substrates the force is higher, which stabilises the ECM-integrin bond
and enhances the speed of talin unfolding, leading to vinculin binding which triggers the
recruitment of focal adhesion components (Fig. 6) [83]. Interestingly, reducing the
diffusion of integrin ligands by increasing the surface viscosity of purely viscous cellular
substrates has been shown to enhance force loading rate, promoting focal adhesion
formation and activation of mechanotransduction pathways [84].

Figure 6. The molecular clutch model. On substrates that are stiff enough, the rate of load
transmission is fast enough to allow the stretching of talin before the bond dissociates, resulting in
vinculin binding and actin reinforcement. Adapted from Swaminathan V, 2016 [74].

Other than changes in the conformation of integrins and intracellular proteins such
as talin, forces applied to the ECM can unfold fibronectin, opening cryptic sites, which
can tune the interaction of fibronectin and collagen I [85], [86]. These studies demonstrate
how force transmission is bi-directional. Also, focal adhesion proteins are not the only
mechanosensing molecules. At epithelial cell-cell adhesions, E-cadherin acts as a
mechanosensor also regulating the actin cytoskeleton [87]. Interestingly, similar to focal
adhesion formation, low E-cadherin mobility within the membrane (enhanced viscosity)
increases cell-cell junction formation [88]. Moreover, other structures such as the
mechanosensing complex in endothelial cells [89], G protein-coupled receptors [90], and
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mechano-activated ion channels [91], respond to fluid shear stress and other mechanical
stimuli.
Mechano-activated ion channels are integral membrane proteins that allow various
types of ions to pass across cell membranes upon mechanical stimulation. Initially,
mechano-activated ion channels were studied in mechanosensory neurons which are
responsible of converting mechanical into electrical and biochemical signals [92], [93].
These mechano-activated ion channels allow various physiological processes in
eukaryotes such as touch, hearing, proprioception, cell swelling, gravitropism, control of
cell turgor, and osmotic gradients [94]. The mechanical activation of these channels is
thought to be mediated either directly by the lipid bilayer or by secondary proteins in the
extracellular matrix or intracellular cytoskeleton, controlling the open/close conformation
of these channels and thus, the flow of ions [91].
Various ion channel gene families have been identified to contain mechanicallyactivated ion channels. DEG/ENaC/ASIC ion channels have been well characterised in
C. elegans, however, the role in mechanotransduction of their orthologues in Drosophila and
mammals is less clear. In mammals, the member of this family Acid Sensing Ion Channel
2 (ASIC2) is involved in detecting blood pressure in neurons of the aortic arch and carotid
sinus arteries. Transient Receptor Potential ion channels (TRP) is another family of ion
channels with essential sensory functions. These channels are non-selective cation
channels. TRP ion channel members are classified into seven categories: TRPA, TRPC,
TRPM, TRPML, TRPN, TRPP, and TRPV. TRPN channels have a function in hearing
and touch in invertebrates, however, orthologues in mammals do not exist. TRPV4
channels in mammalian cells can be activated by osmotic force and shear stress, but their
role in mechano-sensation in vivo appears to be minor [95]–[97]. TRP channels are also
implicated in cilia mechanotransduction as these structures are considered shear stress
sensors in ciliated epithelia and endothelial cells [98]. TMC/TMHS/TMIE channels are
components of the hair cell mechanotransducer complex implicated in converting sound
waves into electrical signals [99]. Mechanosensitive potassium channels can also be
mechanically activated. These channels cause membrane hyperpolarisation, which reduces
the likelihood of action potentials and the release of neurotransmitters in neurons, thus,
these channels can balance the activity of mechanosensitive cation channels [91]. Finally,
the identification of a novel family of mechanically activated ion channels, the Piezo ion
channels, has been critical to understand mechanotransduction in mammalian cells as the
role of TRP and DEG/ENaC channels is less clear [100]. Piezo channels (Piezo1 and
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Piezo2) are non-selective cation channels involved in numerous mechanotransduction
processes in vivo, but the mechanism by which these channels respond to mechanical
stimuli is still not well understood.

1.4.2. Mechanotransduction in the cytoplasm

Force can be rapidly propagated over long distances within the cell through actin
stress fibres [101]. But other proteins activated as a response to force can also bear
mechanical signals and propagate them throughout the cell. When focal adhesions are
formed, various signalling proteins including kinases, phosphatases, guanosine
triphosphatases (GTPases) and phospholipases are recruited. These proteins control the
dynamics of focal adhesions and the actin cytoskeleton and send mechanical signals across
the cytoplasm. An example is the activation of the GTPase RhoA [102], [103], which
promotes the formation of long-lived focal adhesions by activating the Rho-associated
kinase (ROCK) which enhances myosin II contractility [104], inducing focal adhesion
growth and maturation. Myosin II contractility negatively affects the association of
proteins related to immature focal adhesions, thus, inhibiting myosin II, which promotes
the formation of immature focal adhesion-containing cell protrusions such as
lamellipodia, structures involved in cell migration [105]. Lamellipodia are structures that
depend on a constant actin polymerisation forming actin arcs [106]. These actin structures
are induced by the activation of the GTPase Rac1, but also by the inhibition of myosin II
[107], which causes the recruitment of Rac1 activators and downstream targets at
immature focal adhesions [108]–[110]. Rac1 targets such as the Arp2/3 complex11
mediate actin polymerisation driving the formation of lamellipodia.
Filamentous actin (F-actin) regulates the activation of yes-associated protein (YAP)
and its paralog transcriptional coactivator with PDZ-binding motif (TAZ), which
translocate to the nucleus where they associate with DNA-binding transcription factors
to regulate processes such as survival, proliferation, and stem cell differentiation [111].
The changes in F-actin caused by substrate stiffness and cell geometry determine the
activation of YAP/TAZ [112], [113]. However, the exact mechanism by which
mechanical stimuli activate YAP/TAZ is still in debate. F-actin alone does not explain
11

The Arp2/3 complex is a protein complex formed by 7 protein subunits and plays a role in the
regulation of the actin cytoskeleton by forming branched actin networks.
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activation of YAP/TAZ as only the inhibition of formins, which reduces the formation
of linear F-actin bundles, but not the inhibition of the Arp2/3 complex, which typically
produces branched F-actin structures, is able to block the nuclear translocation of
YAP/TAZ [114]. These processes seem to depend on integrin adhesion; however, YAP
nuclear localisation was also observed in cells adhered to poly-L-lysine (PLL) substrate,
an adhesion which is not mediated by focal adhesions [115].

1.4.3. Mechanotransduction in the nucleus

Nuclear shape changes as a response to substrate mechanics, a process that affects
gene expression [116], [117]. The components of the nuclear envelope play a role in
maintaining nuclear shape, position, and mechanical properties. The nuclear envelope
contains two phospholipid bilayer membranes and the nuclear lamina. The nuclear pores
join the inner and outer nuclear membranes, allowing nuclear-cytoplasmic transportation.
The lamina is located underlying the inner nuclear membrane and is composed of lamin
proteins and lamin-associated proteins. Lamins, divided in A and B subtypes, are also
involved in regulating processes such as DNA replication, gene expression, and aging
[118]. The cytoskeleton is physically connected to the nucleus allowing the transmission
of forces generated at focal adhesions. The proteins SUN1 and SUN2 are located in the
inner membrane and interact with the lamina and the nuclear complex at the
nucleoplasmic side, and to nesprin proteins at the perinuclear space between the inner
and the outer membranes. The larger isoforms of nesprin-1 and nesprin-2 interact with
actin filaments in the cytoplasm whilst nesprin-3 interacts with intermediate filaments
through plectin (Fig. 7). This complex connecting actin and intermediate filaments with
lamin proteins through nesprins and SUN proteins is known as the LINC (Linker of
Nucleus and Cytoskeleton) complex [119].
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Figure
7. The
nuclear envelope.
Adapted from Dahl
KN, 2010 [118].

Pulling forces on the LINC complex can cause nuclear stiffening in a Lamin-A/C
dependent manner [120]. Interestingly, Lamin-A expression increases with tissue stiffness
[121]. Also, lamin-A/C and the actin capping protein emerin promote nuclear actin
polymerisation which retains the nuclear localisation of MKL1 [122], a protein
translocated to the nucleus by mechanical stimuli [123]. On the other hand, lamin-A
overexpression causes a reduction in YAP nuclear translocation [121]. This could be
explained by the increased nuclear stiffness caused by the overexpression of lamin-A,
which reduces the flattening of the nucleus caused by perinuclear forces, a process that
increases the nuclear pore size and YAP nuclear translocation [124]. Such perinuclear
forces have been recently attributed to a subset of b1-integrins located in the perinuclear
region rather than at the cell periphery of cells grown on 2D surfaces [125].
This combination of mechanosensing and mechanotransducing molecules located
at the membrane, cytoplasm, and nucleus, orchestrate the finely-tuned response to
mechanical stimuli that leads to cellular responses such as migration, survival,
proliferation, and stem cell differentiation. These effects are particularly relevant in the
context of cancer biology as they may determine cancer progression and the efficacy of
treatment [126].
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1.5. Mechanotransduction in cancer
Tumours are often stiffer than the surrounding tissue, for this reason, palpation has
been long used as a diagnostic method in soft tissue like breast. More recently, novel highresolution techniques such as magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and ultrasound
elastography have also been used to detect smaller tumours [127]–[129]. Also, novel in
vitro models have demonstrated that substrate mechanics and mechanotransduction play
crucial roles in many cancer types either directly acting on cancer cells or on stromal cells
[130].

1.5.1. Mechanotransduction in cancer cell survival, proliferation, and EMT

Matrix stiffness generally enhances cell proliferation in both normal and cancer cell
types [131]–[133]. However, cell transformation with the H-ras oncogene become
stiffness-insensitive in terms of proliferation rates [134]. Also, cancer cells transformed
with Ha-RasV12 present a stiffness-independent proliferation likely due to the decreased
expression of caveolin-1, which has an inhibitory effect on proliferation and a regulatory
function in focal adhesions and actin remodelling [135].
Most epithelial and mesenchymal cells present an anchorage-dependent growth; if
they lose adhesion with the ECM they undergo a type of apoptosis named anoikis [136].
Various growth factors as well as components of focal adhesions trigger intracellular
signalling cascades that regulate anoikis [137]–[140]. Some cancer cells acquire resistance
to anoikis and thus escape the requirement for ECM anchorage to proliferate, which gives
them the potential to migrate, colonise other parts of the body, and form metastases [141].
Epithelial-to-mesenchymal transition (EMT) is a process that occurs naturally during
development [142], but also in adult tissues during wound healing and fibrosis [143], [144].
During EMT, epithelial cells undergo a series of morphological changes that lead to the
acquisition of a mesenchymal phenotype, including the loss of apico-basal polarity, loss
of cell-cell adhesions, and rearrangement of the actin cytoskeleton, accompanied with
increased matrix deposition and remodelling, enabling them to migrate and overcome
anoikis [145]. These changes are the result of the differential gene expression and/or
protein functions that occurs during this process (Fig. 8).
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Figure 8. Epithelial-to-mesenchymal transition. Adapted from Kalluri R, 2009 [145].

Signalling pathways that are involved in regulating anoikis are also involved in EMT.
For instance, the phosphoinositide 3-kinase (PI3K)–Akt pathway plays a crucial role both
in regulating EMT- and integrin-mediated cell survival [146]. Moreover the cadherin
switch from E-cadherin in epithelial cells to N-cadherin in mesenchymal cells, has also
been involved in resistance to anoikis [147]. Also, the expression of master regulators of
EMT such as Snail and Twist can also confer resistance to apoptosis [148], [149]. A
different strategy for cells to overcome anoikis is the modulation of their integrin
repertoire [150]. An example is the switch from avb5 to avb6 integrins in squamous cell
carcinomas [151], or the expression of avb3 integrin which, even when unbound to ECM
ligands, can elicit the activation of Src proteins, promoting anchorage-independent
growth [152]. Also, the oncogene K-Ras modulates the expression of a6- and av-integrins
to confer resistance to anoikis and promote EMT [153]. Furthermore, acquiring a
constitutive activation of signalling pathways downstream of integrins can also promote
cell survival in cancer cells [154].
Interestingly, in mammary gland epithelial cells and Madin-Darby canine kidney
epithelial cells, treatment with transforming growth factor-b1 (TGF-b1), induces
apoptosis when cells are seeded on soft gels (≤ 1 kPa), but on stiff gels (≥ 8 kPa), caspase34
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3 activity is diminished and EMT-related genes are overexpressed [155]. The role of
matrix stiffness in cancer malignancy and EMT has also been observed in other systems
including liver, breast, and ovarian cancer [131], [156], [157]. Moreover, the
mechanotransducers YAP/TAZ are involved in stiffness-regulated non-small cell lung
cancer growth [158], as well as in EMT and survival in various cancer cell types [159]–
[161]. Also, the transcription factor Twist1, which induces EMT and is involved in cancer
metastasis [162], [163], is activated in stiff matrices [164].

1.5.2. Role of mechanics in angiogenesis and fibrosis

Both the growth of tumours and metastasis depend on the formation of a new
vascular network within the tumour, a process known as angiogenesis [165]. Tumour cells
are known to express vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) to induce angiogenesis.
Although the role of matrix stiffness in angiogenesis has not been well studied, there is
evidence showing matrix stiffness affects endothelial cells [166], [167]. Also, liver cancer
cells seeded onto collagen I-coated polyacrylamide gels matching the stiffness of cirrhotic
livers (10-16 kPa) showed an enhanced VEGF expression [168]. A different research team
used liver sinusoid endothelial cells and seeded them onto gels with various stiffness, in
late stage liver fibrosis-like stiffness conditions, liver sinusoid endothelial cells promoted
the activation of hepatic stellate cells embedded within a separate collagen gel, a process
occurring in liver fibrosis [169]. Fibrosis is the formation of excessive connective tissue
in an organ, characterised by an abundance of collagen I fibres. Fibrosis is associated with
solid tumours, and is particularly correlated with a risk for hepatocellular carcinoma [170],
[171]. The local stiffening of the ECM occurring during fibrosis has been proposed as a
mechanism by which fibrosis affects cancer progression [172]–[174].

1.5.3. Effects of mechanics on metastasis

ECM crosslinking and the consequent stiffening, which can be due to an enhanced
expression of the collagen and elastin crosslinking enzyme lysyl oxidase [175], induce
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invasion in premalignant breast epithelial cells. However, it has been reported across
several cell types that invasive cancer cells appear to be softer than cells in normal and
benign tissues [176]–[178]. These softer cells present an enhanced motility and
invasiveness, which could be due to the increased ability to move within confined
environments in tissues and vessels. The process by which cancer cells enter or exit
lymphatic and blood vessels is known as intravasation and extravasation, respectively.
There is significant evidence that suggests that cancer cells disrupt the endothelium during
intra/extravasation [179]–[181]. A 3D co-culture system with breast cancer cells and
microvascular endothelial cells showed that cancer cells cause cytoskeletal remodelling
and softening of endothelial cells, and the inhibition of small GTPases, MEK kinase, and
PI3K, reduces the endothelial invasiveness of these cancer cells [182]. Moreover, cancer
cell force generation causes endothelial cell weakening facilitating extravasation [183],
[184].
After extravasation, cancer cells colonise secondary sites where they remain as
solitary cells or proliferate forming secondary tumours [185]. The pre-metastatic niche is
modified to allow colonisation. For instance, lysyl oxidase secreted by breast cancer cells
is critical to crosslink collagen IV, which allows the formation of the pre-metastatic niche
[186]. Also, the secretion of exosomes by pancreatic ductal adenocarcinomas causes the
release of transforming growth factor-b (TGF-b) by Kupffer cells in the liver, which
activates hepatic stellate cells, inducing the production of fibronectin, inducing the
formation of a fibrotic pre-metastatic niche [187]. Interestingly, the reversion of the EMT
through a mesenchymal-to-epithelial transition (MET) is a crucial step to permit the
proliferation of cancer cells at secondary sites and form metastases [188], [189]. This MET
could be facilitated if the environment in the site of metastasis is softer, as turning off the
mechanically-activated Twist1 has been shown to be necessary for metastasis formation
[188], [190].
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1.5.4. Biomaterials to study cancer mechanobiology

Collagen gels and reconstituted basement membrane (Matrigel12) have long been
used to study the behaviour of cancer cells in 3D environments. However, it is difficult
to uncouple physical and chemical cues in these hydrogels as well as having a high batchto-batch variation. Nonetheless, when non-malignant mammary MCF10A cells were
encapsulated in soft collagen and Matrigel, these formed spherical acini presenting
adherens junctions and apico-basal polarity. However, when these were encapsulated in
stiff gels, cells lost their polarity and cell-cell junctions were disrupted [191]. A strategy to
uncouple matrix stiffness and ligand density is the use of interpenetrating networks of a
constant protein-based network and an inert polymeric hydrogel with tuneable
mechanical properties [192]. Interpenetrating networks of alginate and Matrigel
demonstrated the role of matrix stiffness in promoting mammary cancer malignancy [41].
Inert hydrogels such as polyethylene glycol diacrylate with defined compressive
moduli were used to study the effect of stiffness on cancer stem cell growth without other
factors that may affect it. This study found specific optimal environmental stiffness for
cancer stem cell growth of various origins, which correlated with maximal YAP/TAZ
expression [193]. Also, inert biomaterials functionalised with RGD peptide have been
used to study the effect of matrix stiffness and ligand density on cell behaviour, including
the response of glioblastoma cells to cytotoxic compounds [194].
Also, natural components of the ECM such as hyaluronic acid, which is increased
in various cancers including bladder [195], ovarian [196], non-small-cell lung
adenocarcinomas [197], prostate [198], gastric [199], colorectal [200], and breast [201],
have been used in cancer biology studies. For instance, hyaluronic acid hydrogels have
been used to study the response of fibrosarcoma to stiffness and hypoxia [202]. Also a
high-throughput technique based on hyaluronic acid hydrogels with manipulated stiffness
and fibronectin density using distinct wavelengths of light demonstrated that the
oncogenic microRNA13 mir18a is regulated by matrix stiffness and fibronectin ligand
density in human glioblastoma cells [203].
12

Matrigel is the trade name of a protein mixture that forms a gel when it is incubated at 37 ºC. It is
obtained from Engelberth-Holm-Swarm mouse sarcoma cells and its composition resembles the
basement membrane found in several tissues.
13
MicroRNAs are non-coding RNAs that function in RNA silencing and post-translational regulation
of gene expression.
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Novel technologies such as microfluidic devices have allowed the study of
processes such as cancer cell extravasation [204], and the mechanophenotyping of single
cancer cells [205]. Microfluidic platforms have also been used to study the effect of
interstitial flow on cancer cell migration [206]. Also, varying the size of microchannels, it
was demonstrated that mechanical confinement enhanced cancer cell migration velocity
[207].
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Chapter 2
Aims and hypotheses

2.1. Aims and motivations

For biomaterials used for cell encapsulation to be biocompatible and exert their
desired function, the mechanical properties of the hydrogel must be optimal. Moreover,
having the adequate mechanical characteristics maximises biomass production and
reduces costs. Also, the degradation or uncross-linking of polymers causes their release
into the extracellular space, which can potentially have biological effects. The aim of the
following work is to investigate the effects of hydrogel-forming polymers on cells,
including therapeutic cells used in a bioartificial liver device. Moreover, this work aims to
understand naturally occurring mechanobiological processes taking advantage of the
physical properties of these polymers. Since the role of the physical microenvironment
on cell behaviour has focused mostly on the mechanical properties of the extracellular
matrix (ECM), the work presented here focuses on the properties of the extracellular fluid
(ECF), as it has also been shown to influence cell behaviour in both cancer cells and
endothelial cells [208]–[210].

The specific aims of each chapter are:
1. To investigate the role of soluble polymers and their effects on ECF physical
properties on cell migration and mechanosensing.
2. To explore the role of soluble polymers and their effects on ECF physical
properties on endothelial-derived cell behaviour.
3. To improve biomass production for a bioartificial liver device by modifying
hydrogel mechanical properties.
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2.2. Hypotheses

Based on previous studies on the effect of soluble polymers on chemical reactions,
and

the

effect

of

viscosity,

reducing

ligand

mobility,

on

integrin-based

mechanotransduction, it was hypothesised that:
1. Viscosity-enhancing polymers affect cell-substrate mechanosensing and can affect
processes such as migration in cancer cells.
2. Static viscous environments given by soluble polymers can affect endothelialderived cell behaviour.
Also, based on studies of mechanical confinement and hydrogel stiffness on
anchorage-independent growth of spheroid-forming cells, it was hypothesised that:
3. The anchorage-independent growth of a liver cell line can be modulated by
changing the crosslinking and polymer concentration of encapsulating hydrogels,
which can be used to maximise biomass production for a bioartificial liver device.
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Materials and methods

3.1. Monolayer cell culture
3.1.1. Materials
•

Cell lines: HepG2, SK-HEP-1, Huh7, C3A, PLC/PRF/5, SNU475 (ATTC)

•

Primary cells: Human Umbilical Vein Endothelial Cells (HUVEC) (Promocell)

•

Media:
o

Minimum Essential Medium with alpha modification (MEMalpha, GE
Healthcare)

•

o

Dulbecco’s Modified Eagles Medium (DMEM, Gibco)

o

Roswell Park Memorial Institute 1640 (RPMI-1640, Gibco)

o

Endothelial cell growth medium (Promocell; #C-22010)

o

Endothelial cell growth medium supplement mix (Promocell; #C-39215)

o

Fetal Calf Serum (FCS) (Hyclone)

o

Human Fresh-Frozen plasma (FFP)

o

Penicillin/Streptomycin (Gibco; #15290-026)

o

Fungizone (Amphotericin B) (Gibco; #15290-026)

Cell harvesting:
o

Hank’s balanced salt solution (HBSS, Gibco)

o

TrypLE Select (Gibco; #12563029)

o

0.2 µm Hydrophilic Filter (Sartorius; #16534)

o

10 mL syringes

o

Needles (21 Gauge)

o

Haemocytometer
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3.1.2. Complete media preparation
All media for cell lines was prepared containing a final concentration of 10% FCS
(v/v), 100 IU/ml penicillin and 0.1 mg/ml streptomycin, and 1.25 µg/ml fungizone.
Endothelial cell growth medium was supplemented with supplement mix (12.2 ml per 500
ml bottle) instead of 10% FCS. Media for bead-encapsulated cells was supplemented with
10% FFP instead of FCS.

3.1.3. Culture and harvesting method
HepG2, SKHEP1, and Huh7 cells were cultured in complete MEMalpha, C3A and
PLC/PRF/5 cells were maintained in complete DMEM, SNU475 cells were cultured in
complete RPMI-1640, and HUVECs were maintained in complete endothelial cell growth
medium. Media were replaced completely every 2 – 3 days. Before reaching confluency
(70 – 90 %), cells were harvested or split. The harvesting method consisted in removing
the media, washing twice with HBSS, and adding enough filter-sterilised TrypLE Select
to cover the whole surface of the flask or petri dish. After a 5 – 10 min incubation at
37°C, detached cells were collected into a 15 ml or 50 ml tube and, the flask or petri dish
was washed with complete medium and added to the cell suspension. Tubes were
centrifuged at 272 rcf at 20ºC for 4 min, the supernatant was discarded, and the pellet was
disaggregated after adding 1 – 2 ml of fresh complete medium at 37ºC. For HepG2 cells,
pellet disaggregation was conducted by passing the pellet through a green needle 3 – 4
times. Cells were counted with a haemocytometer prior to seeding the desired cell
number.

3.2. Viscous media preparation
3.2.1. Materials
•

•

Sodium alginate:
o

High viscosity, G-rich, Na-alginate (FMC Biopolymer)

o

Low viscosity, G-rich, Na-alginate (Sigma; #A1112)

Polyethylene glycol. Molecular weights: 300; 6,000; 20,000; 600,000; 1,000,000;
2,000,000 (all obtained from Sigma)
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•

Dextran from Leuconostoc spp. (Mw 450,000 – 650,000, Sigma)

•

Mucin type II from porcine stomach (Sigma)

•

Sodium chloride (Sigma)

•

4-(2-hydroxyethyl)-1-piperazineethanesulfonic acid (HEPES) (Gibco; #15630)

•

MilliQ water

•

0.2 µm Hydrophilic Filter (Sartorius; #16534)

•

Viscometer (Brookfield DV-II+Pro) with a CP(E)-41 spindle

3.2.2. Viscous media preparation method
All solutions were prepared as 2X concentrated, dissolved in MilliQ water
containing 0.15 M NaCl and 15 mM HEPES adjusted at pH 7.4. 1X solutions were
prepared by mixing 50% of 2X polymer solutions and 50% complete medium (containing
FCS unless specified). For controls 50% complete medium was mixed with MilliQ water
containing 0.15 M NaCl and 2% HEPES adjusted at pH 7.4. 1X solutions were filtersterilised prior exposure to cells. Solutions were not kept for more than 4 weeks.
To prepare polyethylene glycol (PEG) solutions with equal osmolarity, PEG 6,0000
was added to initial 1% (w/v) PEG 1,000,000 so the contribution of PEG to the final
solution was 0.5 mOsm in both PEG 1,000,000 and PEG 20,000 solutions.

3.2.3. Viscosity measurements method

The method used allows for the measurement of bulk viscosity of fluids. By using
various shear rates, the viscosity of non-Newtonian fluids (see Introduction Chapter 4)
can be analysed.
Viscosities of freshly prepared 1X solutions were measured with a cone/plate
viscometer (Brookfield DV-II+Pro) with a CP(E)-41 spindle at shear rates ranging from
2 to 300 s-1 at a controlled temperature of 37 °C. Each solution was measured at least 3
times.
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3.3. Wound healing assay
3.3.1. Justification, benefits, and limitations

The wound healing assay consists of wounding a cell monolayer and tracking the
close of the wound by cells over time to study directional cell migration in vitro [211]. It is
an easy and inexpensive assay and can be done in combination with live fluorescence
microscopy. However, changes in proliferation rates can affect the wound healing speed,
so proliferation must be taken into account to discern between migration and
proliferation [212]. Also, it is a 2D assay, and the modes of migration in 3D are
considerably different [213], [214], thus the wound healing assay is more relevant to study
migration of epithelial monolayers which resemble in vivo tissues.

3.3.2. Materials
•

6-well plates (Nunc)

•

20 µl pipette tip

•

Hank’s balanced salt solution (HBSS, Gibco)

•

Hepatocyte growth factor (HGF, Peprotech)

•

0% control or 1% High viscosity Na-alginate (FMC Biopolymer) or low viscosity
Na-alginate (Sigma) media

•

Nikon TE200 microscope with a Nikon DS-Fi1c camera (with a 0.67x adapter)
and DS-U2 PC control unit.

•

NIS Elements software

•

T-scratch software
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3.3.3. Method

Cells were seeded on 6-well plates. Straight lines at the bottom of the well were
drawn to determined fixed positions of the scratch. When confluency was reached, the
monolayer was scratched with a 20 µl pipette tip (Fig. 9). Non-attached cells were
removed by washing with HBSS twice, and media was changed to 0% or 1% high viscosity
Na-alginate (FMC Biopolymer). For comparison between different alginates low viscosity
Na-alginate (Sigma) was also used. Images were taken at 0h and at different time points
for each cell line. Each well was imaged at 6-10 fixed positions. For chemical induction
of epithelial-to-mesenchymal transitition (EMT), Huh7 cells were cultured in complete
medium with 20 µg/ml HGF 24 h prior to and during each experiment (0% and 1% Naalginate solutions containing the same concentration of HGF). The percentage of open
wound was calculated from photos at time point 0 h and photos at the end of the
experiment using the Tscratch software [215].

Figure 9. Wound healing assay. A. Cells are grown until confluency is reached. B. A pipette tip is
used to scratch the monolayer. C. Photo taken at time 0 h before starting the treatment. D. Photo
taken at the end of the experiment. Image from Hulkower KI, 2011 [216].

3.4. Monolayer cell proliferation assessment
3.4.1. Materials
•

12-well plates (Nunc)

•

Dulbecco’s Phosphate Buffered Saline without Ca2+ and Mg2+ (DPBS, Gibco)

•

Hank’s balanced salt solution (HBSS, Gibco)

•

TrypLE Select (GIbco)
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•

Nucleocounter NC-100TM (Chemometec)

•

Centrifuge

•

10 mL syringes

•

Needles (21 Gauge)

3.4.2. Method

For cell proliferation, 5 x 104 cells per well were seeded in 12-well plates in 1 ml of
medium and allowed to attach overnight. After a 4-day treatment, cells were harvested as
indicated in section 3.1.3. Briefly, cells were washed with HBSS and detached from the
wells with TrypLE Select (Gibco). Cells were pelleted by centrifugation and clumped cells
were disaggregated using a needle. Total nuclei were counted by automated cell nuclei
quantitation following the manufacturer’s specifications (Nucleocounter). Nucleocounter
is an image cytometer based on propidium iodide staining.

3.5. Internuclear distance

3.5.1. Justification, benefits, and limitations

The internuclear distance was used as a quantification method for cell scattering
[217]. However, this method only takes into account the distance between nuclei, thus,
changes in cell and nuclear morphology will also affect the internuclear distance.

3.5.2. Materials
•

24-well plates (Nunc)

•

HepG2 cell suspension (see harvesting method in section 3.1.3)

•

Dulbecco’s Phosphate Buffered Saline without Ca2+ and Mg2+ (DPBS, Gibco)

•

4% (w/v) paraformaldehyde (Sigma) in DPBS (Gibco), pH 6.9.
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•

Hoechst 33342 (Thermofisher)

•

Nikon TE200 microscope with a Nikon DS-Fi1c camera (with a 0.67x adapter)
and DS-U2 PC control unit.

•

NIS Elements software

3.5.3. Method

HepG2 cells were harvested and counted (Section 3.1.3), and 2.5 x 104 cells/well
were seeded in 24-well plates in 0.5 ml of medium. Cells were cultured in complete
medium for 48 h before a 24 h treatment (with various solutions specified in section 3.2).
After treatment, media from wells was discarded and wells were washed twice with DPBS.
Then, cells were fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde for 15 min in the fume hood. After
fixation, the paraformaldehyde solution was discarded and wells were washed twice with
DPBS. A solution containing 1 µg/ml Hoechst 33342 in DPBS was added to each well
(150 µl/well), and incubated in the dark for 2 min. Finally, the solution was removed and
wells were washed 3X with DPBS and left in enough DPBS to cover the well. Wells were
imaged at X10 magnification with a Nikon TE200 microscope. Inter-nuclear distance for
cell scattering experiments was quantified with the NIS-Elements Microscope Imaging
software by measuring the distance between the nucleus periphery and that of their
nearest neighbour nucleus.

3.6. Cell area and circularity
3.6.1. Materials
•

Nikon TE200 microscope with a Nikon DS-Fi1c camera (with a 0.67x adapter)
and DS-U2 PC control unit.

•

NIS Elements software
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3.6.2. Method

Phase contrast images were taken from live or fixed cells. NIS Elements software
was used to define cell periphery manually and obtain the total cell area and circularity
(4p x area/perimeter2).

3.7. Gene expression analysis

3.7.1. Justification, benefits, and limitations

Gene expression was analysed by reverse transcription quantitative polymerase
chain reaction (RT-qPCR) and the 2-DDCt method to analyse gene expression relative to an
internal control (housekeeping gene) and also to a control sample (external control) [218].
A one-step RT-qPCR kit was used to minimise the error between the reverse transcription
and the qPCR steps as both are done in the same well and the PCR step is performed
immediately after the reverse transcription.

3.7.2. Materials
•

6-well plates (Nunc)

•

HepG2 cells

•

Polymer-containing media or control

•

Dulbecco’s Phosphate Buffered Saline without Ca2+ and Mg2+ (DPBS, Gibco)

•

TRIzolTM reagent (Thermofisher; #15596026)

•

Chloroform (Sigma; #C-2432)

•

2-propanol (Sigma; #I9516)

•

PCR water DNAse/RNAse free (Bioline; #BIO-37080)

•

PCR clean microfuge tubes 1.5ml DNAse/RNAse Free

•

0.2 ml thin-walled tubes (ThermoScientific; #AB-0620)

•

Ethanol (absolute, ≥99.8%) (Sigma; #32221)
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•

Centrifuge

•

Nanodrop spectrophotometer

•

Tube heat block

•

Ice

•

RNase away (Thermofisher)

•

Luna Universal one-step RT-qPCR (New England Biolabs; #E3005)

•

MicroAmp Fast 96-well reaction plate (Applied Biosystems)

•

Optical adhesive covers (Applied Biosystems)

•

7500 Fast real-time PCR system (Applied Biosystems)

•

Primers (Table 1)

Target

Forward primer

Reverse primer

GAPDH

5’-GACCCCTTCATTGACCTCAAC-3’

5’- CTTCTCCATGGTGGTGAAGA-3’

HPRT1

5’- AGACTTTGCTTTCCTTGGTCAG-3’

5’- TCAAGGGCATATCCTACAACAA-3’

CDH1

5’- TGCCCAGAAAATGAAAAAGG-3’

5’- GTGTATGTGGCAATGCGTTC-3’

CDH2

5’- ACAGTGGCCACCTACAAAGG-3’

5’- CCGAGATGGGGTTGATAATG-3’

FN1

5’- CAGTGGGAGACCTCGAGAAG-3’

5’- TCCCTCGGAACATCAGAAAC-3’

CTGF

5’- ACCGACTGGAAGACACGTTTG-3’

5’- CCAGGTCAGCTTCGCAAGG-3’

AREG

5’- CTGGGAAGCGTGAACCATTTT-3’

5’- TCTGAGTAGTCATAGTCGGCTC -3’

BIRC5

5’- AGGACCACCGCATCTCTACAT-3’

5’- AAGTCTGGCTCGTTCTCAGTG -3’

GLUL

5’- GTGAAGACTTTGGAGTGATAG-3’

5’- GATGTACTTCAGACCATTCTC-3’

CCND1

5’- GCCTCTAAGATGAAGGAGAC-3’

5’- CCATTTGCAGCAGCTC-3’

AXIN2

5’- AAAGAGAGGAGGTTCAGATG-3’

5’- CTGAGTCTGGGAATTTTTCTTC-3’

Table 1. Primer sequences.

3.7.3. Method

HepG2 cells in 6-well tissue culture plates at a ~15 % confluency were treated with
control media (0% or 1% PEG 20,000) or high molecular weight polymer-containing
media (1% High viscosity Na-alginate (FMC Biopolymer) or 1% PEG 1,000,000 (Sigma))
for 48 h. Total RNA was extracted by the TRIzol method following the manufacturer’s
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protocol. Briefly, after discarding the treating media, cells were washed once with cold
DPBS and immediately after 1 ml TRIzol reagent was added to each well. The cell lysate
in TRIzol was transferred to PCR-clean 1.5 ml microfuge tubes. Homogenised samples
(pipetting up and down a few times) were stored at -80°C or used immediately for RNA
extraction. Homogenised samples were treated with 0.2 ml chloroform, shaken vigorously
for 15 seconds, incubated at room temperature for 3 min and centrifuged at 12,000 x g
for 15 min at 4°C. After centrifugation, the aqueous phase (top phase) was transferred
into a new PCR-clean 1.5 ml tube. To precipitate the RNA from the solution, 0.5 ml 2propanol was added in each tube and the mix was incubated at room temperature for 10
min and centrifuged at 12,000 x g for 10 min at 4°C. Finally, RNA was washed with 75%
ethanol (prepared in RNase-free water) and pelleted by centrifugation at 7,500 x g for 5
min at 4°C, this process was repeated twice. RNA was resuspended in 30 µl RNase-free
water and incubated for 12 min at 60°C in a tube heating block. RNA concentration was
then measured with a Nanodrop spectrophotometer. Reverse transcription reaction and
polymerase chain reaction (PCR) were conducted with 250 ng of total RNA per sample
with the Luna Universal one-step RT-qPCR kit following the manufacturer’s instructions.
All samples were kept in ice to avoid degradation. Specific primers (Table 1) were used to
prepare the primer mix. Primer mix was added into 96-well plates. Then template RNA
was also added, and the plate was sealed to avoid evaporation during the PCR process.
Relative gene expression was quantified using a 7500 Fast real-time PCR system and
analysed by the 2−ΔΔCt method [218] normalizing to HPRT1 expression (or GAPDH for
validation) and then comparing the expression levels to control conditions (0% or 1%
PEG 20,000).

3.8. Immunostaining

3.8.1. Materials
•

Dulbecco’s Phosphate Buffered Saline without Ca2+ and Mg2+ (DPBS, Gibco)

•

4% (w/v) paraformaldehyde (Sigma) in DPBS (Gibco), pH 6.9

•

Triton X-100 (Sigma)

•

Bovine Serum Albumin (BSA, Sigma)

•

Hoechst 33342 (Thermofisher)
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•

Antibodies (see Table 2)

•

Phalloidin-488 (Scbt; #sc-363791)

•

IN Cell Analyser 2200 automated microscope (GE Healthcare Life Sciences) with
a CMOS camera

•

NIS Elements software

Target protein

Specifications

Working dilution

YAP

Cat. Num. sc-101199, Scbt

1:200

b-catenin

Cat. Num. sc-101199, Scbt

1:200

Twist1

Cat. Num. T6451, Sigma

1:200

Paxillin

Cat. Num. ab32084 Abcam

1:100

Anti-Rabbit IgG-PE

Cat. Num. sc-3739, Scbt

1:500

Anti-mouse IgG-488

Cat. Num. A-11059, Thermofisher Scientific

1:500

Secondary antibodies

Table 2. Antibody specifications.

3.8.2. Method

Medium was removed and cells were immediately fixed with cold 4%
paraformaldehyde in DPBS for 15 min in the fume hood. After fixation, cells were washed
twice with DPBS and permeabilised with 0.3% Triton X-100 for 10 min for
intracellular/nuclear protein staining or with 0.1% Triton X-100 for 5 minutes for actin
cytoskeleton and paxillin staining, and then blocked for 1 h with 3% Bovine Serum
Albumin with 0.1% Triton X-100 for intracellular/nuclear proteins or without it for actin
and paxillin staining. Samples were incubated overnight at 4 ºC with primary antibodies
diluted in blocking solution. After incubation, cells were washed 3X with DPBS and
secondary antibodies diluted in blocking solution were subsequently incubated for 1 h at
room temperature in the dark. For actin cytoskeleton staining, phalloidin-488 (diluted
1:1000) was used, incubated for 1 h in the dark (together with secondary antibody for
phalloidin staining or alone). Finally, nuclei were stained with Hoechst 33342 for 2 min at
room temperature in the dark, and cells were washed 3X with DPBS. Images were
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acquired with an INCell Analyser 2200 automated microscope with a CMOS camera.
Relative fluorescence was quantified with the NIS Elements software by comparing the
average fluorescence intensity in the nucleus (delimited by Hoechst 33342 staining) and
that of the cytoplasm adjacent to it.

3.9. Small molecule protein inhibition
3.9.1. Justification, benefits, and limitations

Together with RNA interference14 methods, the use of small molecule inhibitors
allows for the specific inhibition of a protein or proteins in cells. These inhibitions are
rapid and allow for a fast observation of their effects. However, off-target inhibitions may
occur.

3.9.2. Materials
•

Complete cell culture media (see section 3.1.)

•

Cytochalasin B (Sigma; #C6762)

•

Nocodazole (Sigma; #M1404)

•

Blebbistatin (Medchem; #HY-13441)

•

PF-573228 (Medchem; #HY-10461)

•

Y-27632 (Medchem; #HY-10071)

•

NSC23766 (Medchem; #HY-15723)

•

ML-141 (Medchem; #HY-12755)

•

Dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO, Sigma)

14

RNA interference is a biological process by which RNA molecules inhibit gene expression or
translation. Micro RNAs (miRNA) and small interfering RNAs (siRNA) operate within the RNA
interference pathway. This process has been used experimentally to study gene function (gene
knockdown).
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3.9.3. Method

For pharmacological inhibition, 2 µg/ml Cytochalasin B, 1 µM Nocodazole
(Sigma), 20 µM blebbistatin, 20 µM PF-573228, 20 µM Y-27632, 50 µM NSC23566, or
50 µM ML-141 were used with a 1 h pre-treatment in complete media to ensure inhibition
and subsequent treatment. Treatments were < 24 h for HepG2 cell experiments and up
to 4 days for SK-HEP-1 cell experiments.

3.10. Live cell imaging

3.10.1. Materials
•

24-well plate (Nunc)

•

HepG2 cells

•

Actin-GFP plasmid (provided by Dr Nuria Gavara’s lab, QMUL, London)

•

Lipofectamine LTX and PLUSTM reagent (Thermofisher; #15338100)

•

Opti-MEM Medium (Gibco)

•

1% PEG 20,000 or 1,000,000 in media

•

Epifluorescence microscope Lumascope 720 (Etaluma) with a CMOS camera

•

Incubator at 37°C and 5% CO2

3.10.2. Method

HepG2 cells seeded in a 24-well plate at 70% confluency were transfected with
Actin-GFP using Lipofectamine LTX (ThermoFisher) following the manufacturer’s
instructions to visualize F-actin localization within the cells. Briefly, lipofectamin LTX
was diluted in Opti-MEM medium and the plasmid was diluted separately also in OptiMEM medium (to have 500 ng DNA per well). Diluted plasmid and diluted reagent were
mixed 1:1 and incubated for 5 min. The DNA-lipid complex was then added to the cells
and incubated overnight. After incubation, cells were harvested and seeded at low
confluency to allow for single cell analysis. After changing medium to 1% PEG 20,000
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or 1% PEG 1,000,000 medium, the cellular response was imaged for up to 10 h with a
frame rate of 5 min. Time-lapse recordings were acquired at X20 magnification using an
epifluorescence microscope system housed inside an incubator equipped with a high
sensitivity monochrome CMOS camera. The microscope was placed in an incubator to
maintain the temperature at 37°C and CO2 concentration at 5%. Image analysis (cell
tracking for single cell velocity and cell area) was performed using customised routines
under Matlab (Mathworks) by Ms Xiaoli Zhang (Dr Nuria Gavara’s lab, QMUL).

3.11. Cell spreading dynamics

3.11.1. Materials
•

13 mm diameter glass coverslips

•

24-well plates

•

70% ethanol

•

0.1 M NaOH

•

(3-aminopropyl)trimethoxysilane (APTMS, Sigma)

•

MilliQ water

•

25% Glutaraldehyde (Sigma)

•

Human plasma fibronectin (Roche)

•

Collagen I from rat tail

•

Reconstituted basement membrane (rBM) from Engelbreth-Holm-Swarm murine
sarcoma (Sigma)

•

Poly-L-lysine (Sigma)

•

Dulbecco’s Phosphate Buffered Saline without Ca2+ and Mg2+ (DPBS, Gibco)

•

Portable UV lamp

•

Hank’s balanced salt solution without Ca2+ and Mg2+ (HBSS, Gibco)

•

Serum-free media

•

GRGDSP peptide (RGD, Medchem; # HY-P0290)

•

Nikon TE200 microscope with a Nikon DS-Fi1c camera (with a 0.67x adapter)
and DS-U2 PC control unit

•

NIS Elements software
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•

ImageJ software

3.11.2. Methods

13 mm diameter glass coverslips were washed twice with 70% ethanol, activated by
wiping the surface with a paper soaked in 0.1 M NaOH, and subsequently functionalised
by silanizing with APTMS, spreading it evenly over one surface of the glass and incubating
for 3 – 5 min. After incubation, the glasses were washed extensively with MilliQ water
and subsequently treated with 0.5% glutaraldehyde for 30 min, washed extensively with
MilliQ water and incubated overnight at 4°C with 10 µg/ml of human fibronectin, 10
µg/ml rBM, 10 µg/ml Collagen I, or 10 µg/ml poly-L-lysine (Sigma). Prior to cell seeding,

glasses were placed in a 24-well plate, washed twice with DPBS, UV-sterilised with a
portable UV lamp for 15 min in a laminar flow cabinet, and washed twice with serumfree cell culture medium. A total of 2.5 x 104 cells/well were seeded (using serum-free
media). Cells were monitored until they were attached but not spread, maintaining a round
morphology. Unattached cells were removed by washing with HBSS three times. In RGD
peptide-treated cells, 10 µM RGD peptide were used during treatment. All treatment
media were serum-free. Cells were exposed to different conditions at 37 °C and images
were taken at different time intervals according to each cell type. Images were acquired
with a Nikon TE200 microscope and NIS Elements software. At the end of each
experiment, cells were fixed and stained if desired following the method described in
section 3.7. Images of cells were analysed considering spread cells those with at least twice
the average of non-spread area and/or loss of circular morphology using ImageJ.

3.12. Polyacrylamide gel preparation
3.12.1. Materials
•

13 mm or 22 mm diameter glass coverslips

•

Glass slide

•

Rain X (water repellent)

•

24-well plates
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•

6-well plates

•

70% ethanol

•

0.1 M NaOH

•

(3-aminopropyl)trimethoxysilane (APTMS, Sigma)

•

MilliQ water

•

25% Glutaraldehyde (Sigma)

•

Human plasma fibronectin (Roche)

•

Collagen I from rat tail

•

Dulbecco’s Phosphate Buffered Saline without Ca2+ and Mg2+ (DPBS, Gibco)

•

Portable UV lamp

•

Hank’s balanced salt solution (HBSS, Gibco)

•

40% acrylamide (Sigma)

•

N,N methylene-bis-acrylamide (Bis-acrylamide, Sigma)

•

Ammonium persulfate (Sigma)

•

N,N,N′,N′-tetramethylethylenediamine (TEMED, Sigma)

•

0.2 µm fluorescent beads (FluoSpheres - Molecular probes)

•

N-sulphosuccinimidyl-6-(4′-azido-2′-nitrophenylamino)

hexanoate

(sulpho-

SANPAH, Sigma). Light and temperature sensitive.
•

Superglue

3.12.2. Method

To prepare polyacrylamide gels, 13 or 22 mm diameter glass coverslips were washed
twice with 70% ethanol, activated by wiping the surface with a paper soaked in 0.1 M
NaOH, and subsequently functionalised by silanizing with APTMS, spreading it evenly
over one surface of the glass and incubating for 3 – 5 min (longer incubations may cause
the formation of a brown precipitate after glutaraldehyde incubation). After incubation,
the glasses were washed extensively with MilliQ water and subsequently treated with 0.5%
glutaraldehyde for 30 min washed extensively with MilliQ water and allowed to dry.
Mixtures of MilliQ water, acrylamide monomers, and crosslinker N,N methylene-bisacrylamide were prepared according to previously determined formulations [219], [220]
(see Table 3). For Traction Force experiments 4 µl of 0.2 µm fluorescent beads were
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added to 0.5 ml of non-polymerised mixtures. To start the polymerisation reaction, 5 µl
of 10% ammonium persulphate and 0.75 µl TEMED were added into the mixtures and
mixed thoroughly avoiding bubble formation. Rapidly, 10 µl (for 13 mm glass coverslips)
or 20 µl (for 22 mm glass coverslips) were added on a glass slide previously wiped with
Rain X to enhance hydrophobicity. Then, a glass coverslip was placed over each mixture
drop with the treated side facing the mixture. After 5 min, the coverslips with polymerised
gels were detached from the glass slide and washed with DPBS. Longer incubation may
cause the formation of irregularities in the surface that greatly affect cell adhesion
properties. To allow cell adhesion, gels were treated with 1 mg ml-1 sulpho-SANPAH
(adding enough to cover the surface of the gel) and activated with UV light for 7 min in
a dark chamber. After extensively washing with DPBS, activated gels were then incubated
with 50 µg/ml human fibronectin or 10 µg/ml collagen I overnight at 4 °C. Then, gels
were transferred into a sterile 24 (13 mm) or 6 (22 mm) well plate. For traction force
experiments, using small drops of superglue, gels were glued to the well to avoid
displacements of the gel during the experiment. Later, gels were washed 3X with sterile
DPBS in the laminar flow cabinet, and UV-sterilised for 20 min. Finally, gels were treated
with enough complete medium to cover the gels for 1 h prior to cell seeding.

Elastic modulus

Water (µl)

40% Acrylamide (µl)

Bis-acrylamide (µl)

1

430

62.5

7.5

4.5

400

62.5

37.5

8.5

362.5

62.5

75

10

300

150

50

20

334

100

66

40.5

280

100

120

115

250

156

94

Table 3. Formulations for obtaining polyacrylamide gels with defined elastic moduli.
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3.13. Single cell nuclear flattening and confocal protein localisation

3.13.1. Materials
•

Chambered coverglass Lab-Tek II (Nunc)

•

HepG2 cells

•

1% PEG 20,000 or PEG 1,000,000-containing complete media

•

Cytochalasin B

•

Dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO, Sigma)

•

Nikon Eclipse Ti-E inverted microscope

•

NIS-Elements Microscope Imaging software

3.13.2. Method

HepG2 cells were seeded at low density (5 x 103 cells/well) on chambered
coverglass Lab-Tek II and let to adhere overnight at 37 °C. Cells were treated with 1%
PEG 20,000 or 1% PEG 1,000,000 with 2 µg/ml cytochalasin B (Sigma) or equivalent
volume of DMSO for 6 h or 24 h at 37 °C and 5% CO2 in a humidified incubator. After
incubation, cells were fixed and immunostained for YAP, b-catenin, and nuclei (following
protocol from section 3.7.). Whole-cell z-stack confocal fluorescence images were taken
with a X60 oil immersion objective (NA = 1.4) in a Nikon Eclipse Ti-E inverted
microscope. Protein localisation was measured by obtaining average fluorescence
intensities of selected regions of interest in the nucleus (defined by Hoechst 33342
staining) and the cytoplasm adjacent to it with the NIS-Elements Microscope Imaging
software. Nuclear flattening was analysed by measuring the length/height ratio from 3Dreconstructions of nuclei.
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3.14. Traction force measurements

3.14.1. Materials
•

HepG2 cells and PLC/PRF/5 cells

•

4.5 and 8.5 kPa fibronectin-polyacrylamide gels containing fluorescent beads (see
section 3.11.)

•

Sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS)

•

MilliQ water

3.14.2. Methods

1.25 x 104 HepG2 cells or PLC/PRF/5 cells were seeded on sterile 4.5 kPa or 8.5
kPa fibronectin-functionalised polyacrylamide gels containing fluorescent beads (see
section 3.11.), respectively, and left to attach overnight. HepG2 cells were treated for 1.5
h and PLC/PRF/5 cells for 3 h with either 1% PEG 20,000 or 1% PEG 1,000,000 before
imaging the stressed gels (fluorescence channel) and the cells to determine their area
(brightfield) with a X40 magnification using an epifluorescence microscope system
housed inside an incubator equipped with a high sensitivity monochrome CMOS camera.
To obtain images from relaxed gels, cells were lysed by adding 25 µl of 20% (w/v) SDS
solution and incubating for 5 min prior to the imaging of the gel. To compute traction
forces exerted by the cells on the gel, the displacement field was first computed using
image correlation by comparing the fluorescence images of stressed and relaxed gels.
Traction force field was computed by common constrained Fourier transform traction
cytometry (CFTTC) algorithms, using E values of the corresponding gel. Cell area, total
cell traction force, and traction stress were calculated. Image analysis and traction force
values were obtained by Ms Xiaoli Zhang and Dr Nuria Gavara (QMUL, London).
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3.15. Cell monolayer orientation and anisotropy

3.15.1. Materials
•

SK-HEP-1 cells

•

24-well plates

•

Nikon TE200 microscope with a Nikon DS-Fi1c camera (with a 0.67x adapter)
and DS-U2 PC control unit

•

NIS-Element Microscope Imaging software

•

ImageJ software with:
o OrientationJ[221]
o FibrilTool[222]

3.15.1. Method

1.25 x 104 SK-HEP-1 cells were seeded per well in a 24-well plate (in 0.5 ml
medium) and incubated overnight to allow attachment. Cells were treated with various
conditions for 4 days, media were discarded and cells were washed and fixed with 4%
paraformaldehyde as detailed in section 3.5. Phase-contrast images were taken at X10
magnification with a Nikon TE200 microscope with a Nikon DS-Fi1c camera (with a
0.67x adapter) and DS-U2 PC control unit and the NIS-Element Microscope Imaging
software. Pseudo-coloured images were obtained with the OrientationJ plugin of ImageJ
using a Gaussian window of 2 pixels, a Fourier gradient, and colours representing
orientation (hue) and coherency (saturation). Fibre anisotropy was calculated using the
Fibriltool macro by analysing 5 square (200 x 200 pixels) regions of interest per image and
4 images per condition in each experiment.

3.16. HepG2 cell encapsulation in discs and beads

3.16.1. Materials
•

Jet Cutter Encapsulation System (GeniaLab).
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•

HepG2 cells

•

24- or 6-well plates

•

2% Na-alginate (Manugel GMB, FMC Biopolymer; prepared as per section 3.2.)

•

Glass beads (10 – 50 m diameter, Kisker Biotech; # PGB-05)

•

Calcium chloride (Sigma)

•

Sodium chloride

•

HEPES solution (Sigma, #H0887)

•

Pluronic Acid (Sigma)

•

Hank’s Balanced Salt Solution (HBSS, Gibco)

•

Magnetic Stirrer

3.16.2. Methods

Alginate encapsulation of HepG2 cells was performed as described previously
[223]. Briefly, 80% confluent monolayer cultures were harvested (as per section 3.1.3.),
50% cell suspension in complete medium was mixed with 50% alginate solution. For Cell
encapsulation in beads, final alginate concentration was 1% alginate. Using a JetCutter,
droplets of alginate with cells were created and subsequently cross-linked with a 204 mM
CaCl2 0.15 M NaCl in 15 mM HEPES and 0.02% (w/v) pluronic acid solution at pH 7.4.
The final washing step consisted of 3X for 5 min wash with DMEM medium (control),
or 3X or 1X with calcium-free HBSS. For re-crosslinking, beads were incubated for 5 min
with 204 mM CaCl2 crosslinking solution (without pluronic acid) and washed once with
complete medium. For alginate discs encapsulation, cells were mixed with the appropriate
concentration of Na-alginate, 200 µl of cell suspension-containing Na-alginate were added
into 24-well plates or 1ml into 6-well plates. Cross-linking CaCl2 solution (204 mM or 24
mM, without pluronic acid) was added dropwise (0.5 ml in 24-well plates or 2 ml in 6-well
plates), incubated for 5 minutes, discarded, and washed once with calcium-free HBSS.
For agarose hydrogel encapsulation, the appropriate concentration of warm (~40°C)
agarose solution was mixed with the cell suspension and rapidly added to a 24-well plate
(200 µl/well) and left at room temperature for 5 min until solidification.
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3.17. Culture of bead-encapsulated cells

3.17.1. Justification, benefits, and limitations

To maximise cell growth, a rotary cell culture system (RCCS) was used. This system
has previously been shown to improve 3D cell proliferation by improving gas exchange,
mass transfer, and inducing low shear stress on cells [224]–[226]. Although this bioreactor
is not a scaled-down version of a fluidised bed bioreactor as used in a bioartificial liver
device [223], [227], [228], the results obtained with the RCCS system are considered to be
translatable to different bioreactors based on alginate-encapsulated cells.

3.17.2. Materials
•

MEMalpha with 10% FFP (see section 3.1.)

•

Alginate-encapsulated HepG2 cells

•

Rotary Cell Culture System (RCCS, Synthecon)

3.17.3. Methods

Alginate-Encapsulated HepG2 cells were resuspended in a 1:58 bead to medium
volume ratio and cultured in a Rotary Cell Culture System (RCCS) placed in a 37°C 5%
CO2 humidified incubator, set at 10 rotations/min for 12 days. 25%, 50%, 70%, and 80%
of media was replaced on days 5, 7, 9, and 11. Small samples of beads were taken for cell
counts, viabilities, and cell cycle analysis.

3.18. Cell number determination from encapsulated cells

3.18.1. Materials
•

Alginate-encapsulated HepG2 cells

•

Hank’s balanced salt solution (HBSS, Gibco)
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•

Ethylenedinitrilotetraacetic acid (EDTA, Sigma)

•

Sodium chloride

•

Dulbecco’s phosphate-buffered saline (DPBS, Gibco)

•

10 ml syringe

•

21-G needle

•

Nucleocounter NC-100TM (Chemometec)

3.18.2. Methods

Calcium-alginate beads or discs were washed twice with Hank’s balanced salt
solution without Ca2+ or Mg2+ (HBSS). Cell spheroids (0.25 ml of beads or whole discs)
were liberated from alginate with a 16 mM EDTA 0.15 M NaCl solution at pH 7.4 by
adding 1.5 ml of the solution into a 2 ml centrifuge tube containing beads or discs, and
vortexing until all alginate dissolved. Cells were then pelleted by centrifugation at 13,200
x g for 10 min. Cells were resuspended in DPBS and disaggregated using a 21-G needle
followed by automated cell nuclei quantitation (as on section 3.4.).

3.19. Cell viability of encapsulated cells

3.19.1. Justification, benefits, and limitations

To quantify cell viability, the double staining method with fluorescein diacetate, a
cell-permeable substrate of esterase that becomes fluorescent and gets retained in the
cytoplasm upon de-acetylation, and propidium iodide, which only binds DNA if cells have
compromised membranes [229], was followed. This method allows the visualisation of
dead/alive cells in situ. However, the quantification is the result of an approximation based
on fluorescence intensities. Alternatively, flow cytometry can be used[230], however this
method requires the release of cells from the hydrogel and breaking up the spheroids to
obtain single cells which can be detrimental for cell viability. Thus, here the in situ viability
method was followed.
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3.19.2. Materials
•

Dulbecco’s phosphate-buffered saline with Ca2+ and Mg2+ (DPBS + Ca2+/Mg2+,
Gibco)

•

Propidium Iodide (PI, Sigma)

•

Fluorescein diacetate (FDA, Sigma)

•

Nikon TE200 microscope with a Nikon DS-Fi1c camera (with a 0.67x adapter)
and DS-U2 PC control unit

•

NIS-Element Microscope Imaging software

3.19.3. Method

0.5 ml of beads or 24-well plate discs containing cells were washed twice in DPBS
+ Ca2+/Mg2+ and stained with a solution containing 0.5 ml DPBS + Ca2+/Mg2+, 20 µl of
1 mg/ml FDA and 10 µl of 1 mg/ml PI, incubated for 90 s in the dark, and washed twice
with DPBS + Ca2+/Mg2+. Viability was then quantified under fluorescence microscopy
using the NIS-Element Microscope Imaging software following a previously described
method [228].

3.20. DNA content-based cell cycle analysis

3.20.1. Justification, benefits, and limitations

The cell cycle phase in cells can be analysed by staining and quantifying DNA
content with either propidium iodide (PI) or 4',6'-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI) and
subsequent deconvolution of the cellular DNA content frequency histograms. This
method reveals three major phases of the cell cycle based on DNA content: G1 (growth
phase), S (DNA synthesis phase, having intermediate DNA content), and G2 (growth,
preparation for mitosis) or M (mitosis), having both doubled the DNA content as in G1.
However, cells that exit the cell cycle (G0) are indistinguishable from G1 as both have the
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same number of chromatids (2n, 46 chromatids). Fig. 10a indicates the major phases of
the cell cycle and Fig. 10b shows how these phases can be analysed based on their DNA
content using flow cytometry and PI staining. This technique is easy and allows the
quantification of a large number of cells. However, additional stainings based on the
expression of proliferation-associated proteins can be used to distinguish between G0 and
G1 and from G2 and M[231].

Figure 10. Cell cycle analysis based on PI staining and flow cytometry. a, Major phases of the
cell cycle. b, Representative result of a cell population stained with PI analysed with flow cytometry
indicating the major phases of the cell cycle based on PI fluorescence intensity which corresponds to
DNA content.

3.20.2. Materials
•

Cold 95% ethanol

•

Dulbecco’s phosphate-buffered saline without Ca2+ and Mg2+ (DPBS, Gibco)

•

RNAse A (ThermoFisher Scientific)

•

Trisodium citrate (VWR)

•

Propidium iodide (PI, Sigma)

•

Centrifuge

•

BD LSR II Flow Cytometer

•

BD FACSDiva Software
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3.20.3. Method

Cells harvested from tissue culture plates or released from alginate beads or discs
using a 16 mM EDTA solution as per section 3.17.) were resuspended in 0.5 ml DPBS
and fixed with cold 95% ethanol, by adding 3 ml of ethanol dropwise whilst vortexing the
samples to obtain a final concentration of 70% ethanol. Then, cells were incubated in ice
for 30 min and stored at -20°C for up to one month. On the day of the analysis, the
ethanol was removed by pelleting cells with a centrifuge. Then, cells were washed twice
with DPBS and re-suspended in a solution containing 50 µg/ml propidium iodide, 3.8
mM sodium citrate, and 5 µg RNase A. After 40 min incubation, cells were analysed using
a BD LSR II Flow Cytometer (recording up to 100,000 events per sample and excluding
doublets) and the BD FACSDiva Software.

3.21. b-galactosidase staining

3.21.1. Justification, benefits, and limitations

Senescence-associated β-galactosidase activity is a widely used marker for
senescence that is normally used in combination with other markers such as proliferation
assays (e.g. Ki67 staining or BrdU incorporation), gH2A.X foci, and a senescenceassociated secretory phenotype (i.e. IL-6, IL8) [232], [233]. Also, it has been used in
alginate-encapsulated cells [234]. Together with a proliferation assay, this method was
used to determine whether cells have a senescent phenotype.

3.21.2. Materials
•

HepG2 cells

•

30% hydrogen peroxide (Sigma)

•

Senescence β-galactosidase staining Kit (Cell Signaling Technology, #9860)

•

Nikon TE200 microscope with a Nikon DS-Fi1c camera (with a 0.67x adapter)
and DS-U2 PC control unit
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•

NIS-Element Microscope Imaging software

3.21.3. Method

HepG2 cells were seeded at low confluency or encapsulated at low density in 6-well
plates. After a 7-day growth in control medium or medium containing 0.5% H2O2, βgalactosidase staining was performed following the manufacturer’s instructions. Briefly,
cells were fixed with 20% formaldehyde 2% glutaraldehyde solution, and incubated
overnight at 37°C with a staining solution containing 1 mg/ml X-gal at pH 6.0.

3.22. Cytokine release from encapsulated HepG2 cells
3.22.1. Materials
•

Alginate encapsulated HepG2 cell beads

•

Cell-free alginate beads

•

Rotary cell culture system (RCCS, Synthecon)

•

Complete medium (see section 3.1.2.)

•

Human IL-6 and IL8 soluble proteins flex set (CBA, BD Biosciences)

•

BD LSRFortessa flow cytometer (Becton Dickinson)

•

FCAP Array Software (BD biosciences)

3.22.2. Methods

Alginate-encapsulated cells were grown in a RCCS for 12 days to allow the
formation of spheroids. On day 11, a whole medium change was performed. After 24 h,
medium samples were collected and frozen at -80°C until they were analysed. Cytokines
(IL-6 and IL-8) were measured in the medium of cell-free and encapsulated alginate beads.
Cytokine concentrations were determined using the Cytometric Bead Array method
following the manufacturer’s protocols. Briefly, supernatants were mixed with capture
beads with distinct fluorescence intensities, each bead type conjugated with a specific
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antibody for each analyte. A second antibody conjugated with phycoerythrin was then
added forming sandwich complexes (Capture bead – analyte – fluorescent antibody).
These complexes were measured using flow cytometry. Data were acquired on a BD
LSRFortessa flow cytometer (Becton Dickinson), and the analyses were performed using
the FCAP Array Software (BD biosciences).

3.23. Statistical analyses
Statistical analyses were carried out using GraphPad Prism or Microsoft Excel.
When two groups were compared, two-tailed Student’s t-test was used, and when more
groups were compared, analysis of variance (ANOVA) was carried out. For data not
meeting normal distribution, equivalent non-parametric tests were applied. Significance
was considered at p < 0.05. Details of specific tests, repeats, sample numbers, and data
and error descriptions are specified in figure legends.
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Chapter 4
Effect of soluble polymers on cell migration and
mechanosensing

4.1. Introduction

The physical characteristics of the extracellular fluid (ECF), such as the osmotic
pressure, hydrostatic pressure, and viscosity, can potentially affect cellular behaviour.
These properties of the ECF may be altered by the introduction of soluble biomaterials
as well as by naturally produced or pathologically secreted molecules. Moreover, the ECF
is a crowded environment with a high content of macromolecules, conditions that are
rarely reproduced in in vitro models. This chapter examines the short-term effect of static
fluids containing macromolecules to modulate conditions such as crowding, osmotic
pressure, density, and viscosity. Inert polymers are used to avoid direct biochemical
reactions to the macromolecules and liver cancer cell lines are used as a biological model
as changes in the physical characteristics of the ECF may be more pronounced in the
tumour microenvironment and these cells are known to respond to various ECF
conditions.

4.1.1. Osmotic pressure
Two solutions separated by a semi-permeable membrane, impermeable to the
solute but not to the solvent, with two different concentrations will cause the movement
of solvent across the membrane to equalise the concentration of solute in both sides of
the membrane. Osmotic pressure15 (P) is the minimum pressure that is applied to a
15

Force applied perpendicular to the surface of an object per unit area over which that force is applied.
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solution necessary to prevent the flow of the pure solvent across the semi-permeable
membrane (Fig. 11). Biological cell membranes are examples of semi-permeable
membranes. The movement of water through biological membranes is facilitated by
membrane proteins such as aquaporins [235].

Figure 11. Osmotic pressure.

Osmotic pressure of ideal solutions is directly proportional to the molar
concentration of the solute but not its chemical nature. It can be described as:
Π=

𝑛𝑅𝑇𝑖
𝑉

Equation 4. Osmotic pressure of ideal solutions

where n are the moles of solute, R the ideal gas constant, T the temperature, V the volume,
and i the van’t Hoff factor. In general, this equation can be applied to low solute
concentrations. Non-volatile, non-electrolytic solutions approach the ideal behaviour in
the limit, so the equation can be expressed as:
lim Π =

?→A

𝑛𝑅𝑇
𝑉

Equation 5.
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and making the substitution in this equation:
𝑛
𝑐
=
𝑉 𝑀
Equation 6.

where c is the molar concentration and M the molecular weight of the solute, we can
rewrite Equation (4) as:

Π 𝑅𝑇
=
D→A 𝑐
𝑀
lim
Equation 7.

According to equation (7) the molecular weight of a solute can be obtained from
osmotic pressure and concentration values and extrapolating the data to c = 0. This
equation then can be rearranged to give the virial expansion relation of the osmotic
pressure:

Π
1
= 𝑅𝑇 E +𝐴5 𝑐 + 𝐴G 𝑐 5 + ⋯ I
𝑐
𝑀
Equation 8.

where A2 and A3 are the second and third virial coefficients, respectively. These
coefficients are constant for a given solute-solvent system, are temperature-dependent,
and are determined empirically.

4.1.1.1. Osmosis in animal cells
Osmosis refers to the movement of solvent molecules across a semi-permeable
membrane to a region with a higher solute concentration. This movement tends to
equalise the solute concentration. Osmosis is of great biological relevance as biological
membranes are semi-permeable [236]. The osmotic concentration is defined as the
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number of osmoles (moles of a solute contributing to the osmotic pressure of a solution)
per solute volume. A high extracellular osmotic concentration relative to the cytoplasm
(hypertonicity) causes cells to shrink as the intracellular water moves out. This process
causes a rapid membrane adaptation leading to the formation of membrane invaginations
that are eliminated by cells within a few minutes [237]. Animal cells also have the ability
to actively transport ions through ionic channels, which prevents cell swelling due to
increases in cytosolic solute concentration [238]. Interestingly, the osmotic and
hydrostatic interstitial fluid pressures are often elevated in solid tumours [208]. However,
models of osmotic pressure given by glycosaminoglycans in tumours predict negligible
contributions of osmotic pressure compared to interstitial hydrostatic pressure [239].

4.1.2. Hydrostatic pressure

In fluids, pressure can occur in two situations, open conditions (e.g. oceans, a
swimming pool) and closed conditions (e.g. water line). These pressures can be either
static or dynamic. Thus, hydrostatic pressure is the pressure at any given point of a static
fluid. The pressure on a static fluid is isotropic (equal magnitude in all directions). This
characteristic allows fluids to transmit force through long distances within pipes and
tubes. This principle is known as Pascal’s law and can be mathematically expressed as:

∆𝑃 = 𝜌𝑔(∆ℎ)
Equation 9. Pascal's law.

where DP is the hydrostatic pressure (given in pascals), r is the fluid density, g is the
acceleration due to gravity, and Dh is the height of fluid above the point of measurement.
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4.1.2.1. Hydrostatic pressure in cancer
The hydrostatic pressure of the interstitial space, also known as interstitial fluid
pressure (IFP), is often elevated in solid tumours [208], [240]. High IFP in tumours has
been related to reduced drug delivery, and poor prognosis [209], [241], [242]. It also has
been linked to metastatic spreading and cell migration [243]–[245].

4.1.3. Viscosity of fluids

Viscosity represents the resistance of a fluid to deformation. It can also be described
as the friction between the molecules comprising the fluid. This friction becomes
apparent when a layer of the fluid moves in relation to another, a movement known as
“shear”. In order to maintain the velocity of a fluid, stresses have to be applied to
overcome the friction between particle layers of the fluid. In this situation, for a given
velocity, the stress required is proportional to the viscosity of the fluid.

4.1.3.1. Dynamic viscosity

The dynamic or shear viscosity of a fluid represents the resistance to shearing flows.
It can be mathematically described using the two-plates model, an idealised situation also
known as Couette flow. This model consists of two horizontal plates with a fluid in
between. The bottom plate is static and the top plate moves at a constant speed. At low
top plate speeds, the particles of the fluid near the plate will move parallel to it and their
speed will decrease linearly to zero at the bottom plate (Fig. 12). The fluid applies a force
to the top plate with opposite direction to its motion, so an external force is needed to
keep the speed of the plate constant. The magnitude of this external force, F, is
proportional to the speed, v, and the area of the plates, A, and inversely proportional to
the distance between the plates, y. The proportionality factor, h, is the viscosity of the
fluid and its units are Pa·s, often expressed as mPa·s or the equivalent centipoise (cP).
This relationship can be expressed as:
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𝐹 = 𝜂𝐴

𝜕𝑣
𝜕𝑦

Equation 10. Equation describing viscosity within the two-plates model.

Figure 12. Schematic representation of the two-plates model.

RS

The velocity gradient RT represents the change in speed between the intermediate
layers of the fluid, describing the shearing experienced by the liquid. It is also known as
the shear rate (𝛾̇ ) and its units of measure are sec-1. The force per unit area (F/A) required
to produce the shearing is referred as the shear stress (𝜏) and its units of measure are
dynes/cm2 or N/m2. So, the relationship between viscosity, shear rate, and shear stress
can be described with the equation:
𝜂=

𝜏
𝛾̇

Equation 11. Viscosity expressed as shear rate and shear stress

4.1.3.2. Newtonian and Non-Newtonian fluids

Newton assumed that the viscosity of all materials, at a given temperature, is
independent of the shear rate. Fluids that have this behaviour are known as Newtonian
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fluids (Fig. 13). However, not all fluids, including most biological fluids and polymer
solutions, follow this behaviour. These fluids are known as Non-Newtonian.

Figure 13. Behaviour of Newtonian fluids. Viscosity (h) – shear rate (𝜸̇ ) (left) and shear stress (t)
– shear rate behaviour of a model Newtonian fluid.

In Non-Newtonian fluids the relationship between shear stress/shear rate is not
linear and the relationship between viscosity/shear rate is not constant. Thus, the
measurement of viscosities of Non-Newtonian fluids must always be accompanied with
explicit experimental parameters and be called “apparent viscosity”. There are several
types of Non-Newtonian behaviours depending on the response of the fluid to variations
in shear rate. Some of the most common types of Non-Newtonian fluids are:
1. Pseudo-plastic: these fluids present decreasing viscosity with increasing shear rate
(Fig. 14a). This type of flow is also known as “shear-thinning”. Pseudo-plastic
biological fluids include blood and mucus. This property allows the clearance and
lubrication functions of mucus and the efficient blood perfusion of the vascular
tree.
2. Dilatant: these fluids are characterised by the increase in viscosity with increasing
shear rate (“shear thickening”) (Fig. 14b). Corn starch is an example of a
thickening agent used in cooking and a shear-thickening system.
3. Plastic: these fluids behave as solids in static conditions and require a shear stress
to induce flow. The flow of these materials can be Newtonian, pseudoplastic, or
dilatant.
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Figure 14. Behaviour of Non-Newtonian fluids. Relationship between viscosity (𝜼) and shear rate
( 𝜸̇ ) of pseudo-plastic (a) and dilatant (b) fluids.

4.1.3.3. Relative viscosity

Relative viscosity (hrel) is the ratio of the viscosity of a solution and the viscosity of
the solvent used in that solution (h0).
𝜂Z[\ =

𝜂
𝜂A

Equation 12. Relative viscosity.

Relative viscosity is an important parameter when testing polymer solutions as it
can be used to calculate their intrinsic viscosity and molecular weight.

4.1.3.4. Intrinsic viscosity

The measure of the contribution to viscosity of a solution by the solute is known
as intrinsic viscosity ([h]). Intrinsic viscosity is defined as:

𝜂 − 𝜂A
_→A 𝜂A 𝜙

[𝜂] = lim
Equation 13. Intrinsic viscosity.
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where 𝜙 is the volume fraction of the solute in the solution. The relationship between
intrinsic viscosity and molecular weight (M) of a polymer is represented by the MarkHouwink equation:
[𝜂] = 𝐾𝑀b
Equation 14. Mark-Houwink equation.

where the parameters K and a are constants for particular polymer-solvent combinations.
For flexible polymer chains a has values of between 0.5 – 0.8 and for rigid chains a = 2.0.
Hence, using viscosity measurements it is possible to determine the molecular weight of
a polymer and vice versa.

4.1.3.5. Bioengineering applications of viscous solutions

Suspending cells into viscous solutions, to up to ~ 107 cP, allows for a controlled
delivery of cells. This property is used in bioinks16 for 3D bioprinting and in cell
encapsulation to allow the formation of spheres with a determined diameter [246]. The
shear stress caused by the high viscosity of these solutions and the flow induced by
bioprinters or encapsulating devices must be taken into account as it can cause cell
damage. This makes high viscosity bioinks suitable for orifice-free bioprinting and
extrusion bioprinting but not for inkjet bioprinting [247].
Viscous solutions are also used as cell carriers for therapeutic cell delivery. In most
cases the delivery of the cell-viscous solution is followed by an in situ crosslinking. The
delivery of cells using these cell carriers improves cell viability and retention after
implantation [248], [249].

16

Bioinks are materials used in 3D bioprinting that mimic the ECM and are suitable for cell survival,
proliferation, adhesion, amongst other functions. These materials can be deposited as filaments in a
spatially controlled pattern. Some of the most common bioinks are based on alginate, gelatin, collagen,
decellularised ECM, and methacrylated molecules.
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4.1.3.6. Role of viscosity in biological systems

4.1.3.6.1. Viscosity in biomolecular systems

The effect of viscosity on biochemical reactions has been previously described for
various biomolecular systems. Using glycerol as a viscosity enhancer, the dissociation
constant of Trypsin/p-amino-benzamidine and TNF-a/SPD304 increased with
increasing glycerol concentration [250]. However, the type of viscosity enhancer
determines the effect. This can be explained by the concepts of nano- and macroviscosity. Nano-viscosity is the viscosity experienced by a molecule or particle at the nano
scale. For a particle with a diameter d within a polymer solution with a polymer radius of
gyration Rg , when d > Rg the particle experiences the macro-viscosity of the polymer
solution, but when d < Rg, the nano-viscosity experienced by the particle is much lower
than the macro-viscosity [251]. This effect was evident when evaluating the enzymatic
activity of HindIII within PEG 6,000 and PEG 8,000,000 solutions with equal macroviscosity. HindIII, with a d of 5.6 nm, was only affected by PEG 6,000 (Rg of 2.26 nm)
but not by PEG 8,000,000 (Rg of 55.12 nm)[252].

4.1.3.6.2. Viscosity at the cellular and tissue levels

Viscosity as a factor of shear stress, where researchers use polymers such as dextran
to enhance the fluid viscosity inducing a physiological shear stress at physiological flow
speed, has been extensively studied in the circulatory system. Shear stress causes major
cellular responses with rapid cytoskeletal re-arrangements leading to cellular alignment
and orientation in the direction of the flow, and release of nitric oxide in endothelial cells
[253]. These effects as well as a normal development of the vasculature have been linked
to the activity of Piezo1, a mechanically activated ion channel [254], [255].
Another ion channel, the transient receptor potential vanilloid 4 (TRPV4), couples
extracellular fluid viscosity with epithelial ciliary activity through Ca2+ signals [256]. This
activation prevents the collapse of mucus transport at high mucus viscosity during
clearance by airway epithelial ciliated cells.
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In a human prostate cancer cell line, shear stress was shown to induce cell migration
through the activation of yes-associated protein (YAP) [210]. Moreover, mucins which
may enhance the local extracellular viscosity, are a marker of bad prognosis in various
cancers [257]. This also suggests that the ECF viscosity may have a direct effect on cancer
behaviour even in the absence of a dynamic flow.

4.1.4. Macromolecular crowding

Macromolecular crowding is an effect that occurs both intracellularly and
extracellularly. This effect is also termed the excluded volume effect, which is the basic
characteristic of crowded environments. Volume exclusion is the volume occupied by
molecules within a solution which consequently reduces the available volume for other
solutes to occupy. The excluded volume depends on the concentration of molecules, their
size, and their shape. In the intracellular space, 20 – 30 % of the volume is occupied by
macromolecules given by 200 – 300 g l-1 of macromolecules. Also, in the extracellular
space, there is a considerable crowding effect, for instance, blood plasma contains ~ 80 g
l-1 of protein [258]. Experimentally, macromolecular crowding caused by polyethylene
glycol (PEG) 6,000, bovine serum albumin (BSA), and Ficoll 70, induces an enhanced
DNA ligase activity [259]. However, crowding with Ficoll 70 has negligible effect on the
activity of the enzyme EcoRV [260], which could be due to the molecular characteristics
of EcoRV and Ficoll 70.

4.1.4.1. Molecular size and excluded volume

The magnitude of excluded volume is relative to the size of both the macromolecule
causing the crowding effect and the molecule of interest. If the molecule introduced in a
system is small, the available volume for it is greater than a molecule with a similar size to
that of the crowding macromolecule, as a small molecule can approach to macromolecules
and the space between them easily. Thus, the excluded volume for a small molecule is
considerably inferior to the excluded volume for a large molecule in the same crowded
solution. This means that the effective concentration for a macromolecule is considerably
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higher than the actual concentration in a crowded environment. This effect has major
consequences in reaction equilibria and reaction rates.
The equilibrium constant of a reaction can be most accurately expressed using
effective concentrations rather than actual concentrations. The ratio between effective
concentration and actual concentration is termed the activity coefficient (g). In an ideal
solution, the chemical potential, 𝜇d , of a species B, can be expressed as:

𝜇d = 𝜇dA + 𝑅𝑇𝑙𝑛𝑥d

Equation 15. Chemical potential of an ideal solution.

where 𝜇dA is the chemical potential of a pure substance B, 𝑥d is the mole fraction of B in
the mixture, R the ideal gas constant and T the temperature. To include non-ideal
solutions, this equation can be expressed as:

𝜇d = 𝜇dA + 𝑅𝑇𝑙𝑛𝑎d

Equation 16. General equation for the chemical potential of solutions.

where 𝑎d is the effective concentration of B called the thermodynamic activity, and its
relationship with the activity coefficient of B (𝛾d ) is:

𝑎d = 𝑥d 𝛾d

Equation 17. Activity coefficient.

At low solute concentrations 𝛾d ~ 1, and thus, 𝑎d ~ 𝑥d . In these conditions, the
solution presents an ideal behaviour. But, at high solute concentrations, solute-solute
interactions cannot be neglected, and 𝑎d ≠ 𝑥d . In crowded environments, volume
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exclusion can cause activities of a species to be one or more orders of magnitude higher
than their actual concentration (𝑥d ).
Macromolecular crowding can increase equilibrium constants by 2 – 3 orders of
magnitude as it favours the association of macromolecules. This effect is due to the
reduction of the volume macromolecules occupy when they bind to each other. With
increasing number and size of a molecule in a system, the less random the molecules can
be distributed, reducing the configurational entropy of each molecule and increasing their
contribution to the total free energy of the system. When macromolecules bind to each
other, the excluded volume is reduced and the available volume is enhanced, reducing the
total free energy of the solution. This is a general effect that not only favours chemical
reactions but also affects other biochemical processes that involve changes in excluded
volumes such as protein unfolding, formation of oligomeric structures, and protein
associations.

4.1.4.2. Macromolecular crowding and reaction rates

Crowding affects diffusion rates, an effect that also depends on the size of
macromolecules (effect of viscosity). Thus, for biochemical reactions that are diffusionlimited, macromolecular crowding will reduce the reaction rate. The relationship between
macromolecular crowding and reaction rate will depend on both the limited diffusion and
the increase in thermodynamic activities. In general, at increasing crowding, reaction rates
are enhanced, but when the concentration of a reaction agent is very high, the diffusion
of the molecules involved in the reaction will decrease, reducing the reaction rate (Fig.
15).
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Figure 15. Relationship between reaction rate and
macromolecular crowding. Adapted from Ellis et al. [258].

4.2. Aim
The aim of this chapter is to characterise and study the effect of soluble polymers
of various chemistries, size, and physical properties on cell behaviour in vitro. Polymers
widely used in tissue engineering as cell scaffolds, and in cell transplantation, as well as
macromolecules of animal origin will be used for their relevance in the cellular
microenvironment and biomaterial biocompatibility.

4.3. Hypothesis
It was hypothesised that macromolecular crowding enhancing ECF viscosity of
static fluids affects substrate mechanosensing causing effects on cell migration and cell
spreading area, and thus, can modify the behaviour of cancer cells (Fig. 16).

Figure 16. Chapter 4 hypothesis. a, Schematic of the effects of substrate ligand viscosity (h) and
elastic modulus (E) on cells, showing enhanced mechanotransduction, increased cell area and
migration when viscosity and elastic modulus are increased. b, Hypothesis indicating that
macromolecular crowding enhancing the viscosity of the extracellular fluid activates
mechanotransduction pathways causing effects such as enhanced migration and increased cell area.
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4.4. Results

4.4.1. Viscosity of polymer solutions

The viscosity of various polymer solutions was measured to investigate the
behaviour of commonly used polymers and the contribution of molecular weight and
chemical species to it. The viscosity of polymer solutions was measured as specified in
the methods section 3.2. Most polymer solutions including alginate-, PEG-, and mucincontaining solutions, presented a shear-thinning behaviour (Non-Newtonian) (Fig. 17)
However, the viscosity of dextran was constant between 20 – 300 s-1, and thus, behaved
as a Newtonian fluid within this shear rate range. Two alginate solutions were analysed,
the solution containing high viscosity (HV) 1% Na-alginate solution had a viscosity that
was one order of magnitude higher than the low viscosity (LV) alginate solution used.
Also, the effect of molecular weight on viscosity was clear when comparing 1%
polyethylene glycol (PEG) of 1,000,000 g mol-1 and 1% PEG of 20,000 g mol-1, the latter
being one order of magnitude lower than the former. Interestingly, 10% mucin had an
intermediate viscosity that was comparable to the viscosity of dextran at low shear rate
but lower at higher shear rates.

Figure 17. Viscosity measurements of polymer solutions. Average viscosities (h) of viscosity
enhancers at 1% (w/v) for Na-alginate and PEG and 10% (w/v) for dextran and mucin complete cell
culture medium at 37°C (n = 3).
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4.4.2. Effect of Na-alginate on wound healing in liver cancer cell lines

First, 1% HV Na-alginate was used to evaluate changes in migration. A wound
healing assay (see methods section 3.3.) was used to evaluate the migration of liver cancer
cells presenting a mesenchymal migration type (SNU475 and SK-HEP-1). Also, the
epithelial cell line Huh7 was treated with hepatocyte growth factor (HGF17) to induce an
epithelial-to-mesenchymal transition (EMT) by which these cells acquire mesenchymal
characteristics including a mesenchymal migration type. Interestingly, cells exposed to 1%
Na-alginate closed the wound faster than control cells (without Na-alginate) in all
mesenchymal cell types (Fig. 18).
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Figure 18.
healing of mesenchymal cells under 1% Na-alginate conditions. Cell lines100h
with mesenchymal phenotype show significantly improved wound healing in 1% Na-alginatecontaining medium (1%) compared with control (0%) (n = 3). Scale bar, 200 µm. Data represents
average ± s.e.m. Statistical significance was assessed by two-tailed Student’s t-test. *** p < 0.001.
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and Huh7) presenting a significantly slower wound healing and others (HepG2 and C3A)
presenting a faster wound healing (Fig. 19). These results indicate, whilst all mesenchymal

cells behaved similarly, epithelial cell lines behave differently, and suggest that some
epithelial cell lines might be acquiring mesenchymal features under 1% Na-alginate
17

HGF is a paracrine factor also known as scatter factor. HGF causes the an enhanced cell migration
and an epithelial-to-mesenchymal transition in various epithelial cells including the Huh7 cell line
[408]–[410].
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Figure 19. Wound healing of epithelial cell lines under 1% Na-alginate conditions. Epithelial
cell lines present both significantly reduced (PLC/PRF/5 and Huh7) and enhanced (HepG2 and C3A)
wound healing upon 1% Na-alginate (1%) treatment compared with control (0%) (n = 3). Scale bar,
200 µm. Data represents average ± s.e.m. Statistical significance was assessed by two-tailed Student’s
t-test. * p < 0.05, *** p < 0.001.

To determine whether different characteristics of Na-alginate may influence wound
healing differently, the effect on HepG2 cell wound healing of high viscosity Na-alginate
with a viscosity of 64.7 cP (hereafter all viscosity values given correspond to
measurements at 100 s-1 shear rate) were compared with low viscosity Na-alginate (6.5
cP). Cells exposed to high viscosity presented a significantly faster wound healing than
low viscosity Na-alginate (p < 0.001), and both conditions had a significantly faster wound
closing than 0% control (p < 0.001) (Fig. 20), suggesting that the viscous properties of
Na-alginate may have an impact on HepG2 cell migration.

Figure 20. Effect of Na-alginate viscosity on HepG2 wound healing. Wound healing is
significantly enhanced after 72 h exposure to 64.7 cP 1% Na-alginate compared to 6.5 cP 1% Naalginate (n = 4). Data represents average ± s.e.m. Statistical significance was assessed by one-way
ANOVA with Tukey’s multiple comparison test. *** p < 0.001.
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Enhanced wound healing may be caused by cell migration, cell proliferation,
enhanced cell area, or by a combination of the three factors. To assess whether HepG2
wound closing was due to an enhanced cell proliferation, cells were exposed for 4 days to
control or high viscosity 1% Na-alginate conditions and total cell number was analysed.
The total cell number of cells exposed to Na-alginate was significantly (p < 0.001) lower
than cells in control conditions (Fig. 21), demonstrating that the enhanced wound healing
is not explained by an enhanced proliferation of HepG2 cells.

Figure 21. Effect of Na-alginate on HepG2 cell proliferation. Quantification of HepG2 cell nuclei
after 4 days of treatment shows a reduced proliferation rate in 1% Na-alginate compared with 0%
control (n = 5). Data represents average ± s.d. Statistical significance was assessed by two-tailed
Student’s t-test. *** p < 0.001.

4.4.3. High extracellular viscosity induces cell scattering and migration in HepG2
cells

The observed behaviour of HepG2 cells led to hypothesise that these cells acquire
a mesenchymal phenotype under viscous conditions. A characteristic of EMT is the
scattering of cells due to increased migration and loss of cell-cell junctions leading to a
dissemination of cells from the original cluster [261]. Thus, HepG2 cell cluster scattering,
measured as the distance between neighbouring nuclei (internuclear distance, see methods
section 3.5.), was analysed using various viscosity enhancers (Fig. 17). Cells exposed to all
viscosity enhancers presented a larger internuclear distance than control cells (Fig. 22).
Interestingly, cells exposed to the solid (gelled) form of alginate (Ca-alginate) had a similar
internuclear distance to the control indicating that only the soluble form of Na-alginate
causes HepG2 cell scattering. Also, it is noteworthy that the two weakest viscosity
enhancers (mucin and dextran) had a significantly weaker effect than the two conditions
with higher viscosity (PEG 1,000,000 and Na-alginate), further supporting the hypothesis
that viscosity induces HepG2 cell scattering. However, an increased internuclear distance
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may be a result not only of loss of cell-cell adhesion and migration but also an enhanced
cell spreading area, an effect investigated in subsequent experiments.

Figure 22. Viscosity enhancer-containing environments increase the internuclear distance in
HepG2 clusters. Internuclear distance of HepG2 cell clusters increases after 24 h exposure to
viscosity (h) enhancers (n = 300 nuclei per condition). Boxplots represent the median, first and third
quartiles; whiskers indicate maximum and minimum within 1.5x the interquartile range. Statistical
significance was assessed by One-way ANOVA with Tukey’s test. ns p > 0.05, *** p < 0.001.

To rule out an effect of osmotic pressure, molecular crowding, and differences in
the molecular structure of the viscosity enhancers, HepG2 cells were exposed to PEG
molecules of varying molecular weights (6,000 to 1,000,000 g mol-1). As described by the
Mark-Houwink and osmotic pressure equations (Equations 8 (p 72) and 14 (p 78)), high
molecular weight polymers at a same w/v concentration (same excluded volume) have
higher intrinsic viscosity but lower osmotic pressure than low molecular weight polymers,
thus, 1% PEG 1,000,000 was the solution with highest viscosity and lowest osmotic
pressure. After presenting cells to PEG solutions at equal w/v concentration, only 1%
PEG 1,000,000 significantly enhanced the internuclear distance of HepG2 cell clusters
suggesting that viscosity and not volume exclusion causes this effect (Fig. 23). Later, to
investigate the possible role of osmotic pressure, PEG 20,000 and PEG 1,000,000
solutions’ osmolarity was equalised. Again, only HepG2 cells exposed to 1% PEG
1,000,000 presented a significantly increased internuclear distance and wound healing
(Appendix I). These results indicate that the viscosity of a solution but not the volume
exclusion effect or osmotic pressure induces an enhanced internuclear distance and
wound healing in HepG2 cells.
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Figure 23. Effect of PEG molecular weight on HepG2 internuclear distance. Internuclear
distance is enhanced in HepG2 cells incubated for 24 h with 1% PEG 1,000,000 (higher viscosity (h),
and lower osmotic pressure (P)) but not low molecular weight PEG (n = 600 nuclei per condition).
Boxplots represent the median, first and third quartiles; whiskers indicate maximum and minimum
within 1.5x the interquartile range. Statistical significance was assessed by One-way ANOVA with
Tukey’s test. *** p < 0.001.

Later, the morphology of HepG2 cells exposed to low and high viscosity PEG
was analysed by fluorescence staining of the actin cytoskeleton (see methods section 3.8.).
Only cells exposed to PEG 1,000,000 loss cell-cell contacts and presented large
protrusions similar to lamellipodia. Also, unlike control or low viscosity PEG-treated
cells, cells in 1% PEG 1,000,000 presented stress fibres, a significantly enhanced cell area
and reduced circularity (Fig. 24). Strikingly, these morphological changes and actin
cytoskeleton re-arrangements are typically observed in EMT [261].

Figure 24. High viscosity causes morphological changes in HepG2 cells. a, A 24 h exposure to
1% PEG 1,000,000 causes loss of cell-cell junctions, formation of lamellipodia and stress fibres
(arrowhead) in HepG2 cells. Scale bars: 50 µm (larger images) and 25 µm (inset). b, c, Cells from (a)
present a larger cell area (b) and reduced circularity (c) when treated with PEG 1,000,000 (n = 250
cells). Boxplots represent: median, first and third quartiles; whiskers indicate maximum and minimum
within 1.5x the interquartile range. Statistical significance was assessed by One-way ANOVA with
Tukey’s test. *** p < 0.001.
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Subsequently, other viscosity enhancers were tested and compared with the results
obtained with 1% PEG 1,000,000. Again, all viscosity enhancers had an effect on cell area
and circularity as well as on the formation of lamellipodia, demonstrating that these effects
are not isolated to PEG (Fig. 25). Interestingly, mucin also induced these effects, which
could have direct implications in vivo.

Figure 25. Effect of viscosity enhancers on HepG2 cell morphology. a-c, viscosity (h) enhancers
of diverse origins cause formation of cellular protrusions (arrowheads) (a), enhanced cell area (b), and
reduced circularity (4p x area/perimeter2) (c) in HepG2 cells treated for 24 h (n = 150 cells per
condition; scale bar, 50 µm). Boxplots represent: median, first and third quartiles; whiskers indicate
maximum and minimum within 1.5x the interquartile range. Statistical significance was assessed by
One-way ANOVA with Tukey’s test. ns p > 0.05, * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001.

Finally, to confirm whether cells migrate more rapidly and not only enhance cell
area, which can also increase the internuclear distance, HepG2 cells were transfected to
express green fluorescent protein (GFP)-actin and were monitored over time under high
and low viscosity PEG conditions. As shown (Fig. 26), single cells under viscous
conditions presented a significantly higher velocity, demonstrating that viscosity has a
direct effect on cell migration.

Figure 26. Velocity of single HepG2 cells in high viscosity. Single HepG2 cells have higher
velocity in viscous environments (n = 29 cells for PEG 20,000 and n = 40 cells for PEG 1,000,000).
Boxplots represent: median, first and third quartiles; whiskers indicate maximum and minimum within
1.5x the interquartile range. Statistical significance was assessed by two-tailed Student’s t-test. ** p <
0.01. Image processing was performed by Ms Xiaoli Zhang (Queen Mary University of London).
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As HepG2 cells present mesenchymal features under high viscosity conditions,
gene expression for epithelial (E-cadherin), and mesenchymal (N-cadherin and
fibronectin) markers was performed (see methods section 3.7.). To avoid other effects
caused by polymeric solutions, only genes that were significantly different in Na-alginate
and PEG 1,000,000 were considered to be due to viscosity. Unexpectedly, the expression
of the epithelial marker E-cadherin (CDH1) and the mesenchymal markers N-cadherin
(CDH2) and fibronectin (FN1) did not follow the typical trend observed in EMT upon
exposure to high viscosity with a down-regulation of epithelial markers and an upregulation of mesenchymal markers (Fig. 27).

Figure 27. Viscosity does not cause a typical EMT gene expression. a – c, Quantification of
gene expression relative to low viscosity controls (0% or 1% PEG 1,000,000) of CDH1 (a), CDH2
(b), and FN1 (c) in HepG2 cells cultured for 2 days (n = 3). Bar graphs indicate average ± s.e.m.
Statistical analysis was assessed by two-tailed Student’s t-test. * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001.

Together, these observations suggest that viscosity causes an EMT-like behaviour
in HepG2 cells, with scattering, cytoskeleton re-arrangements, and enhanced migration
but without a switch from epithelial to mesenchymal gene expression.

4.4.4. High ECF viscosity induces morphological changes in various cell lines

To investigate whether morphological effects of high ECF viscosity were limited to
HepG2 cells, other cell lines, including cells with mesenchymal features (SK-HEP-1) that
present an enhanced wound healing upon exposure to 1% Na-alginate, and epithelial cells
that do not show a faster wound closing (Huh7 and PLC/PRF/5), were analysed for
morphological changes. Analysis of cell area after a 24 h exposure to Na-alginate revealed
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that PLC/PRF/5 cells and the Na-alginate-responding SK-HEP-1 cells are unaffected.
On the other hand, Huh7 cells presented a significantly larger area after exposure to 1%
Na-alginate (Fig. 28).

Figure 28. Effect of 1% Na-alginate on liver cancer cell area. a – c, Viscous 1% Na-alginate does
not have significant effects, at 24 h of culture, on the size of PLC/PRF/5 (a) or SK-HEP-1 (b) cells
but significantly enhances the area of Huh7 cells (c) (n ≥ 150 cells per cell type). All boxplots represent
median, first and third quartiles; whiskers indicate maximum and minimum within 1.5x the
interquartile range. Statistical analyses: two-tailed Student’s t-test. *** p < 0.001.

Also, observations of the architecture of the actin cytoskeleton revealed formation
of short actin-rich protrusions in PLC/PRF/5 cells in both 1% Na-alginate and 1% PEG
1,000,000 that were not present in low viscosity conditions (Fig. 29). These observations
demonstrate that high ECF viscosity not only affects the morphology of HepG2 cells but
also other cell lines that do not migrate upon high viscosity treatment.

Figure 29. High viscosity induces small protrusion formation in PLC/PRF/5 cells. a,
Fluorescence images of PLC/PRF/5 cells treated with 0% or 1% Na-alginate for 24 h. Arrowhead
indicates short actin-rich cellular protrusions. Scale bar, 20 µm. b, Quantification of the percentage of
protrusions-presenting cells after 24 h incubation with viscosity enhancers (n ≥ 350 cells per
condition).
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4.4.5. Viscosity-enhanced cell area is actomyosin and tubulin independent

The sensing of substrate mechanics and the activation of the cellular machinery
necessary for migration generally involves, although dependent on migration mode, the
actin cytoskeleton, its contractility through myosin II, linking proteins between integrins
and the actin cytoskeleton (including talin, vinculin, filamin, a-actinin, integrin-linked
protein kinase (ILK), PINCH, and parvin), and signalling proteins (including focal
adhesion kinase (FAK) and SRC) (Fig. 30) [262].

Figure 30. Cellular ECM mechanosensing and mechanotransduction strusctures. Cells adhered
to the ECM sense and pull on the ECM through heterodimeric integrins which are linked to the actin
cytoskeleton and activate intracellular signalling pathways leading to mechanosensing and traction
force generation which ultimately control cell behaviour including cell migration. Adapted from
Humphrey JD, 2014. [262].

This led to hypothesise that these structures are involved in viscosity-induced
changes including cell morphology and migration. To test this hypothesis, cells were
treated with small molecule inhibitors of these structures. Actin polymerisation was
inhibited with cytochalasin B [263], myosin II activity was blocked with blebbistatin [264],
and FAK was inhibited with the compound PF-573228 [265] (see methods section 3.9.).
First, the internuclear distance of HepG2 cell clusters treated with 1% Na-alginate in the
presence of these inhibitors or control (DMSO), was analysed after 24 h. Interestingly,
cytochalasin B and PF-573228 treated cells showed a reduced internuclear distance
compared with control cells, however blebbistatin treatment did not abolish the effect of
1% Na-alginate on HepG2 cell internuclear distance (Fig. 31). These results indicate that
the actin cytoskeleton and FAK are essential for viscosity-induced HepG2 cell scattering
but not myosin II-induced actin contractility.
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Figure 31. HepG2 cell cluster scattering depends on actin polymerisation and FAK activity.
Quantification of internuclear distance in HepG2 cell clusters in 1% Na-alginate shows dependence
on actin cytoskeleton and FAK in viscosity-induced cell scattering (n = 600 nuclei per condition).
Boxplots represent median, first and third quartiles; whiskers indicate maximum and minimum within
1.5x the interquartile range. Statistical significance was assessed by One-way ANOVA with Tukey’s
test. *** p < 0.001.

Next, the effect of these inhibitors on viscosity-induced cell morphological changes
was tested. Actin fluorescence staining showed presence of cellular protrusions in HepG2
cells exposed to 1% Na-alginate and treated with blebbistatin and PF-573228, although
protrusions in PF-573228 appeared shorter. On the other hand, as expected due to the
process by which cell protrusions are formed, inhibition of actin polymerisation blocked
the formation of protrusions (Fig. 32).

Figure 32. Viscosity-induced cell protrusion formation is blocked by actin polymerisation
inhibition. Fluorescent images of HepG2 cell clusters treated for 12 h with 1% Na-alginate and the
indicated molecules. Arrowheads show formation of cellular protrusions. Scale bar, 50 µm.

Interestingly, inhibition of actin polymerisation and its contractility caused cells to
round and reduce cell area in low viscosity conditions (Fig. 33). However, these results
were not statistically significant. Most importantly, cytochalasin B, blebbistatin, and PF-
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573228 did not block the enhanced cell area induced by viscosity in HepG2 cells, at least
at the concentrations used in this experiment (Fig. 33).

Figure 33. Viscosity-enhanced cell area in HepG2 cells is independent of actomyosin and FAK
(n = 150 cells). Boxplots represent median, first and third quartiles; whiskers indicate maximum and
minimum within 1.5x the interquartile range. Statistical significance was assessed by One-way ANOVA
with Tukey’s test. *** p < 0.001.

To control that cytochalasin B effectively inhibited the formation of actin fibres,
cells were stained with fluorescent phalloidin and stress-fibre presenting cells were
quantified. As expected, cytochalasin B inhibited stress fibre formation in HepG2 cells
exposed to 1% Na-alginate and actin presented a punctate appearance (Fig 34). Hence,
the formation of stress fibres is not required for the enhanced cell area caused by high
ECF viscosity.

Figure 34. Cytochalasin B effectively inhibits stress fibre formation in HepG2 cells. a,
Fluorescent images of HepG2 cells in 1% Na-alginate treated with DMSO (control) or cytochalasin B
demonstrating efficient disruption of actin fibres. Scale bar, 50 µm for large images and 20 µm for
insets. b, Quantification of stress-fibre-presenting cells from (a) (n > 600 cells per condition).

To test whether other components of the cytoskeleton are involved in viscosity-induced
morphological changes, cells were treated with nocodazole, a tubulin inhibitor, either
alone or in combination with cytochalasin B. Neither tubulin inhibition alone nor the
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combination with actin disruption blocked the enhanced cell area induced by viscosity,
but reduced cell elongation (Fig. 35).

Figure 35. Microtubules are not involved in viscosity-enhanced HepG2 cell area. a,
Quantification of HepG2 cell area in cells treated with 0% or 1% Na-alginate and the indicated
inhibitors or control (DMSO) for 24 h showed no abrogation of viscosity-enhanced cell area (n > 150
cells per condition). b, Circularity of cells from (a) was enhanced upon F-actin and microtubule
inhibition (n > 150 cells per condition). All boxplots represent the median, first and third quartiles;
whiskers indicate maximum and minimum within 1.5x the interquartile range. Statistical analyses: Oneway ANOVA with Tukey’s multiple comparison test. *** p < 0.001.

These results show that, although HepG2 cell scattering depends on actin
cytoskeleton and FAK activity, viscosity-enhanced cell area does not require these
processes or microtubule integrity. As Rho GTPases are involved in focal adhesion
maturation and myosin contractility (RhoA – ROCK) [104], or in formation of
protrusions containing immature focal adhesions such as lamellipodia (Rac1) [107] and
filopodia (cdc42) [266], being all involved in the control of protrusion formation and
retraction[267], specific small molecule inhibitors were used to evaluate the involvement
of these proteins in polymer-induced cell protrusion formation. Interestingly, inhibition
of cdc42 (ML-141) or Rac1 (NSC23766) did not block the formation of lamellipodia or
actin stress fibres in HepG2 cells exposed to high viscosity 1% Na-alginate (Fig. 36).
Interestingly, when ROCK was inhibited (Y-27632), 1% Na-alginate caused the formation
of shorter protrusions, but these were considerably more abundant than in the other
conditions, and no stress fibres were visible.
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Figure 36. Inhibition of Rho GTPases does not block Na-alginate-induced protrusion
formation. Cells were treated for 24 h and stained for actin cytoskeleton. Arrowheads indicate cell
protrusions. Insets show the edge of cells containing visible actin stress fibres except in control and
Y-27632-treated cells. Scale bars represent 50 µm (10 µm inset).

4.4.6. Viscosity enhances integrin-dependent cell spreading

As viscosity opposes the motion of particles within fluids, changes in cell area were
analysed overtime with time-lapse microscopy of GFP-actin-presenting cells to determine
whether these effects occurred rapidly or slowly. The average cell area of cells subjected
to high viscosity (PEG 1,000,000 was used instead of Na-alginate for its better optical
properties) increased steadily until reaching a plateau after ~320 min (Fig. 37a). However,
analysis of single cells revealed a rapid increase in cell area within the first minutes of
exposure to 1% PEG 1,000,000 (Fig. 37b) and spreading rates of up to ~ +100 µm2/min
but also rapid retractions of ~ -100 µm2/min (Fig. 37c). These results show that exposure
to high viscosity induces a rapid increase in cell area. Therefore, it was hypothesised that
viscosity is involved in cell-substrate adhesion dynamics, which can lead to changes in
morphology and migration as observed.

Figure 37. Viscosity induces a rapid increase in cell HepG2 cell area. a, Average cell area of
single HepG2 cells over time. Data points indicate average ± s.e.m (n = 9 cells for PEG 20,000 and n
= 11 cells for PEG 1,000,000). b, Examples of individual cells from (a). c, Cell spreading rate of a
single cell exposed to PEG 1,000,000 from (b).
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To test this hypothesis, cells were left to attach to glass coated either with human
fibronectin (integrin-dependent adhesion) or with poly-L-lysine (PLL, integrinindependent adhesion), and the percentage of spread cells was analysed overtime (see
methods section 3.11.). Also, to confirm the role of integrin-based adhesions, soluble
arginine-glycine-aspartate (RGD) peptides, which compete with RGD sequences
contained in fibronectin for integrin attachment, were used. Na-alginate was not used in
these experiments as a viscosity enhancer in order to avoid PLL-alginate electrostatic
interactions18.
In HepG2 cells, the percentage of spread cells over fibronectin substrates was
significantly enhanced in high viscosity conditions, an effect blocked by RGD peptides,
indicating that this spreading is based on integrin adhesions. Moreover, cells adhered to
PLL substrates did not spread differently in low or high viscosity, further indicating that
viscosity-induced cell spreading is integrin-dependent (Fig. 38). Also, cell area was not
affected by exposure to high viscosity in cells adhered to PLL-glass substrates (Fig. 39).

Figure 38. Viscosity enhances integrin-dependent cell spreading. Quantification of spread
HepG2 cells attached to fibronectin-glass or poly-L-lysine-glass over time shows faster cell spreading
in viscous serum-free media, effect dependent on integrin adhesion. Data points indicate average ±
s.e.m (n = 4, > 100 cells per condition per repeat). Statistical significance was assessed by One-way
ANOVA with Tukey’s test.

18

As PLL is positively charged and alginate is negatively charged. Adding alginate into the medium
over a PLL-coated surface causes alginate to ionically bind to PLL giving an electrically neutral
complex, and thus, cell adhesion dependent on positively charged substrates is blocked [411].
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Figure 39. HepG2 cells attached to PLL-glass do not respond to high viscosity. a, b, A 4 h
culture in high ECF viscosity does not affect cell morphology of cells adhered to PLL-glass. Scale bar,
50 µm. All boxplots represent: median, first and third quartiles; whiskers indicate maximum and
minimum within 1.5x the interquartile range. Statistical significance was assessed by two-tailed
Student’s t-test (b).

To determine whether this effect is also found in other cell types and with other
viscosity enhancers, PLC/PRF/5 and SKHEP1 cells were seeded on fibronectin-glass
substrates, and Na-alginate and dextran were used as viscosity enhancers. In all cell types,
and all viscosity enhancers, there was a significant increase in the percentage of spread
cells when these were in high viscosity conditions compared to low viscosity (Fig.40).

Figure 40. Viscosity enhances cell spreading in various cell lines and viscosity enhancers. Cells
were incubated until attached to a functionalised glass substrate but remaining round, treated with
viscosity enhancers and monitored over time. Quantification of percentage of spread cells over time
show a greater percentage of spread cells in high viscosity environments (n ≥ 3 independent
experiments). Data points indicate average ± s.e.m. Statistical analyses: Two-way ANOVA followed
by Bonferroni’s multiple comparisons test. * p < 0.05; ** p < 0.01; *** p < 0.001.

Together, these results indicate that viscosity enhances integrin-dependent cellsubstrate adhesions resulting in rapid cell spreading in various cell lines and rapid
morphological changes in HepG2 cells.
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4.4.7. High ECF viscosity causes nuclear translocation of YAP and b-catenin

Mechanical

stimuli

from

the

microenvironment

that

are

sensed

by

mechanosensitive structures are transmitted directly to the nucleus through actin stress
fibres bound to the linker of nucleoskeleton and cytoskeleton (LINC) complex,
comprising nesprins, SUN, and lamin proteins [268]. Interestingly, lamin A levels correlate
with tissue stiffness and affects stem cell differentiation [269]. However, this is not the
only mechanism by which mechanical stimuli are transmitted to the nucleus. A second
mechanism comprises the activation of mechanotransduction pathways leading to the
activation and nuclear translocation of transcription factors or co-transcription factors.
Amongst these, yes-associated protein (YAP), b-catenin, and twist1 have been linked both
in mechanotransduction and EMT [160], [210], [270], [271]. Thus, the subcellular
localisation of these three proteins was evaluated in low and high viscosity-treated HepG2
cells. Twist1 appeared nuclear in both low and high ECF viscosity conditions, but YAP
and b-catenin translocated from the membrane and cytoplasm to the nucleus upon
exposure to high viscosity (Fig. 41).

Figure 41. High viscosity causes YAP and b-catenin nuclear translocation. HepG2 cells treated
with 0% or 1% Na-alginate for 24 h present differences in subcellular localisation of YAP and bcatenin but not Twist1. Scale bar, 50 µm (25 µm insets).

Later, PLC/PRF/5 cell clusters were also analysed. Although in these conditions
b-catenin was not detected, nuclear YAP was also increased, as quantified by the
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percentage of nuclear YAP+ cells (cells presenting >1.5 nuclear:cytoplasmic ratio, see
methods section 3.8.) (Fig. 42).

Figure 42. High viscosity enhances nuclear YAP in PLC/PRF/5 cells. PLC/PRF/5 cells treated
with 1% high viscosity Na-alginate present increased nuclear fluorescence of YAP (n = 4). Scale bar,
50 µm. Data plot represents average ± s.e.m. Statistical analysis: Two-tailed Student’s t-test. * p <
0.05.

To evaluate whether the nuclear translocation of these transcription factors led to
an enhanced gene expression of known target genes, demonstrating the activation of these
proteins, RT-qPCR was performed. The target genes selected for analyses were AREG
(amphiregulin, activated by YAP [272] and b-catenin [273]), CTGF (connective tissue
growth factor; target of YAP [274]), BIRC5 (survivin, target of YAP and b-catenin [275]),
CCND1 (cyclin D1, target of YAP [276] and b-catenin [277]), GLUL (glutamine
synthetase, b-catenin target [278]), and AXIN2 (target of b-catenin [279]). Interestingly,
only AREG was highly upregulated upon treatment with both 1% Na-alginate and 1%
PEG 1,000,000, and two target genes, BIRC5 and CTGF, were significantly
downregulated in high viscosity conditions (Fig. 43).
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Figure 43. YAP and b-catenin target gene expression in HepG2 cells exposed to high viscosity.
a, b, Quantification of gene expression of survivin (BIRC5), glutamine synthetase (GLUL), connective
tissue growth factor (CTGF), cyclin D1 (CCND1), amphiregulin (AREG), and axin-2 (AXIN2)
normalised to controls (0% control (a) or 1% PEG 20,000 (b)) of cells cultured for 2 days with the
indicated polymer-containing media (n = 3). All data represent the average ± s.e.m. Statistical analyses:
two-tailed Student’s t-test. * p < 0.05; ** p < 0.01; *** p < 0.001.

Together, these results indicate that high viscosity causes nuclear translocation of
YAP in HepG2 and PLC/PRF/5 cells and b-catenin in HepG2 cells and upregulates the
expression of the AREG gene but does not upregulate the expression of other known
target genes of YAP and b-catenin.

4.4.8. YAP and b-catenin nuclear translocation is actomyosin independent

Next,

the

role

of

actomyosin

and

FAK,

molecules

involved

in

mechanotransduction, on the nuclear translocation of YAP and b-catenin was studied
using small molecule specific inhibitors. Qualitatively, the use of these inhibitors did not
block the presence of high nuclear YAP and b-catenin in HepG2 cells (Fig. 44), and
quantitatively, measured as percentage of cells with a ratio of > 1.5 of nuclear/cytoplasmic
fluorescence intensity, showed only a partial reduction, but statistically significant, of
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YAP+ cells after treatment with PF-573228 (Fig. 45). The percentage of b-catenin+ cells
was not affected by any of the treatments (Fig. 44 and 45).

Figure 44. Subcellular localisation of YAP and b-catenin upon actomyosin and FAK inhibition.
Fluorescent images indicating that 24 h treatment of HepG2 cells with actomyosin or FAK inhibitors
does not block nuclear localisation of YAP and b-catenin at 1% PEG 1,000,000. Scale bar, 50 µm.

Figure 45. Percentage of YAP+ and b-catenin+ cells upon actomyosin and FAK inhibition. a,
b, Percentage of nuclear YAP+ (a) and b-catenin+ (b) HepG2 cells (nuclear:cytoplasmic fluorescence
intensity ratio > 1.5) in 1% Na-alginate for 24 h are unaffected by actomyosin inhibition (a and b) or
FAK inhibition (b) (n = 3). All data represent the average ± s.e.m. Statistical analyses: one-way
ANOVA with Tukey’s multiple comparison test. * p < 0.05.
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Later, the role of microtubules was also examined. A qualitative analysis showed
that, treating HepG2 cells with nocodazole does not abrogate the presence of cells with
high nuclear YAP and b-catenin.

Figure 46. Nocodazole does not inhibit nuclear translocation of YAP and b-catenin. HepG2
cells treated with 1% Na-alginate and nocodazole for 12 h showing cells with high nuclear localisation
of YAP and b-catenin. Scale bar, 50 µm.

4.4.9. Cell morphology and cell-cell contacts regulate YAP and b-catenin
localisation

As actomyosin and FAK inhibition did not suppress the enhanced cell area or the
nuclear translocation of YAP and b-catenin in HepG2 cells, it was hypothesised that cell
morphology could be involved in YAP and b-catenin nuclear localisation. Also, in
epithelial cells, YAP and b-catenin have been shown to localise at the membrane in cellcell junctions [270]. Thus, confocal microscopy was used to image HepG2 cells in low
viscosity conditions and low cell density. As expected, in cell-cell junctions there was a
higher presence of YAP and b-catenin that was not found at non-junction membrane
regions (Fig. 47). These results also suggest that loss of cell-cell contacts may cause nuclear
translocation of these transcription factors.
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Figure 47. YAP and b-catenin accumulate in cell-cell junctions in HepG2 cells in low
viscosity conditions. Scale bar, 25 µm. Arrowheads indicate cell-cell junctions.

To test both hypotheses, HepG2 cells were seeded at high density, allowing them
to form a monolayer of cells, and at very low density mostly having single cells. Indeed,
at high density, where cell area is small and cells have cell-cell contacts, high viscosity did
not cause YAP and b-catenin nuclear translocation, and in single cells at low viscosity,
cells with nuclear YAP and b-catenin were observed (Fig. 48).
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Figure 49. Cell density regulates subcellular localisation of b-catenin and YAP in PLC/PRF/5
cells. Dense cultures of PLC/PRF/5 exposed to 1% Na-alginate conditions show membrane
localisation of YAP and b-catenin. Scale bar, 50 µm.

Later, to test whether loss of cell-cell junctions was sufficient to cause YAP and bcatenin nuclear translocation, single cells were treated with low viscosity 1% PEG 20,000
or high viscosity 1% PEG 1,000,000. As shown in Fig. 50, single HepG2 cells treated with
high viscosity presented a significantly higher nuclear:cytoplasmic ratio of both YAP and
b-catenin than single cells in low viscosity conditions. Moreover, comparing cells treated

with high viscositity with or without actin-disrupting cytochalasin B, and as previously
shown in Fig. 44 and Fig. 45, it was demonstrated that, after 24 h of treatment, YAP and
b-catenin nuclear:cytoplasmic ratios are significantly higher in cytochalasin B + high

viscosity-treated cells than low viscosity control cells. However, at 6 h, neither YAP nor
b-catenin nuclear:cytoplasmic ratios were significantly enhanced in actin-disrupted cells,

indicating that, when inhibiting actin polymerisation, these transcription factors localise
to the nucleus at later time points.
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Figure 50. Loss of cell-cell junctions does not explain nuclear translocation of YAP and bcatenin. a, b, Nuclear:cytoplasmic ratio of YAP (a) and b -catenin (b) in single cells from confocal
fluorescence intensities is enhanced in 1% PEG 1,000,000 after 24 h independently of actin disruption
with cytochalasin B (Cyto B) but is dependent of it at 6 h (n ≥ 10 cells per condition and time point).
Bar graphs represent the average ± s.e.m. Statistical analyses: Kruskal-Wallis test with Dunn’s multiple
comparison test. * p < 0.05; ** p < 0.01; *** p < 0.001.

These data evidence that loss of cell-cell junctions is not sufficient to explain the
increase in nuclear YAP and b-catenin upon exposure to high viscosity media. Hence, the
correlation between YAP and b-catenin nuclear localisation and cell area was analysed in
low viscosity single HepG2 cells as these present both variable YAP and b-catenin
subcellular localisations and morphology. This analysis showed that both YAP and bcatenin positively correlate with HepG2 cell area although the correlation was linear for
YAP and polynominal for b-catenin, with cells presenting higher nuclear b-catenin over
a threshold of ~ 1,000 µm2 (Fig. 51).

Figure 51. YAP and b-catenin nuclear:cytoplasmic ratio correlates with cell area. a, b,
Correlation between fluorescence intensity of nuclear:cytoplasmic YAP ratio (a) and
nuclear:cytoplasmic b -catenin ratio (b) and cell area in single HepG2 cells in low viscosity conditions
(R2, squared correlation coefficient; n ≥ 150 cells). Data points indicate average± s.e.m.
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These observations are in line with a previous study showing the influence of cell
area on YAP nuclear translocation [280]. However, this study attributed the effect to the
formation of actin stress fibres only in cells with a large cell area and HepG2 cells with
disrupted actin cytoskeleton present both enhanced cell area and nuclear YAP when
exposed to high viscosity. Interestingly, a recent study shows that direct force application
to a nucleus causing nuclear flattening is sufficient to induce nuclear translocation of YAP
even in actin-disrupted cells [124]. Thus, the nuclear morphology of HepG2 cells was
analysed. Interestingly, nuclear flattening (length/height) was increased in high viscosity
conditions, an effect observed at 24 h but not at 6 h of treatment in cytochalasin Bexposed HepG2 cells (Fig. 52).

Figure 52. High viscosity causes nuclear flattening in HepG2 cells. a, Nuclear flattening
(length/height) of cells treated for 6 or 24 h with PEGs and DMSO (control) or cytochalasin B (Cyto
B). b, Example lateral views of nuclei from (a) at 24 h. Scale bar, 10 µm.

Finally, the correlation between nuclear flattening and YAP and b-catenin nuclear
localisation was evaluated. Both YAP and b-catenin nuclear:cytoplasmic ratio positively
correlated with nuclear flattening in HepG2 cells (Fig. 53), suggesting that the observation
made by Elosegui-Artola et al. in mammary gland epithelial cells exposed to mechanical
compression [124] was comparable to HepG2 cells exposed to high viscosity.
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Figure 53. YAP and b-catenin nuclear localisation correlates with nuclear flattening in HepG2
cells. a, b, Nuclear flattening versus nuclear:cytoplasmic ratio of YAP (a) or b-catenin (b) of cells
exposed to both high and low viscosity for 24 h indicating a positive correlation (R2, squared
correlation coefficient; n = 35 cells). Data points indicate average± s.e.m.

Together, these results show that high ECF viscosity induces nuclear translocation
of YAP and b-catenin as a result of a loss of cell-cell contacts and an enhanced cell area
and nuclear flattening.

4.4.10. Viscosity-induced effects are substrate stiffness-dependent

The observed enhanced cell area indicates that the contact surface between cells
and their substrate is enhanced in high viscosity conditions. Substrate mechanics and
force loading determines the ability of cells to form adhesions, which directly affects cell
area [281], [282]. Moreover, liver cancer cells grown on stiffer substrates, as found in liver
fibrosis, present enhanced cell area, proliferation, and chemotherapeutic resistance in
comparison with cells grown on soft healthy-liver-like substrates [131]. Thus, it was
hypothesised that substrate mechanics determines the responsiveness of cells to viscosity.
To test this hypothesis, the stiffness of the substrate was controlled by using
polyacrylamide gels functionalised with human fibronectin (FN-PAA) with defined elastic
moduli (E) (see methods section 3.12.). 1 kPa FN-PAA gels and 10 kPa FN-PAA gels
were used to mimic the stiffness of a healthy liver and a fibrotic liver, respectively. HepG2
cells were seeded on 1 kPa and 10 kPa FN-PAA gels or on glass coverslips functionalised
with fibronectin (FN-glass) (E ~ 1 GPa) and treated with 1% Na-alginate or 0% control
for 24 h. Interestingly, HepG2 cells attached to 1 kPa FN-PAA gels did not change area
upon exposure to high viscosity 1% Na-alginate. On the other hand, cells attached to
both 10 kPa FN-PAA gels or FN-glass cells presented a significantly larger area in 1%
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Na-alginate than control cells as observed in cells adhered to tissue culture polystyrene
(Fig. 54).

Figure 54. Cell area in high viscosity is not enhanced in soft substrate conditions.
Quantification of HepG2 area at 24 h of culture in cells attached to fibronectin-conjugated
polyacrylamide (FN-PAA) gels or glass showing abrogation of viscosity-enhanced area in 1 kPa FNPAA gels (n ≥ 174 cells). All boxplots represent median, first and third quartiles; whiskers indicate
maximum and minimum within 1.5x the interquartile range. Statistical significance was assessed by
two-tailed Student’s t-test. *** p < 0.001.

To determine whether this effect was also observed in other cell types, PLC/PRF/5
cells were used, as these did not significantly change cell area when they were attached to
tissue culture polystyrene (Fig. 28). Strikingly, PLC/PRF/5 cells significantly enhanced
their area in 10 kPa FN-PAA gels and 1% Na-alginate conditions (Fig. 55a-c). Moreover,
elongated paxillin-containing focal adhesions, structures that grow with increasing force
loading [282] were only observed at 10 kPa and high viscosity conditions (Fig. 55d). These
paxillin-containing focal adhesions were not observed in HepG2 cells, which suggests that
HepG2 cells contain predominantly immature focal adhesions. These results confirm that
the effect of viscosity on cell morphology depends on substrate mechanics and is not
exclusive to HepG2 cells. Also, these data suggest that cells attached to healthy liver-like
substrates do not respond to high viscosity.
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Figure 55. High viscosity enhances cell area and focal adhesion formation in PLC/PRF/5
cells attached to 10 kPa substrates. a – c, Fluorescence images (a) of PLC/PRF/5 cells and cell
area quantification (b, c) indicating an increased cell area in cells subjected to high viscosity (h) only in
10 kPa fibronectin-polyacrylamide (FN-PAA) gels (n ≥ 100 cells per condition). Scale bar, 50 µm.
Boxplots represent the median, first, and third quartiles; whiskers indicate maximum and minimum
within 1.5x the interquartile range. d, Fluorescent images of PLC/PRF/5 cells grown on 10 kPa FNPAA gels and exposed to 0% or 1% Na-alginate for 24 h. Arrowheads indicate paxillin-containing
focal adhesions. Scale bar 20 µm. Statistical significance was assessed by two-tailed Student’s t-test. *
p < 0.05.

To further confirm the role of substrate mechanics, the distribution of cells and the
subcellular localisation of YAP and b-catenin were analysed. HepG2 cells exposed to 1%
Na-alginate only scattered and presented nuclear YAP+ and b-catenin+ cells in 10 kPa
substrates (Fig. 43).

Figure 56. HepG2 cells do not scatter or present nuclear YAP and b-catenin in high viscosity
conditions on 1 kPa FN-PAA gel substrates. a – c, Nuclear localisation of YAP and b-catenin is
not observed in cells adhered to 1 kPa FN-PAA gels (absence of a bar indicates no cell was found to
be nuclear YAP+). Scale bars, 50 µm (large images) and 20 µm (insets) (n = 3, ≥ 58 cells per repeat).
Bar graphs indicate average ± s.e.m.
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These results were also observed in PLC/PRF/5 cells where cells in high viscosity
and 10 kPa FN-PAA gels presented significantly higher percentage of nuclear YAP+ cells
but not cells on 1 kPa FN-PAA gels (Fig. 57).

Figure 57. Nuclear YAP is increased by high viscosity in PLC/PRF/5 cells grown on 10 kPa
substrates. Fluorescent images and quantification of nuclear YAP+ cells indicating presence of high
nuclear YAP (arrowheads) only at 10 kPa and high viscosity (h) conditions (n = 3; >100 cells per
experiment). Bars graphs indicate average ± s.e.m. Statistical significance was assessed by two-tailed
Student’s t-test. **p < 0.01.

These data demonstrate that the effects of viscosity depend on the stiffness of the
substrate and that viscosity only significantly affects cell behaviour on fibrotic liver-like
substrate stiffness (10 kPa) and not in healthy liver-like substrate stiffness (1 kPa).

4.4.11. ECF viscosity affects the response to substrate mechanics

Since cells respond to high viscosity by enhancing their contact surface with the
substrate and, in PLC/PRF/5 cells, present large paxillin-containing focal adhesions, it
was hypothesised that cells respond to the total force loading given by substrate stiffness
and ECF viscosity by increasing the traction force they exert to the substrate, as previously
observed when increasing substrate stiffness [81]. To measure traction forces, fluorescent
beads were added into FN-PAA gels to measure the displacement of these beads caused
by the traction force of cells (see methods sections 3.12. and 3.14.). Interestingly, total cell
traction force in HepG2 cells in low viscosity conditions was found to be very low, for
these reason, to be able to measure traction forces, instead of using 10 kPa gels, 4.5 kPa
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gels were used which allowed us to measure traction forces of HepG2 cells in both low
and high viscosity and, at the same time, observe differences in cell area caused by high
viscosity. As expected, traction forces in high viscosity conditions localised at the
periphery of cells and were enhanced when cells were exposed to high viscosity 1% PEG
1,000,000 compared to 1% PEG 20,000 in both HepG2 and PLC/PRF/5 cells (Fig. 58).

Figure 58. Cellular traction forces are enhanced by ECF viscosity. Traction forces were measured
after 1 h (HepG2) or 3 h (PLC/PRF/5) exposure to 1% PEG-containing media. a, Representative
example of the traction force of a HepG2 cell exposed to 1% PEG 1,000,000. Scale bar, 10 µm. b, c,
Total cellular traction force in HepG2 cells (b) or PLC/PRF/5 cells (c) exposed to low viscosity PEG
20,000 or high viscosity PEG 1,000,000 solutions (n ≥ 26 cells per condition). Bar graphs indicate
average ± s.e.m. Statistical significance was assessed by two-tailed Student’s t-test. * p < 0.05; *** p <
0.001.

To test whether the traction force increase was explained by the larger cell area
found in cells exposed to high viscosity, the traction stress (force per unit area) was
calculated. Interestingly, no increases in traction stress were observed in PLC/PRF/5 cells
(Fig. 59b), indicating that the enhanced total traction force may be explained by an
enhanced cell area. But in HepG2 cells, the traction stress was significantly higher in high
viscosity than low viscosity conditions (Fig. 59a). This phenomenon could be explained
by the formation of stress fibres observed in HepG2 cells exposed in high viscosity.
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Figure 59. Cellular traction stresses are enhanced by ECF viscosity in HepG2 cells but not in
PLC/PRF/5 cells. a, b, Traction stresses in HepG2 cells (a) or PLC/PRF/5 cells (b) exposed for 1
h (HepG2) or 3 h (PLC/PRF/5) to low viscosity 1% PEG 20,000 or high viscosity 1% PEG 1,000,000
solutions (n ≥ 26 cells per condition). Bar graphs indicate average ± s.e.m. Statistical significance was
assessed by two-tailed Student’s t-test. * p < 0.05.

4.4.12. Viscosity-induced effects are actin-dependent in cells adhered to compliant
substrates
Finally, to elucidate whether the actin cytoskeleton plays a role in determining substrate
stiffness-dependent responses to high viscosity, HepG2 cells were treated with
cytochalasin B-containing PEG solutions for 3 h in a range of FN-PAA gel stiffness (from
1 kPa to 115 kPa). HepG2 cells with disrupted actin cytoskeleton did not enhance their
cell area upon exposure to high viscosity when they were attached to substrates of 1 – 20
kPa. However, when cells were seeded on 115 kPa substrates, no significant difference
was observed between actin-disrupted and control cells in terms of viscosity-enhanced
cell area (Fig. 60). These results are in line with the observations made in very rigid tissue
culture polystyrene-attached HepG2 cells where actin disruption did not abolish the effect
of high viscosity on cell area.

Figure 60. Actin disruption abolishes viscosity-enhanced cell area in cells adhered to
compliant substrates. Change in cell area after 3 h 1% PEG 1,000,000 exposure in HepG2 cells
treated with DMSO (control) or cytochalasin B at indicated FN-PAA gel elastic moduli (E) show a
dependence on actin cytoskeleton in cells adhered to ≤ 40 kPa gels (n = 4). Data points indicate
average ± s.e.m. Statistical significance was assessed by two-tailed Student’s t-test. * p < 0.05; *** p <
0.001.
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Subsequently, YAP and b-catenin subcellular localisation was analysed in actindisrupted cells adhered to 10 kPa FN-PAA gels, which show nuclear localisation in nonactin disrupted cells, and 115 kPa FN-PAA gels. In agreement with the results on cell
area, actin disruption abolished the nuclear translocation of YAP and b-catenin in cells
grown on 10 kPa gels, but cells grown on 115 kPa gels showed nuclear YAP+ and bcatenin+ cells similarly to non-actin disrupted cells on 10 kPa gels (Fig. 61).

Figure 61. Actin disruption abolishes YAP and b-catenin nuclear translocation in HepG2 cells
grown on 10 kPa gels. a, Representative fluorescent images of HepG2 cells treated with 1% PEG
1,000,000 and cytochalasin B for 24 h indicating loss of cell-cell contacts and membrane localisation
of YAP and b-catenin in 115 kPa FN-PAA gels. Scale bar, 20 µm. b, c, Quantification of % nuclear
YAP+ (b) and b-catenin+ (c) cells from (a) (n = 3, ≥ 40 cells per repeat). Bar graphs indicate average
± s.e.m.

These results show that the actin cytoskeleton plays a role in viscosity-induced
cellular effects when the cellular substrate has a physiological stiffness (1 – 10 kPa).
However, actin integrity is not required for viscosity to affect HepG2 cells at
supraphysiological substrate stiffness (> 40 kPa).

4.5. Discussion
Studies on macromolecular crowding have previously shown increased rates of
biological reactions, including DNA ligase activity [259], antibody binding at the cell
surface [283], and gene expression [284]. These effects have been attributed to the volume
exclusion that increases the effective concentrations of the molecules involved in the
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reaction. However, other biological reactions have shown lower rates as a result of
macromolecular crowding [250], [252]. The phenomenon presented in this chapter cannot
be explained by simple macromolecular crowding as small macromolecules of 20,000 g
mol-1 did not induce the effects observed in molecules of 1,000,000 g mol-1. However, the
size of crowding agents has previously been demonstrated to affect differently the activity
of a reaction [284], most likely due to differences in diffusion, and thus, viscosity.
Moreover, the difference in viscosity of solutions containing large macromolecules such
as Na-alginate, PEG, dextran, and mucin, could explain the observed effects (Fig. 25).
However, the use of very large macromolecules (> 1,000,000 g mol-1) was not explored.
Such study could shed light on the identity of viscosity-sensing molecules as the
phenomenon of nano-viscosity depends on both the size of the macromolecule and the
protein or proteins affected by it. Based on the effect of viscosity on cell spreading rates
(Fig. 38 and 40), integrins are strong candidates to be ECF viscosity-sensitive. Analysing
effects on the kinetics of integrin-ligand bond formation or the diffusion of integrins in
the cellular membrane could explain whether viscosity has a direct effect on integrins, and
whether reduced diffusion or enhanced thermodynamic activity can explain the enhanced
rate of cell spreading. Moreover, as different integrin types have different roles in cell
adhesion, spreading, and mechanotransduction [285]–[287], viscosity may affect integrins
differently depending on their type and function.

Figure 62. Summary of the effects of ECF viscosity on HepG2 cells. Integrin-adhesion to the
substrate is enhanced by viscosity (h). This effect leads to biochemical and mechanical responses of
the cell to its substrate and induces cellular migration, enhanced cell area, and nuclear flattening. These
effects depend on substrate stiffness and are only observed in substrates with an elastic modulus (E)
greater than 1 kPa. Image designed by Mr Víctor Ribas.
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Interestingly, it was found that viscosity not only affects cell spreading dynamics,
but also induces enhanced migration, activation of intracellular signalling pathways and a
differential gene expression. These effects are summarised in Fig. 62. Similar effects have
been described as a result of dynamic fluid shear stress, mimicking the force exerted to
cells within the lymphatic vasculature [210]. However, static viscosity alone, an
environment that may be found in tumours highly expressing proteins such as mucin, are
sufficient to promote an EMT-like behaviour and alter substrate sensing. Moreover, in
line with previous reports on the role of the actin cytoskeleton and FAK, the scattering
of cells was reduced upon inhibition of these proteins (Fig. 31) [288], [289]. Conversely,
these inhibitions did not abolish the viscosity-induced increase in cell area observed in
HepG2 cells adhered to tissue culture polystyrene (Fig. 32 and 33). Furthermore,
inhibition of Rho GTPases, involved in cellular protrusion dynamics [102], [267], also
failed to block polymer-induced protrusion formation in HepG2 cells, suggesting that
these effects may be due to a direct enhancement of cell-substrate adhesion. Although
Rac1 and cdc42 are not required for protrusion formation, actin polymerisation is (Fig.
36), and ROCK/myosin II activity determines whether protrusions are large and smooth
or contain short projections (Fig. 32 and 36). Thus, actomyosin seems to play a role in
soluble polymer-induced morphological changes in HepG2 cells.
As seeding cells on very stiff (E ~ 1 GPa) polystyrene plates poorly mimics the
environment of cells, and the physical characteristics of the cell substrate greatly affects
their response, a more in vivo-like substrate was used to study the effect of viscosity on
cells. Surprisingly, cells adhered to healthy liver-like substrate stiffness (E ~ 1 kPa) did
not respond to high viscosity maintaining the same area as in low viscosity conditions,
forming cohesive clusters, and presenting low nuclear YAP and b-catenin. However,
when the stiffness of the substrate was that of fibrotic livers (E ~ 10 kPa) the effects of
viscosity on cells were similar to those observed on tissue culture polystyrene or glass
substrates (Fig. 54 – 56). This demonstrates the importance of substrate stiffness in in vitro
studies, but also suggests that viscosity may be altering cell behaviour at the interface
between the cell surface and the ECM. This effect was more evident when traction forces
and traction stresses exerted by cells were measured. Traction forces were significantly
enhanced in PLC/PRF/5 cells and HepG2 cells (Fig. 58). However, the traction force per
unit area was maintained in PLC/PRF/5 cells but increased in HepG2 cells (Fig. 59). This
may indicate that cells adapt to an increase in force loading given by viscosity allowing
them to spread more, enhancing their cell area, and, at least in HepG2 cells, increasing
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pulling forces. The enhanced traction stress observed in HepG2 cells could be the result
of the changes in actin cytoskeleton architecture observed upon exposure to high
viscosity, with the formation of stress fibres, which, together with myosin II, exert pulling
forces to the substrate through focal adhesions [290]. Another difference observed
between HepG2 and PLC/PRF/5 cells was the magnitude of the traction forces, which
were considerably lower in HepG2 cells. This could be due to the low presence of stress
fibres and mature focal adhesions in HepG2 cells compared with PLC/PRF/5 cells.
Furthermore, as HepG2 cells are more sensitive to viscosity than PLC/PRF/5 cells, this
could indicate that immature focal adhesions play a greater role in viscosity sensing, an
effect that could explain the highly dynamic spreading rates observed in HepG2 cells
exposed to high viscosity, with fast spreading and retractions (formation and disassembly
of immature focal adhesions) (Fig. 37). Interestingly, exposing HepG2 cells to fluid shear
stress, which enhances cell migration, causes the downregulation of talin, vinculin,
paxillin, and FAK, molecules involved in the formation of mature focal adhesions [291],
supporting the findings presented here on the independence of mature focal adhesion
formation on cell spreading rates and area.
The geometry and area of cells determine the state of intracellular tension which
controls the activation of mechanotransduction pathways and cell phenotype [112], [292].
Also, recent studies have demonstrated the role of the nucleus in response to extracellular
mechanical stimuli leading to transcription factor nuclear translocation and differential
control of stem cell differentiation programs [124], [269]. In agreement with these studies,
nuclear translocation of YAP and b-catenin positively correlated with both cell area and
nuclear flattening, both of which were enhanced in high viscosity conditions (Fig. 51 –
53). Interestingly, nuclear flattening as well as cell area was unaffected by the disruption
of the actin cytoskeleton after 24 h of treatment in cells adhered to tissue culture
polystyrene (Fig. 29, 39). However, in cells adhered to ≤ 40 kPa substrates, cell area was
significantly reduced in actin cytoskeleton-disrupted cells, which indicated that the actin
cytoskeleton in HepG2 cells allows cells to adhere to compliant substrates and enhance
their area when exposed to high viscosity, but this actin dependence is lost when the
substrate is sufficiently stiff for cell adhesions to stabilise. Moreover, these results suggest
that the enhanced cell area causes compression of the nucleus independently of actin
stress fibre formation, a process that has been previously described to depend on
perinuclear actin-mediated forces in fibroblasts [125]. This effect may be due to
differences in the stiffness of nuclei, the stiffest organelle [118]. This is supported by the
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nuclear structural variations often observed in cancer cell nuclei that can lead to softer
nuclei [293], [294]. However, direct measurements of HepG2 nuclear stiffness are needed
to validate this explanation.
The translocation of the transcription factors YAP and b-catenin to the nucleus has
been linked to EMT [160], [295]. However, in HepG2 cells exposed to high viscosity, no
upregulation of mesenchymal and downregulation of epithelial genes was observed (Fig.
27), although protein expression should be analysed in the future to corroborate these
findings. Moreover, the transcription of YAP and b-catenin target genes that are involved
in EMT such as BIRC5 and CTGF were downregulated in high viscosity-exposed HepG2
cells. On the other hand, AREG gene expression, a gene encoding for amphiregulin
involved in cancer cell migration without inducing an EMT phenotype [272], was more
than 7-fold upregulated (Fig. 43). These results suggest that other factors are involved in
inhibiting the expression of EMT-related genes. Moreover, these data also suggest that
the observed mesenchymal behaviour cannot be explained by a differential gene
expression but is due to a direct effect on the cellular machinery controlling cell migration.
This may also explain the different behaviour observed within epithelial cell lines (Fig.
19), suggesting that the expression of viscosity-sensing or viscosity-responding proteins
that allow cell migration determines the responsiveness to high viscosity.

4.6. Conclusions

In summary, in this chapter, a previously undescribed effect of static ECF viscosity
on cell behaviour is described. It was shown that high viscosity facilitates cell-substrate
integrin-based adhesion formation, leading to an enhanced cell migration and loss of cell
cluster cohesiveness in HepG2 cells. Therefore, these observations support the initial
hypothesis. Interestingly, these effects are also observed with physiologically-relevant
mucin-containing ECF and the stiffening of the ECM occurring in the cancer
microenvironment is required for the viscosity-related effects to take place, indicating that
these conditions are especially important in the context of the tumour microenvironment.
On the other hand, ECF viscosity alters the response of cells to their substrate, suggesting
that an enhanced microenvironmental viscosity may exacerbate the response to enhanced
ECM stiffness in tumours. Thus, ECF viscosity may constitute a potential therapeutic
target for cancer, when reducing ECM stiffness is not feasible. Furthermore, these results
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highlight the importance of not only using substrate stiffness but also the ECF properties
that are relevant for a particular biological system to improve in vitro research models
mimicking in vivo conditions.
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Chapter 5
Viscosity causes cell alignment in endothelial-derived
cells

5.1. Introduction
Endothelial cells (ECs) are cells that are in direct contact with blood (vascular
endothelial cells) or the lymph (lymphatic endothelial cells) forming an intraluminal
monolayer. The endothelium acts as a semi-selective barrier between the vessel lumen
and the surrounding tissue. Also, ECs control processes such as vasodilatation [296],
blood anticoagulation [297], and angiogenesis [298]. Liver sinusoidal endothelial cells are
highly specialised endothelial cells with characteristic fenestrae and lack of basement
membrane, which makes them the most permeable endothelial cells [299]. Mechanical
stimuli such as strain and fluid shear stress can affect the function of ECs, effects that
have been extensively studied thanks to the development of microfluidic devices [300].
This chapter determines the impact of static ECF viscosity on endothelium-derived
cell morphology and alignment, factors that have been previously described to be affected
by mechanical stimuli. Here, it is shown how the endothelial-derived liver metastasis SKHEP-1 cells respond to nano-viscosity given by a maximum polymer size of 600,000 g
mol-1 by aligning and presenting enhanced cell area and elongation. However, other effects
such as cell spreading dynamics or substrate sensing are independent of polymer size, at
least up to 2,000,000 g mol-1.
The results presented in this chapter demonstrate that static nano-viscosity,
contrary to previous observations in other endothelial cells, can cause phenotypical
changes in endothelial-derived SK-HEP-1 cells.
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5.1.1. Mechanical stimuli effect on ECs

Endothelial cells are constantly exposed to haemodynamic forces such as cyclic
strain and shear stress due to blood pressure and flow. One of the effects of laminar flow
on endothelial cell monolayers, as found in straight parts of vessels, is the elongation and
alignment of cells along the direction of the flow. However, if a turbulent flow is applied
on ECs these do not align and cell turnover is induced [301]. Turbulent flows can originate
as a result of atherosclerotic lesions. Also, in vessel bifurcations and bends, secondary
flows, vortices, and changing flow directions are encountered, which can facilitate
atherosclerosis formation. These flows have distinctive effects on ECs with the activation
of signalling cascades and gene expression leading to structural reorganisations of the
cytoskeleton, cell-cell junctions, and focal adhesions [302]–[305]. Moreover, laminar flowinduced reorganisations allow the reduction of intercellular stresses at cell-cell junctions
which may improve barrier integrity [306], an effect that may be lost in turbulent or
disturbed fluid flow.

5.1.2. Shear stress sensing and signalling in ECs

5.1.2.1. Mechanosensors for shear stress

ECs express various shear stress sensors that transmit mechanical signals into the
cell. These mechanosensors include junctional proteins such as VE-cadherin and
occludin, receptor kinases such as vascular endothelial growth factor receptor 2
(VEGFR2), proteins within focal adhesions, G proteins, G-protein-coupled receptors,
ion channels and the glycocalyx [307].
In the adherens junctions of ECs there is a mechanosensory complex that includes
VE-cadherin, VEGFR2, and the mechanosensor platelet EC adhesion molecule
(PECAM-1) [308]. In focal adhesions, integrins transmit shear stress signals that lead to
actin cytoskeleton rearrangements and activate intracellular signalling pathways through
focal adhesion signalling proteins including focal adhesion kinase (FAK), paxillin, Src
homology domain 2-containing kinase (Shc), and adaptor proteins such as talin, tensin,
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filamin, and a-actinin [309]. Also, induction of a flow causes the activation of ion channels
such as the transient receptor potential vanilloid subtype 4 (TRPV4) [310] and Piezo 1
[255], which is necessary for a normal vascular development [254].

5.1.2.2. Shear stress-induced intracellular signalling

Shear stress-activated intracellular signals lead to activation of Rho GTPases such
as RhoA and Rac1, but not cdc42, which causes actin fibre alignment along the direction
of the flow and the assembly of cell-cell junctions [311], [312].
Other than changes in actin cytoskeleton and cell distribution and morphology,
shear stress also activates signalling pathways controlling cell function and behaviour. One
of these shear stress-activated molecules is endothelial nitric oxide (NO) synthase (eNOS)
[313], responsible for generating NO, which regulates vascular tone, inflammation, EC
survival, and angiogenesis [314]. Also, shear stress activates the transcription factor lung
Krüppel-like factor (KLF2) which is involved in endothelial homeostasis and induces
eNOS gene expression [315], [316], and the vasculoprotective nuclear factor (erythroidderived 2)-like 2 (NRF2).

5.1.2.3. Effect of other mechanical stimuli on ECs

Several mechanical stimuli act in conjunction with shear stress on ECs and have
been recognised to participate in vascular tissue homeostasis and disease. One of these
stimuli is cyclic strain which induces EC alignment in 2D and sprout formation in 3D
environments [317]. However, when combining shear stress and cyclic strain, cells tend
to orientate with the direction of the flow instead of perpendicular to the strain [318].
Also, substrate stiffness was demonstrated to play a role in shear-stress induced effects
on EC. In compliant substrates, mimicking the young intima of arteries, cells formed
tighter junctions and presented increased elongation compared with aged arterial intimalike stiff substrates [319], [320].
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5.1.2.4. Viscosity in vessels

Blood can behave as a homogeneous Newtonian fluid with a viscosity considerably
higher than that of plasma due to the haematocrit. However, the effective viscosity
depends, not only on the content of the haematocrit but also on the diameter of the vessel
[321]. The effect of blood viscosity has been shown to be involved in embryonic
development, but this effect is due to shear stress caused by a dynamic flow [322]. Also,
the viscosity-enhancer mucin, expressed in several cancers, is associated with tumour
angiogenesis [323]. This effect involves Akt-dependent signalling. However, the exact
mechanism by which mucin induces angiogenesis remains unclear.

5.2. Aim
The aim of this chapter is to analyse the possible effects of static viscosity, given by
macromolecules in the extracellular fluid, on endothelial-derived cells and to determine
whether these effects can be explained by the same mechanisms described in chapter 4.

5.3. Hypothesis

Due to the effects of viscosity described in chapter 4, and the role of shear stress
on endothelial function, it was hypothesised that static extracellular fluid (ECF) viscosity,
can affect the behaviour of endothelial-derived cells in terms of cell alignment and
morphology (Fig. 63).
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Figure 63. Chapter 5 hypothesis. a, Macromolecules enhancing the viscosity of the extracellular
fluid activate mechanotransduction pathways in endothelial-derived cells as a result to changes in the
response to substrate adhesion and mechanosensing. b, Endothelial-derived cells align and elongate as
a result of exposure to highly viscous extracellular fluids.

5.4. Results

5.4.1. Na-alginate induces morphological changes in SK-HEP-1 cells after 4 days

Two endothelial-derived cell types were used to investigate the effect of viscosity,
human umbilical vein endothelial cells (HUVECs), and the endothelial-derived liver
metastasis SK-HEP-1 cells. SK-HEP-1 cells were chosen as a model of cancer endothelial
cells and HUVECs to study the effect of viscosity on non-cancerous primary endothelial
cell type. First, HUVECs and SK-HEP-1 cells adhered to tissue culture polystyrene were
treated for 24 h with control or 1% Na-alginate-containing media. Neither cell type
responded to 1% Na-alginate in terms of cell area (p > 0.05) (Fig. 64).

Figure 64. Effect of Na-alginate on ECs area at 24 h. The cell area of human umbilical vein
endothelial cells (HUVECs) and SK-HEP-1 cells adhered to tissue culture polystyrene does not change
upon exposure to 1% Na-alginate (1%) after 24 h compared with control (0%) (n ≥ 58 HUVECs and
≥ 150 SK-HEP-1 cells). Boxplots represent the median, first, and third quartiles; whiskers indicate
maximum and minimum within 1.5x the interquartile range. Statistical significance was assessed by
two-tailed Student’s t-test.
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However, when SK-HEP-1 cells were exposed to 1% Na-alginate for 4 days, these
cells appeared elongated and had a larger cell area (Fig. 65). These results indicate that the
effects of Na-alginate on SK-HEP-1 cells are not immediate and are only observable at
later times of exposure. Instead, HUVECs exposed to 1% Na-alginate for 4 days did not
show evident changes in cell area.

Figure 65. Na-alginate induces morphological changes in SK-HEP-1 cells after 4 days. a,
Immunofluorescence images of SK-HEP-1 cells adhered to tissue culture polystyrene exposed to
control (0%) or 1% Na-alginate (1%) for 4 days. Scale bar, 50 µm. b, c, Quantification of cell area (b)
and circularity (c) of cells from (a) (n = 250 cells). Boxplots represent the median, first, and third
quartiles; whiskers indicate maximum and minimum within 1.5x the interquartile range. Statistical
significance was assessed by two-tailed Student’s t-test. *** p < 0.001.

5.4.2. Na-alginate enhances cell area in SK-HEP-1 adhered to compliant
substrates.

SK-HEP-1 cells were seeded on collagen-functionalised polyacrylamide (Col-PAA)
gels, as collagen is one of the components of the intimal matrix, to evaluate whether these
cells change in morphology after a short exposure of 24 h when adhered to compliant
substrates. Interestingly, in both in vivo-like 4.5 kPa Col-PAA gels and supraphysiologically
stiff 115 kPa Col-PAA gels, SK-HEP-1 cells significantly increased their area after a 24 h
exposure to 1% Na-alginate (Fig. 66). These results suggest that the effects of viscosity
observed on low stiffness substrates and/or substrates coated with ECM proteins may be
a result of changes in substrate mechanosensing similar to those presented on chapter 4.
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Figure 66. Na-alginate enhances SK-HEP-1 cell area on compliant substrates after 24 h. a,
Immunofluorescence of SK-HEP-1 cells adhered to Col-PAA gels and exposed to control (0%) or 1%
N-alginate (1%) for 24 h. b, Quantification of cell area of cells from (a) (n = 100 cells). Boxplots
represent the median, first, and third quartiles; whiskers indicate maximum and minimum within 1.5x
the interquartile range. Statistical significance was assessed by two-tailed Student’s t-test. *** p < 0.001.

5.4.3. SK-HEP-1 cells align under 1% Na-alginate conditions after 4 days

As endothelial cell alignment is one of the effects of exposing them to a dynamic
fluid due to shear stress, the effect of static high viscosity 1% Na-alginate and 10% dextran
was tested on mid-confluent SK-HEP-1 cultures. Interestingly, after 4 days, cells exposed
to the polymer solutions formed aligned monolayers. However, this cell alignment did
not follow one unique direction as observed in endothelial cells under fluid shear stress,
but rather formed groups of aligned cells with different orientations (Fig. 67).
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Figure 67. SK-HEP-1 cells align under viscous polymer conditions. a, Phase contrast images of
SK-HEP-1 cell after 4-day polymer exposure and their corresponding pixel orientations pseudocoloured according to their angle and saturation representing coherency. Scale bars, 200 µm. b,
Anisotropy quantification of SK-HEP-1 cell groups from (a) (n = 30 fields per condition). Boxplots
represent the median, first, and third quartiles; whiskers indicate maximum and minimum within 1.5x
the interquartile range. Statistical significance was assessed by one-way ANOVA with Tukey’s multiple
comparison test. *** p < 0.001.

5.4.4. Proliferation rate does not explain cell alignment

The introduction of polymers into the cell culture medium can cause a reduction in cell
proliferation (Chapter 4, Fig. 21). Thus, the effect of 1% Na-alginate on the proliferation
of SK-HEP-1 cells was evaluated. As observed previously, SK-HEP-1 cells showed a
reduction in proliferation when exposed to 1% Na-alginate (Fig. 54).

Figure 68. SK-HEP-1 proliferation is reduced upon 1% Na-alginate exposure. SK-HEP-1 cells
exposed to 1% Na-alginate for 3 days show a reduced proliferation relative to control medium (n =
3). Bar graphs indicate average ± s.e.m. Statistical significance was assessed by two-tailed Student’s ttest. * p < 0.05.
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To elucidate whether the reduction in proliferation alone, which could be due to a
reduced nutrient availability, could cause the cell alignment observed, cells were treated
for 4 days with serum-free medium without 1% Na-alginate and compared with control
medium and serum-containing 1% Na-alginate medium. Interestingly, starvation
increased the anisotropy of cell monolayers, which could be due to the lower confluency.
However, monolayers in 1% Na-alginate were significantly more anisotropic than starved
cell cultures, suggesting that the effect of 1% Na-alginate is not due to a reduced nutrient
availability and proliferation (Fig. 69).

Figure 69. Cell starvation does not explain 1% Na-alginate-induced cell alignment. Cells were
treated for 4 days with low viscosity serum-containing and serum-free media as well as serumcontaining 1% Na-alginate medium, and monolayer anisotropy was analysed (n = 60 fields per
condition in 3 independent experiments). Boxplots represent the median, first, and third quartiles;
whiskers indicate maximum and minimum within 1.5x the interquartile range. Statistical significance
was assessed by one-way ANOVA with Tukey’s multiple comparison test. ** p < 0.01; *** p < 0.001.

5.4.5. ECF bulk viscosity does not explain SK-HEP-1 alignment and
morphological changes

To elucidate what properties of Na-alginate and dextran solutions cause the
morphological effects on SK-HEP-1 cells, polyethylene glycol (PEG)-containing
solutions using PEGs with varying molecular weight were used. As expected, solutions
containing higher molecular weight PEGs presented higher viscosity (Fig. 70a). Treating
SK-HEP-1 monolayers with PEG of ≥ 600,000 g mol-1 significantly enhanced monolayer
anisotropy (Fig. 70b). However, the anisotropy values obtained were substantially lower
than in 1% Na-alginate-treated cells (Fig. 67b), even with PEG 2,000,000 which has a
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comparable viscosity to 1% Na-alginate. Moreover, cell area and circularity were not
altered by treatment with 1% PEG of any molecular weight (Fig. 70c and 70d). These
results suggest that, bulk ECF viscosity does not explain the cellular behaviour observed
in SK-HEP-1 cells exposed to 1% Na-alginate.

Figure 70. High viscosity PEGs do not reproduce the effects of Na-alginate on SK-HEP-1
cells. a, Viscosity to shear rate relationship of PEG solutions. b, Anisotropy of cell monolayers
exposed for 4 days to PEGs (n = 60 fields in 3 independent experiments). c, d, Cell area (c), and
circularity (d) of cells from (b) (n ≥ 294 cells). Boxplots represent the median, first, and third quartiles;
whiskers indicate maximum and minimum within 1.5x the interquartile range. Statistical significance
was assessed by one-way ANOVA with Tukey’s multiple comparison test. *** p < 0.001.

Next, the effect of PEG 600,000 g mol-1 at increasing concentration was evaluated.
Enhancing the concentration of the polymer drastically increased the viscosity of the
solution (Fig. 71a). Interestingly, cells exposed to 2% PEG 600,000 presented the highest
monolayer anisotropy (Fig. 71b), and both 2% and 3% solutions significantly increased
cell area and reduced circularity (Fig. 71c and 71d). Thus, PEG 600,000 was able to
reproduce the effects observed with 1% Na-alginate when a sufficient concentration of
the polymer was used.
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Figure 71. PEG 600,000 can induce SK-HEP-1 cell alignment. a, Viscosity to shear rate
relationship of PEG 600,000 solutions at varying concentrations. b, Anisotropy of cell monolayers
exposed for 4 days to PEG 600,000 (n = 60 fields in 3 independent experiments). c, d, Cell area (c),
and circularity (d) of cells from (b) (n ≥ 294 cells). Boxplots represent the median, first, and third
quartiles; whiskers indicate maximum and minimum within 1.5x the interquartile range. Statistical
significance was assessed by one-way ANOVA with Tukey’s multiple comparison test. * p < 0.05; ***
p < 0.001.

To elucidate whether the effects observed with PEG 600,000 could be explained
by macromolecular crowding, osmotic pressure, or viscosity, the effects of 2% PEG
600,000 were compared with 2% PEG 20,000 and 1% PEG 2,000,000, which has a similar
bulk viscosity as that of 2% PEG 600,000 (Fig. 72a). The anisotropy of monolayers
exposed to 2% PEG 600,000 was significantly higher than that of 2% PEG 20,000 and
1% PEG 2,000,000 (Fig. 72b), and although cells in 2% PEG 20,000 appeared to have a
similar area to cells in 2% PEG 600,000, the only condition that caused both increased
cell area and reduced circularity was 2% PEG 600,000 (Fig. 72c and 72d). These results
discard the role of macromolecular crowding or osmotic pressure on SK-HEP-1 cell
alignment as 2% PEG 20,000 failed to induce cell alignment and cell elongation. Also,
these data show that macro-viscosity does not induce cell alignment or morphological
changes, as nearly equally viscous 1% PEG 2,000,000 and 2% PEG 600,000 caused
markedly different effects.
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Figure 72. Bulk viscosity and macromolecular crowding do not explain cell alignment. a,
Viscosity to shear rate relationship of PEG solutions. b, Anisotropy of cell monolayers exposed for 4
days to PEG solutions (n > 40 fields in 3 independent experiments). c, d, Cell area (c), and circularity
(d) of cells from (b) (n ≥ 163 cells). Boxplots represent the median, first, and third quartiles; whiskers
indicate maximum and minimum within 1.5x the interquartile range. Statistical significance was
assessed by one-way ANOVA with Tukey’s multiple comparison test. *** p < 0.001.

5.4.6. Bulk viscosity causes a fast cell spreading and enhances cell area on
compliant substrates.

As viscosity enhances cell spreading speed (chapter 4), the spreading of cells over
tissue culture polystyrene substrates was analysed under various PEG-containing
conditions. Contrary to the effect on cell morphology and monolayer cell alignment, all
PEGs of ≥ 600,000 g mol-1 caused rapid spreading of cells measured as cell area 1 h after
cell attachment (Fig. 73). Moreover, no difference in cell spreading between 1% PEG
2,000,000 and 2% PEG 600,000, which have similar bulk viscosity, was observed.
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Figure 73. The effect of bulk viscosity explains the enhanced cell spreading in SK-HEP-1 cells.
SK-HEP-1 cells attached to tissue culture polystyrene substrates and treated with PEGs for 1 h present
differences in cell area (n ≥ 249 in 3 independent experiments). Boxplots represent the median, first,
and third quartiles; whiskers indicate maximum and minimum within 1.5x the interquartile range.
Statistical significance was assessed by one-way ANOVA with Tukey’s multiple comparison test. ns p
> 0.05; ** p < 0.01; *** p < 0.001.

To evaluate whether bulk viscosity can explain the effects of 1% Na-alginate on
enhancing cell area of cells adhered to substrates with in vivo-like stiffness, SK-HEP-1 cells
adhered to 4.5 Col-PAA gels were exposed to various PEG solutions. Similar to the
effects on cell spreading, all PEG-containing media with a molecular weight higher or
equal to 600,000 caused an enhanced cell area (Fig. 74). Also, as observed on cells adhered
to tissue culture polystyrene, 2% PEG 20,000 enhanced cell area compared with nonPEG-containing media (0% control), although cells exposed to 2% PEG 600,000
presented a significantly larger area than 2% PEG 20,000. These results indicate that,
short-term effects of viscosity (< 24 h) observed in SK-HEP-1 cells can be attributed to
the bulk viscosity given by PEG polymers of at least £ 2,000,000 g mol-1.
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Figure 74. Bulk viscosity explains the enhanced SK-HEP-1 cell area on compliant substrates.
SK-HEP-1 cells attached to 4.5 kPa Col-PAA gels and treated with PEGs for 24 h present differences
in cell area (n ≥ 268 in 3 independent experiments). Boxplots represent the median, first, and third
quartiles; whiskers indicate maximum and minimum within 1.5x the interquartile range. Statistical
significance was assessed by one-way ANOVA with Tukey’s multiple comparison test. ns p > 0.05;
*** p < 0.001.

5.4.7. Inhibition of Rac1 abolishes the effect of 1% Na-alginate on SK-HEP-1 cell
alignment.

Finally, in order to determine the role of intracellular molecules in the alignment of
SK-HEP-1 cells caused by Na-alginate, small molecule inhibitors targeting actomyosin,
focal adhesion kinase (FAK), Rho-associated protein kinase (ROCK), and the Rho
GTPases Rac1 and cdc42 were used. Interestingly, disruption of the actin cytoskeleton or
inhibition of its contractility did not abolish SK-HEP-1 cell alignment (Fig. 75). Also,
alignment was found to be independent of ROCK and FAK activity, proteins inhibited
with Y-27632 and PF-573228, respectively. However, inhibition of Rac1 with the
compound NSC23766 reduced cell anisotropy and, surprisingly, inhibition of cdc42 with
ML-141 enhanced it. These results suggest that Na-alginate-induced SK-HEP-1 cell
alignment is independent of actomyosin but Rho GTPases may play a role in this process,
as previously reported in endothelial cells under shear stress [311], [324].
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Figure 75. Cell alignment is reduced upon Rac1 inhibition and enhanced by cdc42 inhibition.
Anisotropy of SK-HEP-1 cell monolayers exposed to 1% Na-alginate and small molecule inhibitors
or control (DMSO) for 4 days (n = 60 fields from 3 independent experiments). Boxplots represent
the median, first, and third quartiles; whiskers indicate maximum and minimum within 1.5x the
interquartile range. Statistical significance was assessed by one-way ANOVA with Tukey’s multiple
comparison test. *** p < 0.001.

5.5. Discussion

Previous studies on the effect of shear stress, where polymers such as dextran were
used to enhance shear stress without increasing flow velocity (see chapter 4 Equation 11),
show no effect of static solutions on endothelial cell alignment [318]. However, the
viscosities used in these studies are usually < 5 cP. It should be noted that, although the
use of Newtonian fluids such as dextran-containing media simplify the study and control
of the applied shear stress, blood is a non-Newtonian shear-thinning fluid, and the
apparent viscosity given by polymers such as dextran compared to viscosity given mostly
by the haematocrit19 [325], is considerably different and may have differing biological
effects. Interestingly, novel nanoprobes have allowed measurements of viscosity at the
nanoscale, which revealed the presence of heterogeneous viscosities in biological fluids
and how alterations in the ECM cause variations in local ECF viscosity [326]. Also,
diffusion of molecules within the extracellular space of tumours is significantly reduced
due to tortuous extracellular space geometry and enhanced viscosity [327]. These studies
suggest that, ECF viscosity in the tumour microenvironment may affect diffusion of
therapeutic molecules and reduce their effect. In this chapter, the effect of static viscosity
19

The haematocrit is the volume percentage of red blood cells in blood. Changes in the haematocrit
may derive from pathological conditions. A low content in red blood cells is known as anaemia, and
an abnormally high haematocrit is called polycythaemia.
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on endothelial-derived liver metastasis cells was evaluated, as viscous microenvironments
in the absence of a flow may also affect cell behaviour of highly mechano-sensitive
endothelial cells within a tumour. Strikingly, the effects observed in ECs under dynamic
fluid shear stress, such as cell elongation and alignment, were also seen in SK-HEP-1 cells
exposed to static viscous polymeric solutions (Fig. 65 and 67). However, the viscosity of
the dextran solution used here was ~ 25 cP, compared to ~ 5 cP used in dynamic shear
stress studies, but demonstrate that an active flow is not needed to cause behavioural
changes in endothelial-derived cells.
When solutions containing PEG with varying concentration and molecular weight
were used to treat cells, high molecular weight (~2,000,000 g mol-1) 1% PEG, which has
similar viscosity to high viscosity 1% Na-alginate, did not cause alignment and elongation
on SK-HEP-1 cells (Fig. 70). Thus, the molecular characteristics of the macromolecules
within a fluid determine the cellular response to it. This effect was further confirmed
when cells were exposed to 2% PEG 600,000, which has similar viscosity to 1% Naalginate and PEG 2,000,000, causing similar effects to Na-alginate solutions (Fig. 72).
These data suggest that the cellular molecules or structures sensing the extracellular
macromolecules experience the macro-viscosity of PEG 600,000 but not PEG 2,000,000,
which may have a much lower nano-viscosity for this specific viscosity-sensing molecular
structures in relation to PEG.
Chapter 4 shows how increasing the viscosity of the environment with PEG
1,000,000 enhances cell-substrate adhesions which facilitates cell spreading and leads to
larger cell area in cells adhered to compliant substrates. Here it is shown that SK-HEP-1
cells also respond to PEG-containing solutions by increasing their spreading rate and their
area on 4.5 kPa Col-PAA gels. However, this effect was seen in all PEG solutions with a
molecular weight ³ 600,000 g mol-1 (Fig. 73 and 74). This suggests that these effects,
which are observed within 24 h of exposure, may be caused by a different mechanism
than the effects observed only with PEG 600,000, which occur after 4 days of exposure.
Thus, the observations described in this chapter may be explained by a different
mechanism than the effect seen on chapter 4. The fact that these effects are only
observable after 4 days may indicate that a major change in phenotype involving a
differential gene and protein expression is involved. Thus, gene expression profiles of
cells exposed to alignment-inducing polymer solutions could shed light on the molecular
mechanism of cell alignment and may explain why it is only observed after 4 days of
exposure. Another possible explanation for the different timescale of these effects is the
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requirement of a direct ECM-integrin binding, and the fact that cells only show larger
spreading area and elongation after 4 days could be related to the deposition of ECM by
these cells. This could be tested by studying the effect of viscosity-enhancing polymers
on cells (HUVEC and SK-HEP-1) adhered to ECM-coated rigid substrates (tissue culture
polystyrene or glass) as done in collage-functionalised polyacrylamide gels (Fig. 66).
Fluid shear stress activates signalling pathways through various mechanosensing
structures that lead to the activation of genes including various transcription factors,
antioxidants, cell cycle regulators, and genes involved in differentiation [328]. Also, cell
alignment is induced by the activation of Rho GTPases which regulate the organisation
of the actin cytoskeleton and enhance the formation of stress fibres and focal adhesions
[311]. These effects are normally observed within the first 24 h of exposure. However,
the effect presented in this chapter is only evident after 4 days, and although inhibition
with small molecules suggest an involvement of the Rho GTPase Rac1, inhibition of actin
polymerisation and contractility did not abolish the alignment of cells (Fig. 75). One
possible role of Rac1 is the formation of adherens junctions [329] which may be actinindependent and could lead to the elongation of cells and a collective alignment. However,
specific targeting of Rac1 or components of adherens junctions is needed to unravel their
role in this process.
Also, it will be interesting to understand whether fluid shear stress-activated
mechanosensing molecules such as various integrin types, the mechanosensory complex,
or ion channels [330], play a role in polymer solution-activated cell elongation and
alignment. Moreover, as substrate mechanosensing is affected by the presence of soluble
macromolecules (chapter 4 and Fig. 66 and Fig. 74), and is involved in shear stressinduced effecs on ECs [319], [320], the role of substrate mechanics on static polymer
solution-induced cellular effects may be crucial to understand how cells respond to these
polymer solutions globally, as both effects (i.e. the short-term effect on substrate
mechanosensing and long-term effect on cell alignment) may be acting simultaneously to
induce the observed effects.
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5.6. Conclusion

This chapter shows how viscous polymer solutions can replicate effects also observed in
ECs exposed to fluid shear stress. These effects are not explained by macro-viscosity and
occur only after 4 days of exposure. The molecular characteristics of the polymer
including size, type, and concentration, which determine the nano-viscosity experienced
by the cellular structures responding to these macromolecules, are essential to induce SKHEP-1 cell alignment and elongation. Hence, these results indicate that the components
of the ECF can greatly influence the behaviour of endothelial-derived cells due to nonbiochemical signals. Therefore, the initial hypothesis (Fig. 63), is only partially supported
by the data presented in this chapter, as endothelial-derived SK-HEP-1 cells responded
to polymeric solutions in terms of cell elongation and alignment, but by a different
mechanism that involved in substrate adhesion and mechanosensing.
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Chapter 6
Mechanical confinement reduces proliferation and
affects cell cycle progression

6.1. Introduction

Hydrogels have been used for cell encapsulation with therapeutic purposes but also
to study the impact of the cellular microenvironment on cell behaviour. An example of a
hydrogel-based therapy is liver failure cell therapy, using mainly alginate as hydrogel, either
for cell transplantation with primary hepatocytes or iPS-derived hepatocytes, or as an
extracorporeal device using hepatic-derived cell lines [227], [331]–[333]. As the physical
characteristics of the hydrogel greatly impact on the cellular behaviour of the therapeutic
cells, optimising hydrogel mechanics may improve cell performance. This chapter
explores the impact of alginate concentration and crosslinking on HepG2 cell behaviour,
a hepatoblastoma cell line used in a bioartificial liver (BAL) device [228]. Also, this model
serves as an example to study the effect of mechanical confinement on anchorageindependent growth, a process occurring during tumour development.

6.1.1. Extracorporeal bioartificial liver devices

Liver failure is an increasing problem and liver transplantation is the only efficient
treatment for patients with acute and fulminant liver failure [334]. However, organ
availability is the major limiting factor, therefore a series of alternative strategies are
currently under development. One approach is the development of extracorporeal BAL
devices based on bioreactors containing liver-derived cells to provide the
biotransformation and synthetic functions of the liver. Ideally, the cells used in BALs have
to be of human origin, easy to grow, robust under liver failure conditions, and able to
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maintain the hepatocyte function. Human cell lines such as HepG2, C3A, and HepRG
have been used as the biomass of BALs [335] as these can be easily expanded. Moreover,
HepG2 cells maintain their functions in liver failure plasma [336]. Also, various types of
bioreactors have been used in BALs including hollow fibre bioreactors [337], flat
membrane bioreactors [338], packed bed bioreactors [339], and fluidised bed bioreactors
(FBBs) [336], [340]. FBBs allow a high mass transfer and by using microencapsulated cells
with a bead diameter of < 1 mm, good oxygen and nutrient diffusion is ensured [341]. As
HepG2 cells have an anchorage-independent growth, these cells can be encapsulated in
non-functionalised hydrogels such as alginate which also reduces the cost of biomass
formation. Moreover, encapsulation of cells further reduces the shear stress caused by the
fluid flow. Figure 76 summarises the functioning of a FBB-based BAL. However, for
BALs to be cost-effective, biomass production is a limiting factor that needs further
improvement. Strategies to improve biomass production include the selection of highly
proliferative clones and the control of optimal environmental conditions, including the
physicochemical properties of encapsulating hydrogels.

Figure 76. Schematic of an FBB-based BAL. Blood from a patient is pumped to a
plasmapheresis device. The patient’s plasma is then treated in the fluidised bed bioreactor (FBB)
containing alginate-encapsulated HepG2 spheroids. The plasma is then re-mixed with blood cells
before going back to the patient.
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6.1.2. Effect of alginate composition on cell behaviour

Encapsulating cells in inert alginate hydrogels immobilises cells and, if these are
encapsulated as single cells, it blocks direct cell-cell contacts, which can affect therapeutic
cell function as demonstrated with the decrease in the paracrine function of mesenchymal
stem cells (MSCs) [342]. Despite the lack of integrin-binding epitopes in native alginate
hydrogels, their chemical composition can also affect cellular behaviour. In bTC
insulinoma cells, high G content was found to reduce proliferation, glucose metabolism,
and insulin secretion [343]. Conversely, high G content improved neurotrophic factors
secretion in encapsulated neural stem cells [344]. Also, in encapsulated embryonic stem
cell aggregates, high G alginate was shown to reduce or delay cell differentiation [345].
However, how these differences in G/M content affect cells is not well understood and
it could rely on either the micro/nanostructure of alginate hydrogels or the mechanical
properties of the cells as the G content determines the degree of crosslinking upon
divalent cation presentation. Moreover, calcium is involved in several cellular processes
such as apoptosis and it regulates various signalling pathways [346], [347], so the release
of calcium from calcium-crosslinked alginate could potentially alter cellular behaviour.

6.1.3. Cell responses to hydrogel mechanics

Inert hydrogel mechanics can also alter cell behaviour. For instance, compliant
matrices of alginate with high G/M ratio facilitate mesenchymal stem cell proliferation
and favour osteogenic differentiation [348]. Similar observations have been made with the
hepatic cell line Huh7.5 encapsulated in polyethylene glycol-diacrylate, showing enhanced
proliferation in soft gels [349]. Also, regardless of lack of integrin signalling activation, the
physical support provided by alginate has been proven to reduce liver cell death in vivo
[350]. Moreover, alginate and agarose-encapsulated chondrocytes present an enhanced
cortical actin cytoskeleton and sulphated glycosaminoglycan content in stiffer hydrogels
[351]. These studies suggest that cellular components are able to sense the non-adherent
physical microenvironment, however the processes by which cells sense them are poorly
understood.
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6.1.4. Mechanical compression and confinement

The confined growth of cells into spheroids as it occurs in encapsulated cells and
during tumour growth, creates compressive stresses (solid stress) on cells. Mechanical
compression reduces tumour cell proliferation [352], [353]. However, other studies
suggest that compressive stress can cause genotypic and phenotypical changes related to
cancer malignancy and can promote invasiveness [354]–[356]. Moreover, it has been
demonstrated in vivo that mechanical pressure exerted by the growth of tumours can
activate the b-catenin pathway inducing the aberrant growth of adjacent non-tumorous
tissue [357]. Osmotic pressure has been used to induce isotropic compression on cell
spheroids and single cells, having an impact on cell stiffness and stem cell fate [358], [359].
By using polyacrylamide microbeads with well-defined size and elasticity mixed with
multicellular aggregates, it was demonstrated that environmental compression rises
towards the core of the spheroid [360]. However, solid stress distribution within tumour
samples was demonstrated to depend on the tissue of origin and matrix composition
[361].
Alginate hydrogels have also been used to control mechanical confinement.
Crosslinking of alginate with divalent cations is believed to allow for remodelling of the
polymer network by cells, and the degree of remodelling allowed can be controlled by the
stress-relaxation properties of the hydrogel given by the length of polymeric chains [42].
However, covalent crosslinking of alginate inhibits remodelling. By controlling the
remodelling properties of alginate hydrogels it is possible to regulate the mechanical
confinement of cells, which has been demonstrated to influence cartilage matrix
formation and chondrocyte cell death [362]. Also, low mechanical confinement/high
matrix remodelling properties promotes neural progenitor cell stemness [363]. Moreover,
mechanically confined migrating tumour cells using narrow channels have been shown to
present an enhanced migration velocity [207], [364]. Together, these studies demonstrate
that the solid stress and matrix remodelling properties of tumour cells can affect growth
rates and cell phenotype, processes that can be studied by using hydrogels.
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6.2. Aim

This chapter aims to study the effect of mechanical confinement and hydrogel
properties on HepG2 cells to better understand liver tumour growth and improve BAL
biomass production.

6.3. Hypothesis

It was hypothesised that increasing alginate concentration and crosslinking affects
negatively HepG2 cell proliferation due to the reduced cell-induced hydrogel mechanical
remodelling. Moreover, the alteration of the characteristics of alginate hydrogel can be
used to improve biomass production for an alginate-based BAL device.

Figure 77. Chapter 6 hypothesis. Cells in low mechanical confinement conditions, controlled by
polymer concentration and crosslinking (blue mesh), allow cells to divide due to the ability cells have
to remodel a soft hydrogel. Cells in high mechanical confinement cannot easily remodel the hydrogel,
and thus, cell division requires cells to exert more force against the hydrogel than in softer hydrogels,
which makes cell division more difficult. Hence, cell proliferation rates can be controlled by modifying
hydrogel-forming polymer concentration and crosslinking, which can be used to improve biomass
production for a hydrogel-based bioartificial liver device.
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6.4. Results

6.4.1. Alginate concentration and calcium crosslinking reduce cell proliferation

HepG2 cells were grown for 7 days in alginate hydrogels with varying concentration
of alginate and compared to cells grown in suspension over a non-adherent surface used
as low confinement control. Increasing alginate concentration reduced both spheroid
diameter (Fig. 78a) and total cell number (Fig. 78b). Moreover, when alginate
concentration was maintained but crosslinking with Ca2+ was enhanced, which results in
stiffer gels [365], this led to a significant reduction in spheroid diameter and proliferation
(Fig. 758). Interestingly, cell proliferation was significantly higher when cells were adhered
to a surface compared to anchorage-independent growth (cells in suspension), probably
due to integrin-dependent signalling [366], [367].

Figure 78. Alginate concentration and crosslinking reduces HepG2 cell proliferation. HepG2
cells were grown in alginate crosslinked with 24 mM CaCl2 or 200 mM CaCl2 (high Ca), in suspension,
or on tissue culture polystyrene (2D) for 7 days. a, Spheroid diameters of spheroids encapsulated in
alginate hydrogels (n ≥300 spheroids). b, Proliferation relative to cells in suspension determined as
number of nuclei (n = 5 independent experiments). Boxplots represent the median, first, and third
quartiles; whiskers indicate maximum and minimum within 1.5x the interquartile range. Bar graph
indicates average ± s.d. Statistical significance was assessed by one-way ANOVA with Tukey’s multiple
comparison test. * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001.

To further confirm the effect of environmental stiffness on spheroid growth, HepG2 cells
were encapsulated within agarose hydrogels. Again, cells encapsulated in soft 0.5%
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agarose hydrogels presented significantly larger spheroids than cells encapsulated in stiffer
3% agarose hydrogels (Fig. 79). These results indicate that mechanically confining cells
within a stiff matrix reduces their proliferation and ability to form large spheroids.

Figure 79. Agarose concentration reduces HepG2 spheroid diameter. HepG2 cells grown in
0.5% and 3% agarose hydrogels for 7 days. a, Phase-contrast images of HepG2 spheroids. Scale bar,
250 µm. b, Quantification of spheroid diameters (n = 50 spheroids). Boxplots represent the median,
first, and third quartiles; whiskers indicate maximum and minimum within 1.5x the interquartile range.
Statistical significance was assessed by two-tailed Student’s t-test. *** p < 0.001.

6.4.2. Mechanical confinement does not induce cell death or senescence in
HepG2 cells

First, to investigate the mechanism by which mechanical confinement caused by
stiff microenvironments inhibits spheroid growth and proliferation, the effect of hydrogel
stiffness comparing low and high Ca2+ crosslinking on cell viability was evaluated. Double
live/dead staining showed that most cells in both conditions were viable, presenting in
both conditions a low proportion of dead cells (Fig. 80). Also, in low Ca2+ soft hydrogels,
large spheroids containing mostly viable cells were observed. Thus, cell death does not
explain the reduction in spheroid formation and proliferation observed in HepG2 cells
encapsulated in rigid hydrogels.
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Figure 80. Cell viability does not explain reduction of proliferation in stiff hydrogels. HepG2
cells stained with FDA (green, live cells), and PI (red, dead cells) after a 7-day growth in alginate discs.
Scale bar, 100 µm.

Next, it was examined whether these cells were quiescent or senescent. As these
cells were not proliferative or showed very low proliferation rates, it was hypothesised
that mechanical confinement caused a cell cycle arrest. Senescent cells are irreversibly
arrested and present a series of characteristics that distinguish them from quiescent cells,
which are reversibly arrested [368]. One of the most commonly used markers of
senescence is the activity of senescence-associated b-galactosidase. Thus, the activity of
b-galactosidase was assessed in cells encapsulated in soft and stiff alginate hydrogels and

compared to cells grown in 2D over tissue culture polystyrene. As positive control, cells
were exposed to 0.5 mM H2O2, which causes cellular senescence and enhances bgalactosidase activity [369], [370]. Interestingly, after 7 days, b-galactosidase staining was
low in encapsulated cells even when they were exposed to H2O2, but this treatment caused
an enhanced b-galactosidase activity in cells grown in 2D (Fig. 81).

Figure 81. Mechanical confinement does not induce b-galactosidase activity. Senescenceassociated b-galactosidase activity (blue stain) in HepG2 cells encapsulated in soft (low Ca2+) or stiff
(high Ca2+) alginate or grown as 2D monolayers on tissue culture polystyrene for 7 days, treated with
or without 0.5 mM H2O2. Scale bars, 100 µm (50 µm inset).
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Next, the secretion of the cytokines IL-8 and IL-6, components of the senescenceassociated secretory phenotype (SASP20) [233], [371] was evaluated in HepG2 cells
encapsulated in stiff alginate. Only IL-8 but not IL-6 was detected in these conditions
(Fig. 82). However, previous studies have shown enhanced IL-8 but not IL-6 in
pharmacologically-induced senescence in HepG2 cells [372], [373]. Thus, these results do
not refute the hypothesis that HepG2 cells become senescent upon mechanical
confinement.

Figure 82. IL-8 and IL-6 secretion in encapsulated HepG2 cells. Cells encapsulated in 1% alginate
crosslinked with 200 mM CaCl2 and grown for 12 days were cultured in complete medium for 2h and
IL-8 and IL-6 concentration was measured. Bar graphs represent average (n = 2 independent
experiments).

Finally, to evaluate whether these cells were senescent, the reversibility of the
inhibitory effect of mechanical confinement was investigated. Cells grown in suspension,
2D tissue culture polystyrene, or encapsulated in soft and stiff Na-alginate for 7 days were
all harvested and single cells were seeded on tissue culture polystyrene for 4 days (Fig.
83a). Proliferation relative to cells that had only been cultured in 2D was similar for cells
that had been grown in suspension and in soft alginate. However, cells that had been
encapsulated in stiff alginate, and thus proliferated little during that period, presented a
significantly higher proliferation than cells grown only in 2D (Fig. 83b). Hence, these
results indicate that hydrogel mechanical confinement of HepG2 cells does not impair

20

Senescent cells acquire a senescence-associated secretory phenotype that turn senescent cells into
pro-inflammatory cells, characterised by the secretion of various pro-inflammatory cytokines,
chemokines, and growth factors, affecting neighbouring cells. For instance, presence of senescent cells
facilitates tumour progression [233], [412].
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proliferation potential, a characteristic of senescence, but causes a reversible cell cycle
arrest.

Figure 83. Cell proliferation is enhanced after release from stiff alginate hydrogel. a, Schematic
of the experimental protocol. b, HepG2 cells encapsulated for 7 days in stiff alginate present higher
proliferation rates during the first 4 days than soft alginate, cells in suspension, and cell that were grown
in 2D. Statistical significance was assessed by one-way ANOVA with Tukey’s multiple comparison
test. Bar graphs indicate average ± s.e.m. (n = 3).

6.4.3. Alginate encapsulation enhances the proportion of tetraploid cells

To investigate cell cycle arrest, the DNA of cells was stained to quantify DNA
content which allows to distinguish between cell cycle arrest in phases G0/G1 when cells
are diploid, so their DNA content is 2n, and cells in G2/mitosis, when cells contain double
the amount of DNA (4n). The methodology followed to quantify DNA content is detailed
in section 3.20. The percentage of 4n cells was evaluated and interestingly, instead of
decreasing in encapsulated cells, which could indicate a cell cycle arrest before the S phase,
the proportion of 4n cells increased in all encapsulated cells reaching a maximum at 7 days
and decreasing after that point (Fig. 84). Interestingly, cells in stiff alginate hydrogels (3%)
presented a lower percentage of 4n cells than cells encapsulated in softer alginate. This
suggests that a G2/M arrest alone does not explain the differences in cell proliferation
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observed between different hydrogels, and possibly more than one cell cycle checkpoint21
may be involved in mechanically confined HepG2 cells.

Figure 84. Evolution of 4n cells over time after cell encapsulation. Data points indicate average
± s.d. (n = 5 independent experiments).

To investigate whether the 4n cells were binucleated, and thus, having double DNA
compared with mononuclear cells in G0/G1 phase, cells encapsulated in stiff 3% alginate
for 7 days were released from alginate and immediately fixed and stained for DNA.
Interestingly, cells with 2 nuclei were abundant (15 % of cells; n = 100 cells) (Fig. 85),
indicating that mechanical confinement affects the normal cytokinesis process by which
cells physically divide into two cells.

21

The cell cycle has three major checkpoints in which the normal process of the cell cycle and
favourable conditions for cell division are ensured before progressing to the next stage of the cell cycle.
These check points occur near the end of the G1 phase, at the transition from G2 to M phase, and
during metaphase.
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Figure 85. Mechanically confined HepG2 cells present mono- and binuclear cells. Examples of
two fluorescent images of cells encapsulated in stiff alginate (3%) hydrogel for 7 days. Scale bar, 10
µm.

6.4.4. Modulating crosslinking calcium enhances BAL biomass production

Based on the negative effect of alginate stiffness on proliferation, it was
hypothesised that the method of biomass production for a BAL could be improved to
maximise cell number. After alginate crosslinking, a step in the process of encapsulation
is included to remove unbound Ca2+ to avoid cell damage and further crosslinking before
placing the encapsulated cells into a fluidised bed bioreactor. This step was chosen to
modulate the crosslinking degree of the alginate to change alginate stiffness. Alginate
beads were either washed with a Ca2+-free salt solution or with a 1.8 mM Ca2+-containing
salt solution, a similar concentration than that of cell culture media. Adding washing steps
with Ca2+-free or 1.8 mM Ca2+ solutions both significantly increased the viable cell
number in alginate beads after 12 days of growth in a rotary cell culture system (RCCS),
but Ca2+-free washes caused a more pronounced increase in cell numbers (Fig. 86).
Interestingly, beads that had been washed three times with a Ca2+-free solution, when recrosslinked at day 8 of growth with 200 mM CaCl2, the proliferation rate decreased
obtaining a significantly lower viable cell number than non-re-crosslinked beads.
However, samples washed three times with Ca2+-free and re-crosslinked at day 8 also
presented a significantly higher viable cell number than beads washed only once.

Figure 86. Cell proliferation is improved by controlling alginate crosslinking with varying bead
washing regimes. Viable cells after three different washing regimes and culture for 12 days in a RCCS.
CL indicates that beads were re-crosslinked with 200 mM CaCl2 after 8 days of culture in a RCCS and
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further culture for 4 more days. Bar graphs indicate average ± s.d. (n = 3). Statistical significance was
assessed by one-way ANOVA with Tukey’s multiple comparison test. * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p
< 0.001.

Maximising cell growth is the most evident benefit of using softer alginate beads,
however, this can make alginate beads weaker, and thus, they can be more easily damaged
by the shear stress caused by bioreactors and also can induce the growth of cells outside
of the beads if these reach the surface of beads. Consequently, the percentage of broken
beads was quantified for each of the washing regimes at the end of the experiment.
Interestingly, the washing regime that induced higher proliferation (three times with Ca2+free solution) produced a high number of broken beads, but when these were recrosslinked, the number of broken beads was significantly reduced and even lower than
the control regime (one wash with Ca2+-free solution) (Fig. 87). Together, these results
indicate that using softer beads and re-crosslinking before cell overgrowth could improve
BAL biomass production and maintain bead robustness, which could be essential when
instead of low viscosity cell culture media a viscous liver failure plasma is used, and thus,
a higher shear stress is applied to alginate beads.

Figure 87. Soft alginate beads result in bead breakage. Percentage of broken alginate beads as
observed by microscopy after a 12-day cell growth in a RCCS. Bar graphs indicate average ± s.d. (n =
5). ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001.
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6.5. Discussion

Mechanical stress in tumours is related to lower proliferation rates at the tumour
core, lower oxygenation, and reduced drug delivery [374]. Here, mechanical stress was
induced by varying the concentration or crosslinking of alginate hydrogels. In line with
previous studies on other cell types and HepG2 cells [375]–[377], alginate concentration
and calcium crosslinking as well as agarose concentration had a negative effect on
anchorage-independent growth of HepG2 hepatoblastoma cells (Fig. 78 and 79). Another
effect of changing alginate concentration is the reduction in the diffusion of
macromolecules [378], [379], which can also affect cell proliferation due to a reduction in
nutrient transport. However, analysis of macromolecular diffusion in alginate hydrogels
with Ca2+ crosslinking-modulated stiffness, showed no difference in diffusion between
these hydrogels [41], suggesting that the differences in proliferation and spheroid size
observed in alginate hydrogels crosslinked with low and high Ca2+ concentrations may
not be due to differences in macromolecular diffusion.
One possible explanation of the reduction in proliferation is a decrease in cell
viability. Cells under solid stress increase their tonicity, a process that depends on osmotic
pressure regulation and the actin cytoskeleton, and its impairment affects cell viability
[380]. In HepG2 cells, changes in alginate crosslinking did not cause a substantial cell
death (Fig. 80), indicating that cell death may not be the cause of reduced proliferation.
Another process that affects cell proliferation is the induction of cellular senescence [368].
Using b-galactosidase activity staining as a marker for senescence induction it was shown
that b-galactosidase activity is low in encapsulated cells. To control whether the low
staining was not caused by a poor diffusion of the precursor X-gal in encapsulated cells,
cells were exposed to H2O2 to induce senescence (Fig. 81). However, H2O2-treated
encapsulated cells did not show a considerable blue staining typical of senescent cells as
it was seen in 2D-grown cells. This could be explained by both a technical issue derived
from the low diffusion of X-gal or other compounds required for the staining or a
protective effect of alginate encapsulation against oxidative stress, as it has been shown
in alginate-encapsulated neurons and HepG2 cells [223], [381]. Next, the secretion of
senescence-associated IL-8 and IL-6 in encapsulated HepG2 cells was evaluated. Only
IL-8 was detected in the supernatant of encapsulated HepG2 cells (Fig. 82). However, as
the cytokine levels were not compared between hydrogels with varying stiffness, the
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induction if IL-8 secretion due to a mechanical confinement cannot be excluded.
However, the fact that the proliferation potential was not reduced in cells encapsulated in
stiff alginate hydrogels (Fig. 83) makes the acquisition of a senescent phenotype due to
mechanical confinement highly unlikely. Interestingly, these cells not only did not show a
reduction in proliferation potential but presented an increased proliferation once the
mechanical constraint was removed. This could indicate that these cells acquire a more
malignant phenotype as previously observed in normal epithelial colon cells exposed to
mechanical compression [382]. Solid stress and compression have also been shown to
induce EMT and invasive phenotype in cancer cells [356], [383]. Thus, phenotypical
changes other than proliferation rates may be altered due to mechanical confinement. A
possible explanation for the increased proliferation is a selection of more proliferative
clones which could occur due to the death of less proliferative clones, as it occurs during
the selection of clones with cancer stem cell properties using anchorage-independent
growth protocols and selective hydrogels [384]–[386]. However, as cell death was low in
all conditions (Fig. 80) this clone selection may not be the mechanism that explains the
increased proliferation rate.
Cell cycle analysis can be used to better understand the inhibition of cell
proliferation. Previously, a study on the effect of compression on tumour spheroid
development showed reduction of proliferation caused by enhanced p27Kip1 expression, a
proliferation inhibitor, leading to G1 cell cycle arrest [387]. A different study showed a
reduction in extracellular signal-regulated protein kinase (ERK) signalling in HepG2 cells
encapsulated in highly-crosslinked alginate hydrogels [377]. Interestingly, ERK signalling
is involved in cell proliferation and is mechanically regulated [388], [389]. Although the
involvement of ERK in mechanotransduction was studied in adhesive environments, cell
confinement in non-adherent matrices also regulates ERK signalling [390], indicating that
ERK signalling could be involved in the differences on cell proliferation observed in
alginate-encapsulated HepG2 cells. However, analysis of cell cycle revealed an enhanced
proportion of cells in G2/M phases (4n cells) instead of G0/G1 cells upon alginate
encapsulation (Fig. 84). Surprisingly, the proportion of 4n cells was higher in low-stiffness
hydrogels indicating that G2/M arrest does not explain the different behaviour of cells
encapsulated in hydrogels with varying stiffness. Hence, changes in cell cycle dynamics
that do not result in long-term differences in DNA content could be explaining this
phenomenon, as suggested by the delay in 4n cell increase in cells encapsulated in the
stiffest hydrogel, which present ~15 % 4n cell proportion compared to 25 – 30 % of 4n
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cells in softer hydrogels after 2 days of culture. In a different study, a G2/M arrest was
also observed in mechanically stressed cells, which was attributed to an impaired bipolar
spindle assembly [391]. Also, a direct force application on mitotic cells causing enhanced
actomyosin-dependent cortical tension and intracellular pressure was shown to inhibit
mitotic progression [392]. This effect could explain the enhanced proportion of 4n cells
observed in encapsulated cells. Another possibility is the formation of binuclear cells.
Interestingly, fluorescence imaging revealed 15% of binuclear cells in HepG2 cells
encapsulated in stiff alginate (3%) (Fig. 85) after 7 days. However, this only accounts for
~ 50 % of 4n cells at this time point (Fig. 84), thus, a mitotic arrest cannot be dismissed.
In human adult livers there are a 20 – 30 % polyploid hepatocytes, including binuclear
diploid and 4n mononuclear cells [393]. Differences in cell proliferation of these polyploid
HepG2 cells upon release from the mechanical confinement could explain the enhanced
proliferation potential (Fig. 83). However, the maintenance of polyploidy and binuclear
cells over time after hydrogel release and growth in 2D was not investigated. Together,
these results indicate that mechanical confinement of HepG2 cells causes cell cycle arrest
which can lead to changes in cell behaviour once the stress is released, which in an in vivo
scenario could be caused by a change in tumour microenvironment due to cell migration
or matrix remodelling.
Finally, these effects were used to enhance the production of biomass for a BAL,
indicating that calcium crosslinking can control both cell proliferation and alginate bead
mechanical stability (Fig. 86 and 87). Also, by re-crosslinking alginate, the proliferation of
HepG2 cells could be inhibited, which could be useful once the desired cell number is
reached. However, hydrogel bead stiffness was not quantified, a parameter that should be
analysed for an accurate control of cell proliferation and could be used as a quality control
during biomass production. Moreover, the liver cell function of these cells, required for
an adequate therapeutic product, was not evaluated after a second crosslinking, and thus,
this protocol could be affecting negatively the final product. Nevertheless, these data
demonstrate that controlling the physical parameters of the milieu of therapeutic cells can
greatly vary production time and cost and should be accurately controlled.
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6.6. Conclusion

This chapter shows, supporting the initial hypothesis, how cancer cell proliferation
and cell cycle progression can be greatly influenced by their mechanical milieu. These
effects can be further studied to better understand the behaviour of tumours during their
growth and how this affects the heterogeneous populations of cells forming the tumour.
Moreover, it is shown that controlling the mechanical properties of hydrogels used for
therapeutic cell encapsulation over time could improve biomass production, which could
reduce cost and time of production, and its analysis should be considered as quality
control of the therapeutic product from batch to batch.
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Chapter 7
General discussion and potential future work
Designing biocompatible materials and tissue engineering constructs is a pivotal
step to translate novel tissue engineering technologies into clinical practice. A thorough
understanding of the impact of the physical characteristics of biomaterials on their
biocompatibility is essential to improve the biomaterial design process that will lead to
successful therapeutic products. Biodegradable biomaterials are commonly used when
their role is intended just for a finite period of time as they may be replaced by native
extracellular matrix. These dynamic biomaterials may experience changes in their
mechanical properties over time and release soluble components to the extracellular fluid.
This work aimed to understand the effect of hydrogel-forming polymers on liver cancer
cells to both study possible adverse effects of these polymers if used therapeutically and,
at the same time, broaden the understanding of the mechanobiology of the cancer cell
microenvironment and the role of soluble macromolecules in mechanosensing. Thus, this
study intended to expand the knowledge on biomaterial – cell interactions to ultimately
improve the design of artificial cellular microenvironments with therapeutic applications,
and for basic cell biology studies. This chapter discusses the major achievements and
potential future research directions of each project presented in chapters 4, 5, and 6.
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7.1. Chapter 4 general discussion and potential future work and
applications

This chapter aimed to understand the effect of soluble polymers and the physical
characteristics of the extracellular fluid, affected by the introduction of these polymers,
on cancer cell behaviour. It was hypothesised that soluble polymers could affect substrate
adhesion and mechanosensing which could activate mechanotransduction pathways
leading to changes in cell migration (Fig. 16). This hypothesis was accepted for polymers
that substantially enhanced the viscosity of the ECF (~ 20 cP or higher), which had a high
molecular weight, but not those that were poor viscosity enhancers and had a low
molecular weight (£ 6 cP). Although integrin-based cell-substrate adhesion was found to
be enhanced by these polymers, the exact mechanism of this effect was not determined.
These results raised two main questions that could be addressed with future work. One is
whether high extracellular viscosity stabilises integrin-ligand bonds, and thus, reduces the
rate of dissociation (Koff), or whether it increases the binding (Kon).
Based on the results presented here, the molecular clutch model of
mechanosensing, and the catch bond nature between ECM and integrins, it could be
hypothesised that macromolecules of the extracellular space (viscosity enhancers) that
sufficiently reduce integrin diffusion in the cellular membrane, or/and their ligands in the
ECM, stabilise the bonds between ECM and integrins increasing their lifetime (lower
Koff). This could facilitate the formation of new integrin-ECM bonds leading to an
enhanced cell spreading area. This effect could also explain why intracellular forces such
as those caused by actin polymerisation and myosin contractility may not be necessary to
induce an enhanced cell spreading area. However, a complete independence on
actomyosin cannot be discarded, and could be studied by using the triple action of myosin
contractility inhibition, actin polymerisation inhibition, and actin depolymerisation. Also,
this model hypothesises that the recruitment of integrins, due to the enhanced integrinECM bond stability, and their intracellular engagement with the actin cytoskeleton could
result in the formation of focal adhesions and the activation of mechanotransduction
pathways and could also explain the enhanced traction forces exerted by cells exposed to
these viscosity-enhancing macromolecules (Fig. 88). To explore this hypothesis a series
of experiments could be performed.
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Figure 88. Hypothesis of the effect of viscosity on integrin-ECM bonds and focal adhesion
formation. In high extracellular viscosity conditions, the diffusion of integrins in the membrane is
reduced which stabilises the binding of integrins with ECM ligands increasing the bond lifetime (lower
Koff). This, facilitates the recruitment of new integrins and the formation of focal adhesions allowing
the spreading of cells over a substrate.

In an isolated system, the lifetime of a bond and its change as a result to external
pulling forces can be analysed by coating ligands to a surface and coating integrins to the
tip of an atomic force microscope (AFM) cantilever [73], [394], [395] (Fig. 89). Thus, by
introducing polymers into this system, their effect on lifetime and on the force-lifetime
relationship of an integrin-ligand pair could be assessed. Secondly, to study the effect of
these polymers on binding events, which could be due to the effect of macromolecular
crowding on enhancing the effective concentration of ligand and integrin, could also be
studied using ultrasensitive surface-stress sensors coated with either ligand or integrin
[396] (Fig 90). Moreover, the effect of these viscosity-enhancing polymers may be due to
changes in membrane protein diffusion, having a similar effect to integrin ligands
presented in purely viscous substrates [84]. These substrates, based on lipid bilayers, could
be used to first study the effect of polymers on the diffusion of ligands or integrins. This
could be quantified by fluorescence recovery after photobleaching (FRAP,) which could
also be used to study effects on integrin membrane diffusion [283], [397], [398]. FRAP
has also been used to study binding reactions in vivo, which could complement the analyses
on isolated in vitro system [399]. Together, these analyses could be included into the
molecular clutch model to predict actin retrograde flow and adhesion size (in cell types
presenting mature focal adhesions) which could be then tested experimentally.
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Figure 89. Schematic of a single molecule AFM force clamp experiment. a, A laser is focused
on the end of the cantilever and bounced back to the position-sensitive detector to measure the force
on the tip bending the cantilever. The bending, and thus the force, will depend on the binding of
integrins with their ligands and the pulling force controlled with the AFM. Once the force drops back
to the unbound state, the lifetime of the bond can be obtained. b, Example of data obtained with a
single molecule AFM force clamp experiment. Modified from Kong F, 2009 and Rakashit, 2014 [73],
[394].

Figure 90. Surface stress sensors. a, A silicon cantilever coated with integrin dimers is presented
with a solution of soluble ligands (e.g. RGD peptide). The binding of ligands with integrins cause
bending deflections of the cantilever due to steric and electrostatic repulsive interactions between
surface-bound receptor-ligand complexes. The bending of the cantilever is measured with a laser and
a position-sensitive detector. b, Example of the evolution of the differential surface stress of a
cantilever. Zero (0) indicates no bending deflection, and thus, no change in surface stress. Upon
presentation of ligands, differential surface stress will change until reaching equilibrium. Bending
downwards results in negative values of differential surface stress. c, Equations representing the
relationship between surface stress (𝝈) and cantilever bending (∆𝒛) and surface stress and surface
thermodynamic equilibrium dissociation constant (𝑲). Where L is the length of the cantilever, 𝒕 is
the thickness, 𝑬 is the Young´s modulus and is the 𝝂 Poisson ratio of silicon. And 𝝈𝒎𝒂𝒙 is the
maximum surface stress generated when all binding sites are occupied and 𝒏 is the stoichiometric
coefficient. Modified from Ndieyira JW, 2014 and Patil SB, 2015 [396], [400].
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Finally, tissue engineering applications of these findings could include the study of
the effect of these soluble polymers on stem cell differentiation. Preliminary observations
suggest that bone marrow and adipose-derived mesenchymal stem cells exposed to high
molecular weight PEG and Na-alginate present higher proliferation rates and increase
their area when seeded on soft polyacrylamide substrates (not shown). Thus, it would be
interesting to evaluate whether these polymeric solutions could influence on the fate of
these cells, and thus, if biomaterial-based therapies could include the release of soluble
polymers into the microenvironment of MSCs to direct their differentiation. For instance,
rapidly-degrading oxidised alginate hydrogels mixed with slowly degrading Na-alginate
could be used as these have been previously demonstrated to improve bone formation in
vivo [401].

7.2. Chapter 5 general discussion and potential future work and
applications

Based on the results obtained in chapter 4, the work presented in chapter 5 aimed
to investigate the effect of soluble polymers on cells with an endothelial origin. It was
hypothesised that these cells respond to soluble polymers similarly to the way liver cancer
cells respond to them, by activating mechanotransduction pathways leading to
morphological changes. Since endothelial cells are known to respond to various
mechanical stimuli by elongating and forming aligned monolayers, it was hypothesised
that the response of endothelial cells to soluble viscosity-enhancing polymers would cause
cellular elongation and alignment (Fig. 63). This hypothesis was accepted only partially, as
these cells did respond to viscosity-enhancing polymers in terms of cell -substrate
adhesion (spreading rate and spreading area over compliant substrates) as on chapter 4,
but not all polymers cause cell alignment and elongation, which was only observed with
polymers of a lower molecular weight at high viscosity (nano-viscosity » macro-viscosity).
These results indicate that two different mechanism are involved in sensing these soluble
polymers leading to differences in cell-substrate adhesion dynamics and mechanosensing
or causing cell elongation and alignment. Interestingly, although the molecules Rac1 and
cdc42 seem to play a role in alignment and elongation as a response to extracellular soluble
polymers, these proteins were not involved in viscosity-induced morphological changes
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in liver cancer cells as shown in chapter 4. However, it is highly unlikely that Rac1 and
cdc42 are the primary sensors of these polymers as these are intracellular proteins. To
unravel the mechanism by which SK-HEP-1 cells respond to these polymers, several
membrane protein candidates could be targeted, for instance, using general and specific
inhibitors against mechanosensitive ion channels such as TRPV4 and piezo1. Moreover,
knocking in and out these proteins, as well as measuring ion currents upon exposure to
the polymers, would shed light on the mechanism of action. Other candidates to be
involved in polymer sensing include the endothelial cell mechanosensory complex and Gprotein-coupled receptors, all of which could be investigated similarly.
Although these observations were made primarily in a single cell line (SK-HEP-1),
primary cells such as HUVECs were also investigated. HUVECs did not respond to these
polymers as SK-HEP-1 cells did, however, some morphological differences were
observed. Even though these primarily results were not conclusive, understanding the
mechanism in SK-HEP-1 cells would help to predict whether primary cells with
physiological relevance could potentially be affected by crowded, viscous environments.
These effects could be studied in angiogenesis occurring during tumour
neovascularisation and embryonic development and using crowded viscous extracellular
environments could improve current in vitro models of angiogenesis.

7.3. Chapter 6 general discussion and potential future work and
applications

The study presented in chapter 6 intended to understand the effect of the
mechanical confinement of cells caused by hydrogel encapsulation to both expand the
current understanding of tumour biomechanics and to improve a protocol of biomass
production for a BAL device (Fig. 77). In line with previous reports, spheroid growth was
inhibited in stiff hydrogels resulting in an increase proportion of 4n cells. However, the
biological consequences of the increase in 4n cells and their temporal and spatial evolution
within spheroids was not investigated, and only one cell line was analysed here. Flow
cytometry could be used to isolate 2n and 4n cells to then analyse various parameters such
as transcriptome and secretome profiles, proliferation rates, migration, and metastatic
potential using mouse models. Moreover, other liver and non-liver cancer cell types
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should be studied to determine whether this effect can be generalised to all cells with
anchorage-independent growth. The contribution of 4n cells in cancer development could
be also studied in 3D tumour models using migration-supporting matrices (i.e. polymers
with matrix metalloproteinase cleavage sites) under confinement or compression.
Subsequent analyses of ploidy in cells within the tumour model (migrating in the matrix,
surface of the tumour, and tumour core) would further determine the role of 4n cells in
tumour development.
Chapter 6 also investigates a potential protocol for BAL biomass production based
on the control of hydrogel crosslinking. The protocol consisting of reduction of
crosslinking during the growth phase and enhanced crosslinking once the desired cell
number is achieved proved a rapid biomass production and a maintained hydrogel
mechanical stability. However, the biological consequences of this protocol were not
investigated, and changes in hydrogel stiffness were not quantified. Both analyses are
necessary before this protocol can be used clinically. Interestingly, cryopreservation of
alginate-encapsulated liver spheroids (AELSs) induces changes in proliferation compared
to non-cryopreserved AELSs [402]. This could be due to changes in alginate stiffness,
which could be detrimental if the mechanical stability of AELSs is decreased. Thus, adding
crosslinking steps could improve the mechanical robustness of the alginate to a predetermined stiffness value, using mechanical testing methods such as AFM, micropipette
aspiration, indentation, and ultrasound [403]–[406].

7.4. Concluding remarks

The results reported in this thesis, in agreement with previous studies, indicate that
various physical properties of the extracellular microenvironment influence cell
behaviour. The findings arising from this work show that the properties of not only the
extracellular matrix but also the extracellular fluid, which may be affected by
macromolecules of native or foreign origin, greatly influence cell behaviour in both cancer
cells and endothelial-derived cells. These effects could have implications in future
biomaterial design with basic and clinical applications as well as in improving in vitro
models of physiological and pathological processes. Moreover, in the context of cancer,
and in agreement with other studies [407], the work presented here suggests that the
physical microenvironment could serve as a target for cancer therapy. However, further
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mechanistic and in vivo studies are needed to evaluate the clinical translation potential of
these findings.
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Appendix I

Appendix I

Viscous PEG-containing media enhance HepG2 wound healing and induce cell scattering
independently of osmotic pressure. A, The internuclear distance of HepG2 cells in PEG solutions
with equal osmolarity is significantly different in PEG 20,000 and PEG 1,000,000 after 24 h incubation
(n = 450 nuclei). B, Representative images and quantification indicating that wound healing in HepG2
cell monolayers is enhanced by PEG 1,000,000 compared to PEG 20,000 after 48 h (n = 3). Scale bar,
200 µm. Statistical analyses: two-tailed Student’s t-test. Boxplots represent median, first and third
quartiles; whiskers indicate maximum and minimum within 1.5x the interquartile range. Bar graphs
represent average ± s.e.m. *** p < 0.001.
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Extracellular fluid viscosity enhances liver cancer cell
mechanosensing and migration
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